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Abstract:
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ample of beneficial IA. To accomplish this, a literature overview both on 
spoiler and IA research was created and this used as basis for a deductive cod-
ing-list. Afterwards a number of Guidelines spoilers were collected from Red-
dit, Fandom, multiple newssites, Wikipedia and Google. Results were found 
for multiple levels of abstraction. Firstly, spoiler guidelines exist due to diffi-
culties in defining spoilers, different aims of websites and the different desires 
for users. Secondly it could be found that SA was not always assumed to be 
positive, but can be explained through many IA-theories. Notably this also 
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Introduction

Spoiler Avoidance is a rather specific research topic, even outside of the context of Information Science. It is

only rarely studied (Völcker 2017, p. 2; Gray 2010, p. 143) and then mostly by psychologists (e.g. Johnson et

al. 2020; Daniel et Katz 2019; Ellithorpe et Brooks 2018; Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018),  Social Media re-

searchers (e.g. Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018; Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018 and 2016; Shiratori et al. 2018;

Schirra et al. 2014) or audience researchers (e.g. Beck 2018; Schirra et al. 2014; Gray 2010), most notably in

the specific area of fan studies (e.g. Busse 2017; Völcker 2017; Williams 2004). However most of this re-

search focusses on Spoiler Avoidance only as an aspect of the interaction with spoilers themselves (e.g.

Schirra et al. 2014), with many having spoilers themselves only as a sub-topic within a much greater re -

search question (e.g. Busse 2017 and Gray 2010). Finally spoiler research can be separated in two big areas

and a small one: The first big area questions if the avoidance of spoilers or lack of avoidance thereof ‘is justi-

fied’ (e.g. Johnson et al. 2020; Daniel et Katz 2019; Ellithorpe et Brooks 2018; Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018),

while the second one asks ‘why’ and ‘how’ people avoid spoiler (Beck 2018; Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018;

Völcker 2017; Schirra et al. 2014; Gray 2010). The small area meanwhile tries to find methods to improve on

existing avoidance behaviour (Shiratori et al. 2018; Boyd-Graber et al. 2014). This includes an unsuccessful

attempt  to  avoid  unmarked  spoilers  on  fan-written  encyclopedias  (fan-wikis)  through  the  web-engine

Memento, a study that is mostly notably for being published within the International Journal on Digital Lib-

raries (Jones et al. 2018). Thus it is one of the very few studies in the area of Library and Information Sci -

ence.

This thesis will focus on Spoiler Avoidance (SA) as an example of Information Avoidance (IA), which itself is a

topic of Information Behaviour (among others) and therefore Information Science. Since only the second

area of typical spoiler research analyses behaviour, it is the one of most interest for Information Behaviour

research. These questions of ‘why’ and ‘how’ SA is practised are most commonly studied within audience

research, often in the sub-area of fan studies. Sadly fan studies are nearly unknown in Information Beha -

viour research (Price et Robinson 2017, p. 649f.). Price et Robinson 2017 are the most notable example, as

they attempt to rectify this gap (though Boyd-Graber et al. 2013 is another example). However neither the

terms “Information Avoidance” nor “spoiler” appear within their paper, making it mostly unimportant for

this study.

While small (Fuertes et al. 2020, p. 698; Addison 2017, p. 8), IA has gained more and more attention in re-

cent years, especially by psychologists, economist, health-researchers and information-scientists (for an ex-

haustive overview, see Klaus 2018). IA research studies why, when and how people avoid for them relevant

information. Despite this unflattering definition, IA is not always harmful or negative. In reality there are a

number of positive uses of IA, intended to protect ones mental well-being or to prolong anticipation (Klaus

2018, p. 35f.; Addison 2017, notably p. 144; Golman et al. 2017, p. 124; Manheim 2014; Sweeny et al. 2010,

notably p. 349f.; Eriksson and Helgesson 2005). However it is far more common to focus on neutral or neg-
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ative results of IA, than on positive (of the studies mentioned above only Eriksson and Helgesson 2005 focus

solely on positive IA, while for negative IA both Blajer-Gołębiewska et al. 2018 and Neben 2015, as well as

most research on avoidance in a health context do so. Addison et al. 2017, p. 8). Thus to better understand

positive IA, this thesis aims to research SA as an example of it (as spoilers are considered negative by most:

Johnson et al. 2020, p. 1; Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 149), since it is likely the least controversial form

of beneficial IA (though it’s concrete benefits are still unclear. E.g. Johnson et al. 2020, notably p. 14; Daniel

et Katz 2019).

SA has the additional benefit, that the avoidance of spoilers is strongly discussed within the internet and

elsewhere. Normally IA research stands before the problem of how one can find traces of the absence of

behaviour. While not unmountable, this research is further hindered by the positive image that information

has and thus the resulting negative perception of IA (Moodley et al. 2018, p. 10; Addison 2017, p. 139; Man-

heim 2014). Therefore, having a topic on which many people record willingly and unashamed their desire to

avoid information is quite valuable.

Spoiler policies and their comments were chosen for four reasons: First they are public, allowing both easier

research and also a hopefully greater number of potential participants. Additional, comments are one of the

few ways were self-selected people might state their reasons or preference for IA behaviour. Thirdly as

these comments were made in a natural environment, they are not affected through any lab effects or

other factors, that might distort surveys or interviews. Lastly nearly all prior studies within spoiler research

studied both spoiler avoiders and seekers, while the commenters are more likely to be self-selected for a

SA-preference (e.g. Beck 2018, notably p. 185; Völcker 2017).

Based on the results, SA will be classified within the IA framework. Most notably, due to the many discip-

lines with interest in IA, there are just as many theories to explain IA behaviour. As positive IA was just

rarely researched, the results about SA will be used to control the applicability of these theories.
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Information Avoidance and Spoiler Avoidance in Information Behaviour Research

There are many different nuances within the definition of IA. An exhaustive exploration would be out of the

scope of this thesis (see for such an exploration Klaus 2018), therefore only an overview will be provided

here.

As already alluded to, IA is any behaviour, that is intended to avoid potential relevant, helpful or desired in -

formation. Most notably, the information must be avoided for it’s own sake and not due to the cost of the

acquiring-process. Therefore it is also necessary that the availability of the information is known or suspec-

ted. As noted, the behaviour can be harmful or beneficial, thus being in itself neutral (Klaus 2018, p. 5).

Nevertheless IA is often judged, most commonly based on it’s rationality (e.g. in spoiler avoidance research

by Johnson et al. 2020; Daniel et Katz 2019; Ellithorpe et Brooks 2018;  Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018). Such

a narrow focus of judgment is often unnecessary negative (Addison 2017, p. 8, 144; Manheim 2014). Similar

Golman et al.  argue for inclusion of hedonic reasons into rational  behaviour (Golman et al. 2017, p. 19,

128f.). If SA is rational or not will not be the focus of this thesis, even if rational hedonic reasons are the

most likely predictor (though as mentioned there is much research if and when SA is misguided).

Most commonly nowadays IA is considered a scale of intensity (e.g. in Addison, p. 127), instead of only com -

plete  avoidance.  Thus it  includes only  temporal  or  partial  avoidance of  information (Neben 2015,  p. 3;

Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 341. E. g. for only complete avoidance see Manheim 2014).

IA can also be separated into passive and active behaviour. Sadly, based on the source active and passive

might refer to completely different understandings. The psychologists Sweeny et al. defined 2010 active IA

as IA where action is necessary to avoid the information, while passive IA refers to the omission of seeking

behaviour (Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 341). In contrast the economists Golman et al. see active IA as any “avoid-

ance behaviour, in which (1) [the] availability of the information is known and (2) the information is or

would be avoided, if it had no cost, therefore ensuring that the avoidance is solely founded on the (per-

ceived threat of the) information, rather then the obtaining process ([Golman et al. 2017], p. 97f.)” (Klaus

2018, p. 6). Thus it is very similar to the basic definition of IA above. They don’t define passive IA, but imply

that it would be based on subconscious desire, instead of active purpose (Golman et al. 2017, p. 97, 103). To

make it even more complex, Narayan et al., this time information scientists, have a very similar understand-

ing to Golman et al. about active and passive IA, separating them as cognitive-based or instinctual beha -

viour. However, for Narayan et al. the instinctual IA is active, while the cognitive-based one is passive, thus

exactly the opposite of Golman et al. (Narayan et al. 2011, p. 5). This thesis will use Sweeny et al.’s defini -

tion, as it is the more commonly cited than that by Narayan et al. (Based on the metrics provided by their

journals as of the 22.04.2021) and closer to Information behaviour research than that of Golman et al.

Finally, information can also be avoided, after it was perceived or even learned. Such mental avoidance be -

haviour is sometimes excluded from IA-definitions, as it concerns information “that was not avoided in the
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first place” (Klaus 2018, p. 30). Other researchers see instead suppression of received information as much

as IA as any attempt to avoid the information in the first place (Golman et al. 2017, p. 99-103; Neben 2015,

p. 3f.). Neben even bases his definition of IA on such behaviour, seeing Exposure Avoidance, meaning non-

mental IA, only as the first step, being followed by Absorption Avoidance, the avoidance to understand the

gained information,  and Use Avoidance,  the avoidance to employ the gained knowledge (Neben 2015,

p. 3f.). As there are many interesting forms of mental avoidance, they will be included in the definition of IA

for this thesis, even if they are not likely to be measurable with this specific study.

SA is a specific manifestation of  IA,  where spoiler,  unwanted information about a future narrative, are

avoided to prolong anticipation or pleasure. Thus it is a form of positive IA, which in most cases avoids de-

sired information, instead of knowledge that is directly relevant or helpful (Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 350). It is

however in most cases not temporal IA, since spoilers are commonly avoided, until the information was re -

ceived through the narrative itself (the use of “narrative” was adopted from Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018

and will be explored in the chapter on spoiler definitions by spoiler researchers). Temporal IA would mean

that the spoiler is only avoided for a time-period, after which the avoidance-behaviour would cease (BA;

Golman et al. 2017, p. 106; Howell et Shepperd 2012, p. 144; Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 349), unrelated to the

actual consumption of the narrative.

Besides Mental Avoidance, there are still other occurrences of IA that are likely to relate to SA, most prom -

inently the avoidance behaviour of source selection. Both result and impact factor of IA behaviour, source

selection is the avoidance of certain sources (Addison 2017, p. 4f., 134; Savolainen 2014, p. 64). There are

many different aspects of sources for which they might be avoided, including their understandability, valid-

ity, media type and social closeness among others (Addison 2017, p. 19f.). Which of these reasons lead to

avoidance or approach is different from person to person, as a certain media type like a blog entry might be

appealing for some and alienating to others.

Further occurrences that fit SA are self-regulation and delegation. Both coined by Addison, refers self-regu-

lation to the limiting and filtering of information by oneself, while in delegation the filtering is delegated to

trusted others (Addison 2017, p. 86-92, 128f., 140). Together they encompass nearly any partial IA and are

therefore potentially the broadest category of IA. Addison found time-limits as most common example of

self-regulation (Ibid., p. 128), while in SA an avoidance of places is more likely.

A more specific form of self-regulation is the also far more interesting self-handicapping. Self-handicapping,

as it was dubbed by Golman et al., is a form of self-regulation where the seeker intentional chooses mis -

matched tasks or limits themselves in some way, to invalidate the information gained in advance. While lim -

iting seeking-time might only be an example in extreme cases, intentionally taking deliberating drugs before

a test is rarely beneficial (Golman et al., p. 104f.). Such behaviour is mostly intended to avoid learning ones

own  limits.  Therefore  Golman  et  al.  confine  their  definition  to  only  information  about  oneself  (Ibid.
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p. 130f.), even if potentially intentional self-sabotage might also appear to avoid other forms of informa-

tion. Thus it is unlikely to appear in any form of SA.

The already mentioned avoidance of places to prevent the gain of unwanted information is called physical

avoidance. It can be planed in advance or appear as a sudden reaction, similar to fleeing a place. Normally

physical avoidance only refers to the avoidance of actual physical locations or persons (Addison 2017, p. 3;

Golman et al. 2017, p. 99f.; Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 341), but it might apply to digital places as well. E.g. it

seems likely that spoiler avoider eschew certain forums once spoilers are feared.

Finally there is controlling the conversation, the active steering of a conversation to avoid information (Ad -

dison 2017, p. 3; Golman et al. 2017, p. 127; Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 341). In some manner, spoiler policies

are only a formulated and (mostly) accepted form of conversation control. Still, controlling the conversation

usually refers to more active behaviour by avoiders and might appear as a tactic of discussion within the

comments.

These methods and their relations are depicted in figure 2.
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Theories of Information Avoidance

However occurrences and a working definition do not explain when and why IA appears.  Therefore re-

searchers have formulated many, sometimes conflicting, theories, in an attempt to understand IA.

These theories can be roughly traced back to one or more of four major frameworks ( see figure 1). These

four frameworks are Selective Exposure Theory, Utility Theory, Uncertainty Management Theory and the

category of trait-based IA Theories. As the aim of this thesis is to study how well these theories fit on SA,

they and multiple noteworthy minor theories will be explained in detail.

Selective Exposure Theory is one of the most important theories for IA, even if it only addresses a subcat -

egory of it (Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 341). Developed out of knowledge dissonance theory, Selective Exposure

postulates that people avoid knowledge if it does not fit their world-view. Thus the avoided knowledge

must be known or suspected in some quantity,  which makes it  applicable only to a specific area of IA

(Neben 2015, p. 3; Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 341f.). Addison found Selective Exposure often appears together

with self-regulation, with people preparing partial IA if they fear that the information they seek will create

negative affect (Addison 2017, p. 128). In contrast, SA is mostly assumed to concern unknown information,

as suspicions or knowledge of the future narrative is intended to be avoided. Still, there might be some

overlap worth exploring. For example if someone already suspects the future outcome of the narrative due

to hints within the narrative itself or story conventions, but still wants to retain their excitement.

This example fits even better for the more specialised theory of Selective Avoidance. Researchers, mostly

Jang and Song, have found that the approach of conformist information does not always appear in tandem

with the avoidance of non-conformist information. Thus they suggested to explore Selective Approach, also

named Selective Seeking, and Selective Avoidance independent from each other (e.g. Song 2017; Zhu et al.

2017; Jang 2014; Sweeny et al.  2010 among others).  Therefore Selective Avoidance might explain some

kinds of SA, as information is avoided, even if it’s content is already feared or assumed to be known. Not-

ably there is a second definition of Selective Avoidance, coined by Zhu et al., “as complete avoidance of

non-conforming information” (Klaus 2018, p. 9) (Zhu et al. 2017, p. 113), though in this thesis the definition

by Song or Jang will be used.

Similar to Selective Exposure Theory, but seeing itself as independent research, is Confirmation Bias. Con-

firmation Bias refers to filtering of information, based on their consistency with former knowledge and

world-view (Golman et al. 2017, p. 102). While Confirmation Bias might influence someone's understanding

of spoilers once they are exposed to them, it is not likely to appear in SA itself, since it describes an uninten-

ded behaviour after exposure to new information.

However a sub-form of Confirmation Bias named Positive Bias or Optimistic Bias could actually apply. It de-

scribes the common bias to be in some regard above the norm, e.g. being exceptional sharp, lucky or know -

ledgable.  Therefore  seeking  behaviour  is  limited,  due  to  a  false  sense  of  confidence  (Addison  2017,
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p. 14, 140). This false perception is most common in areas where the person has unknowingly very few in -

formation, as described in competency theory (Dunning 2011, p. 260;Addison 2017, p. 139f.). Competency

theory further states that in contrast actually knowledgable people often project their competence on oth-

ers, assuming of them to have more information as they do (Dunning 2011, p. 271f.). Optimistic Bias or

competency theory could apply to SA, if someone avoids spoiler for their inherent assumption, that they

can figure out the information for themselves – however it is difficult to define the limits of this form of

avoidance, as the information is unwanted and from the perspective of the person also unneeded (Klaus

2018, p. 16f.). Competency theory might also explain how people misjudge the ability of others to avoid

spoilers. Furthermore optimism is assumed to be manageable like any other resource, leading to the theory

of Optimism Management. Following this theory, spoilers might be avoided to protect ones optimism (Ad-

dison 2017, p. 14; Golman et al. 2017, p. 110f.).

Then there is Groupthink, which is in strongly simplified terms the theory of Optimistic Bias applied to

groups. In essence, Groupthink is the defence of a belief within a group against all opposing arguments

(Golman et al. 2017, p. 111; Bénabou 2013; Kruglanski et al. 2006, p. 88, 95). Since spoilers are often a social

experience, sometimes even being defined as such (Völcker 2017, p. 2, 4; Gray 2010, p. 147), it is likely that

the avoidance of spoilers based on a strong sense of abilities like in Optimistic Bias would be only increased

within groups.

Finally the framework of IA that Sweeny et al. created is partly based on Selective Exposure theory (Sweeny

et al. 2010, p. 342f.). Therefore it is linked most closely to this theory, even as they were obviously also in -

fluenced through the literature they reviewed. Their framework is limited to why and when someone starts

engaging in IA, excluding their behaviour during it. Therefore Klaus used it together with Golman et al.’s ex -

ploration of Utility Theory for an overview of different reasons to engage in IA (Klaus 2018, 24-27). Follow -

ing Sweeny et al.’s framework, there are three kinds of motives to engage IA or information seeking beha-

viour. These are the desire to (1) protect a believe, (2) ones emotions or (3) to prevent the perceived need

for action or change. (1) Believe refers here to any “cherished” believe or worldview. For Sweeny et al. this

means an important basis understanding of oneself or the world, that does not need necessarily be self-en -

hancing. This is the desire mostly considered by Selective Exposure or Confirmation Bias. Additionally (2)

emotions are protected, to prolong positive or avoid negative ones. Here Sweeny et al. distinguish between

emotions based on the information, as for example in spoiler consumption, or based on decisions, like re-

gret after finding out the results of an action. The latter is for Sweeny et al. not a consequence of the in -

formation, but of the prior decision and thus avoidance because of it is not a form of IA. Lastly (3) informa-

tion might also lead to a perceived need to take action or change ones behaviour. Such information might

also be avoided to avoid to have to make the decision between doing the correct thing and avoiding un -

wanted change (Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 342-344). It is not clear why avoiding anguish over a potential future

decision  is  defined as  IA,  while  avoiding  regret  about  a  past  decision  is  excluded.  Likely  Sweeny et al.

wanted to include the avoidance of moral obligations (Andreoni et al. 2017, notably p. 627), but also to only
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focus on avoidance based on the information itself. Therefore it shows the difficulties in creating a clear

definition. For this thesis, both will be considered a form of IA, as they are both resulting from information

about decisions. Sweeny et al.’s framework is notable, for being one of the few frameworks that was cre-

ated with the prolonging of positive emotions in mind. Most importantly they also include the attempt to

avoid (suspected) positive information to prolong anticipation, as is common in SA (Sweeny et al. 2010, p.

344).

The second major framework is Utility Theory. Mainly employed in economy, does Utility Theory postulate

that people chose between objects based on their suspected utility in conjunction with their cost. Golman

et al. argue that this should not only  encompass material utility and strategical utility, meaning utility in

form of more likely future benefits, but also hedonic utility, concerning gains in pleasure or mental well -be-

ing instead of objects or advantages. Following this, hedonic utility is also a parental category of optimism

management. This hedonic utility describes why most would likely avoid spoilers: To protect their current or

future pleasure, potentially also protecting their mental health by guarding against disappointment before

it’s time (Golman et al. 2017, p. 128f.). In contrast it seems difficult to imagine, how SA could lead to mater -

ial gain or other advantages. However strategic utility also refers to self-manipulation, intended to promote

desired behaviour in oneself (Ibid, p. 114f.). Avoiding spoilers might be done to manipulate ones own motiv-

ation. Even if such motivation is needed for pleasure in the end, the act of motivational manipulation itself

is a form of strategic thinking. It might also apply for those that interact with narratives in a professional ca-

pacity, e.g. reviewers that promise to review a narrative based on an undiluted first consumption (e.g. T B

Skyen 18.09.2020, at 3.05 minutes). While in fan-communities the knowledge of spoilers is usually associ -

ated with status (Völcker 2017, p. 9-11; William 2004), this relation could potentially be inverted in dedic -

ated spoiler-free communities. Finally strategic utility in IA can also be found in Game Theory, to manipulate

ones adversary with obvious ignorance (Golman et al. 2017, p. 119f.). Still, it would be uncommon for spoil-

ers to act in the therefore needed controlling capacity.

Similar to Utility Theory’s assumption of a rational actor is Dawson et al.’s theory that information seeking is

influenced by the perceived relevance and perceived applicability of the information. This means that in-

formation are only sought, if they are assumed to be important and if it is believed possible to act on them.

Thus if someone thinks that a health issue is untreatable, they will not seek information about it and inten -

tional avoid them (Dawson et al. 2006, p. 751-753). Notably this perception can differ widely from reality

(Ibid., p. 764f.). For spoilers the relation with relevance is unclear, as spoilers might be more likely avoided if

they are perceived as important for the narrative. On the other hand, they might be sought precisely due to

their relevance (e.g. by “hardcore fans” as defined by Völcker 2017, p. 7). In contrast their perceived applic-

ability might be constant in most cases, as it’s usually possible to act by changing future consumption beha -

viour.

The third major framework is the theory of Uncertainty Management. The theory postulates, that uncer -

tainty can be managed like any other resource. Uncertainty is often defined as having less than desired in-
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formation (Bal et van de Bos 2019, p. 4). However uncertainty can also arise by having to much information,

most notably during the phenomenon of Information Overload (Addison 2017, p. 13). This can be used to

intentionally increase uncertainty, to remove an undesired certainty. Thus uncertainty is not a completely

undesired state of being, but instead a feeling arising from having not complete knowledge or confidence,

that has to be managed. Uncertainty is also neutral in itself, as the feeling can either be positive or negative

(Ibid., p. 13). Carcioppolo et al. found that uncertainty can be both increased or decreased through seeking

behaviour, e.g. by seeking supporting or conflicting information or preserved through IA (Carcioppolo et al.

2016, p. 979). Furthermore seeking behaviour could appear together with avoidance (Ibid., p.  985f.). In the

case of SA, this notably means that even if someone avoids spoilers, they might still desire to share theories

and predictions in a safe environment. A limitation of uncertainty management is that it excludes the po -

tential of gaining new insights without input from outside. While such research is outside the scope of this

thesis, SA might be influenced over time through spoiler-free theorising or waning interest. Following this,

SA itself is a behaviour to maintain uncertainty, either positive like hope or anticipation or to keep negative

uncertainty from increasing, like anxiety and dread (Addison 2017, p. 13).

Based on Uncertainty Management Theory is the Theory of Motivated Information Management (TMIM).

According to TMIM, Information Behaviour begins after a discrepancy between actual uncertainty and in -

tended uncertainty lead to anxiety that exceeds a person-specific threshold. The information management

process reduces this anxiety, by bringing the actual uncertainty closer to the intended uncertainty (Afifi and

Afifi 2009, p. 491f.). Thus the theory excludes IA and SA by definition, as behaviour that happens if anxiety is

not high enough to compel to act. It also does not provide a framework for reactive IA, excluding avoidance

reactions on unexpected Information. Klaus suggests that such behaviour could be measured with a frame-

work that uses current uncertainty and expected uncertainty instead, e.g. the level of uncertainty one ex-

pects to have after the exposure or seeking of information (Klaus 2018, p. 14). The main appeal of TIMIM is

however, that the current uncertainty of a person does not need to be their desired one, as they might be

not enough motivated to act. Following common reasons for SA, this behaviour can also apply to anticipa-

tion (Gray 2010, p. 152). Great anticipation or curiosity might lead to seeking behaviour, similar as anxiety

does, but only after it exceeds a person-specific threshold (Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 349). E.g. Völcker found

that  “hardcore-fans”  where  more  likely  to  seek  for  spoilers,  than  less  invested  ones,  while  Perks  et

McElrath-Hart found that fans avoid more spoilers than those that were not invested (Perks et McElarth-

Hart 2018, p. 144; Völcker 2017, p. 7).

Lastly there are measured traits, that can increase or decrease IA. Most of these have fallen out of favour

for the exploration of all-encompassing theories, but some of them remain closely linked with IA or are in -

corporated into such theories (Klaus 2018, p. 7 and 18). Due to the research-design that only shows the

smallest traces of people, proving a link with any of the following traits is unlikely. Still, some posters might

self-identify with a trait or these characteristics could map well on multiple comments, indicating a poten-

tial for further research.
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Most notably and well known is the Monitoring and Blunting Theory, that postulates that people under

stress either seek information or avoid them based on their nature as monitor or blunter  (Klaus 2018, p.

10). SA however does not appear exclusively under stress and the blunting-scale, unlike the one for monit -

ors, was never proven accurate anyway (Case et al. 2005, p. 355). So this theory is not likely to come up

within SA research.

Uncertainty Orientation is similar, stating that uncertainty-orientated people appreciate new information

and the resulting uncertainty, while certainty-orientated ones aim to avoid both. Still it was never employed

in an IA context and is unlike to appear in any measurable form within SA comments (Sweeny et al. 2010, p.

347).

Intolerance of Uncertainty (IU) also relates to uncertainty management (or lack thereof), but mostly ap-

pears together with emotional disorders leading to different behaviour patterns (Boswell et al. 2013, not-

ably p. 1f.). The trait is distinguished by a great deal of negative anxiety as reaction on any uncertainty, of-

ten expressed in worry. While one could think that this would lead to increased seeking behaviour to avoid

uncertainty, this is only true for one of it’s forms, namely prospective IU. Its other form, inhibitory IU, leads

instead to avoidance of  actions up to  paralysis,  until  the situation creating the uncertainty  has  passed

(Talkovsky and Norton 2016, p. 108).  IU can appear as trait or situation-specific, even if Shihata et al. as-

sume that situation-specific IU might only be an intermediary between the trait and it’s symptoms (Shihata

et al. 2016, p. 116). Due to it’s notably tells, including excessive worry and action-paralysis based on present

uncertainty (only for inhibitory IU), potentially IU-driven behaviour is more likely to be notable than that of

the prior traits. On the other side is the theory only applicable to a small subset of people.

Finally we come to the last two personality traits: The Need for Cognition (NFC) and the Need for (Cognitive)

Closure (here NFCC, often instead also abbreviated as NFC). Neither considers itself as part of IA research

themselves, but they are often used to explore similar topics (Klaus 2018, p. 11). The NFC measures how far

people see intrinsic value in knowledge (Sandra and Otto 2018, p. 102). While the trait seemingly should in -

versely correlate with IA-behaviour, in the only study combining it with IA, there were no such correlations

found (Addison 2017, p. 79f.). In contrast the results from research about the enjoyment of spoilers were

more conflicted (Daniel et Katz 2019, p. 1795f.; Johnson et al. 2020, p.  14; Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018, p.

584, 607). Sadly the NFCC theory is only slightly more promising. Developed out of Uncertainty Orientation,

people high in Need for Closure feel increasing stress until a task is finished (Brizi 2016, p. 1; Roets et al.

2015, p. 225; Acar-Burkay et al. 2014, p. 720). This often leads to information seeking, even if it is just short

lived. Afterwards however, they “freeze” their finished task, becoming increasingly unwilling to rethink or

revised it. Based on this, NFCC can be further divided into urgency NFCC, the need to finish tasks quickly,

and permanency NFCC, the need to keep tasks frozen (Brizi 2016, p. 1f.; Roets et al. 2015, p. 225f.). Similar

to most IA-behaviour, NFCC was found to be influenced through situation-specific stimuli (Brizi 2016, p.  2;

Roets et al. 2015, p. 223f.; Acar-Burkay et al. 2014, p. 732). NFCC was suggested to be researched in com-

bined with IA, however such a study was never realised (Klaus 2018, p. 11; Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 347). In
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spoiler related Information Behaviour would this likely manifest as increased consumption of spoilers and

other forms of information. After an assumption about the future narrative is reached, the seeker would

then start to avoid further spoilers. However even more than the other traits, does the NFCC theory suffer

from this thesis research design, as it’s most notably feature is the switch in behaviour, that is unlikely to be

self-reported in a comment about the regulation of spoilers.

A  sub-area of  NFCC is  the theory of  Group-centrism.  Extremely similar  to  Groupthink,  does it  link the

strength of the NFCC-trait in the individual to their desire to form a group consensus, as well their willing -

ness to accept and defend it (Brizi 2016, p. 2; Roets et al. 2015, p. 227f.; Kruglanski et al. 2006). However

this behaviour is only displayed once a group is formed. Before that people high in NFCC are more likely to

adapt to new groups (Kosic et al.  2004,  notably p. 809).  Group-centrism considers itself  separate from

Groupthink, even if its main difference, besides being based in a specific trait, is only their evaluation of the

importance of  group-consensus.  Grouthink  sees  the social  reality  or  group-consensus as  falsely  ranked

above reality, while Group-centrism considers it the actual social reality of it’s members (Kruglanski et al.

2006, p. 88). As with Groupthink, this increased defensive behaviour might be more notable than the lone

trait in a social practice like spoiler-discussions.

Monitoring and Blunting Behaviour,  Uncertainty  Orientation and NFCC can all  be measured on specific

scales (Addison 2017, p. 9, 82; Brizi 2016, p. 1f.; Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 347; Case et al. 2005, p. 355). Consid-

ering the already mentioned difficulties in trying to apply psychological traits based on tiny excerpts on the

internet, the scales will only be used for analysis if multiple comments show strong implications towards a

trait.

Other Factors for Information Avoidance

Why do people  engage in SA? While  these theories explain  reasons and behaviours,  there are further

factors why some follow these reasons and others do not. Most researchers assume a combination of such

factors,  namely  emotions,  coping  resources,  situational  affect  and  traits  as  individual  differences  (Ad-

dison 2017, p. 140f.; Brizi 2016, p. 2; Roets et al. 2015, p. 223f.; Acar-Burkay et al. 2014, p. 732; Sweeny et

al. 2010, p. 342). For example Utility Theory, as explored by Golman et al., considers a rational decision pro -

cess as basis: The individual considers, based on their limited knowledge and understanding, the assumed

hedonistic or strategical utility of the information and it’s cost. Cost in this case means the cost of the in -

formation itself, in coping-resources, mental capacity or, to include Sweeny et al., the need to act (Golman

et al. 2017, p. 100, 105, 113, 119, 128f.). This excludes, in accordance with Golman et al.’s definition of IA,

instinct-based IA (Klaus 2018, p. 6 and 26; Golman et al. 2017, p. 97). Instinct-based IA is mainly emotion

driven and interestingly increases after contemplation of motives (Woolley and Risen 2018, p. 242; How -

ell et al. 2016, p. 816f., 820). Potentially, people are even unaware about their own avoidance behaviour

(Fleurkens et al. 2014, p. 2; Howell et al. 2016, p. 816f.). Instinctual avoidance is probably at least as likely as

conscious IA decisions as reason for SA, as instinctual avoidance includes their automatic and emotional
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preferences. Since SA needs active behaviour, unaware SA is less likely. Still a sudden dislike or disinterest,

which Addison found might hide a subconscious desire for IA, might a form of SA, even without the under -

standing of the individual itself (Addison 2017, p. 71f., 127).

Emotions themselves are one of the main factors in nearly any theory regarding IA, even in Utility Theory,

where the desire for pleasure is rational deliberated (at least in the form Golman et al. want to establish,

Golman et al. 2017, p. 100). However most research focuses on negative emotions mainly fear, anxiety and

sometimes disgust (Addison 2017, p. 90; Savolainen 2014, p. 64. E.g. Vrinten et al. 2018; Carcioppolo et al.

2016; Fleurkens et al. 2014; Afifi and Afifi 2009). Positive emotions are more rarely considered, though they

appear in multiple theories (Addison 2017, p. 14; Golman et al. 2017, p. 110f., 119; Carcioppolo et al. 2016,

p. 980; Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 344). Both might influence SA, though anticipation and thus positive informa -

tion are more likely.

Having only few coping resources was found as one predictor for the avoidance of Information. Coping re-

sources are a means of an individuals ability to deal with adverse situations (Vrinten et al. 2018, p. 119; Gol-

man et al. 2017, p. 100; Savolainen 2014, p. 64; Howell et al. 2014, p. 103; Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 345f.).

They are separated into personal coping resources, the believe to be able to deal with ones own problems,

and intra-personal coping resources, gained through a network of people (Howell et al. 2014, p. 103. This

thesis follows the naming convention of Klaus instead of Howell et al.). Notably, the amount of coping re-

sources increase with a complex life, potentially because aspects that work well give energy for all others

(Sweeny et al. 2010; p. 345f.). Similar self-affirmation also reduces IA behaviour, even if it is experimental

induced as long as it is not obvious to the participant (Howell and Shepperd 2013, p. 1967; Howell and

Shepperd 2012, p. 141, 144). Research also shows, that these two forms of coping resources are non-addit-

ive, meaning that either alone reduces IA as well as both together (Howell et al. 2014, p. 107).  While the

lack of coping resources was mostly researched for negative information, it might also be affect the avoid-

ance of positive ones. Sweeny et al. proposed that curiosity might work as counter-motivation to intentional

avoidance and that self control would be needed, e.g. coping-resources, to avoid to indulge in it (Sweeny et

al. 2010, p. 349). On the other hand, it’s possible that some might avoid spoilers until they have the mental

bandwidth, e.g. coping-resources, to in their mind “correctly” engage with them. Sweeny et al.’s assump-

tion of curiosity leads into the theory of Cognitive effort, while the “correct” time to engage spoilers would

be at least partially determined by situational affect.

Situational affect refers to stimuli and influences that may appear in situation. These include distractions,

perceived threat and perceived control, but also tiredness, stress, fear and other kinds of pressure (Brizi

2018, p. 2; Roets et al. 2015, p. 223; Acar-Burkay 2014, p. 732; Jang 2014, p. 684). Situational affect was

found to affect IA directly, besides reducing coping resources. Different factors of situational affect add up,

as Vrinten et al. found that fear mostly commonly leads with high stress together to IA (Vrinten  et al. 2018,

p. 124f.). Notably certain forms of situational affect like fear, stress and potentially also other can increase

or decrease IA (Jang 2014, p. 684). Thought Suppression Theory might explain this connection. According to
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it the suppression of unwanted information requires constant cognitive effort. If this constant mental atten-

tion stops, the thoughts come back into focus. Interestingly, the suppression might have the opposite of its

intended effect, as the constant monitoring leads to a more intense perception after the suppression fails

(Jang 2014, p. 684; Gaspar et al. 2016, p. 545; Wiebe 2013, p. 169f.). Thought suppression was found for

different forms of mental IA (e.g. McCloud et al. 2017; Gaspar et al. 2016, notably p. 375f.), but similar res -

ults are possible for all forms of active IA, as they require constant effort. As this includes most forms of SA,

the wish to expend less effort should be one of the main reasons for the support of spoiler policies.

Finally individual factors are the explained traits that are different for each person. These include Uncer-

tainty Orientation, NFC and NFCC, Monitoring and Blunting as well as IU.

Summary of Information Avoidance in Information Behaviour research

Thus there are a number of theories, based on interlocking factors which attempt to explain IA. Most relev-

ant are of these Selective Exposure, Utility Theory, Uncertainty Management Theory, as well as the theory

by Sweeny et al. 2010. Finally any identification of specific traits would be significant.

Each of these theories defines their own reasons, why people avoid information. Notably all these reasons

are very broad, as they were developed to apply to any form of IA (with the exception of those for Selective

Exposure). For this study important are (1) coping resources, further differentiated into personal and inter -

personal, stressors, exhaustion and other (2) forms of situational affect as well as any mention of (3)  emo-

tions. Then there is the idea that information might be avoided to gain (4) strategical or (5)  hedonistic ad-

vantages or be based on (6) cognitive effort. Information might also be avoided to protect (7) a believe or

(8) ones optimism or because they create (9) a perceived need to act. Finally information might be avoided

to prevent an (10) increase or (11) decrease of uncertainty, as well because of their (12) relevance.

Besides these, a number of behaviours can imply links to specific theories, especially (I) elevated worry and

(II) decision paralysis for IU, as the (III) need to avoid information after a first conclusion was reached in

NFCC.

Finally there are multiple forms that IA and potentially SA can take, like (a) mental avoidance, (b)  self-regu-

lation up to (c) self-handicapping, (d) physical avoidance and (e) delegation. It might also be only (f) tem -

poral, meaning that the IA lessens over time, in the case of SA before the actual narrative is consumed.

These factors are gathered in table 0, which also includes the factors identified by spoiler research that will

be detailed in the next chapter.

This was only a short overview over the research to IA and which of it’s reasons, forms and behaviours

might apply to SA. Some of these overlap, even in the numbered summary, most notably in the category of

reasons. As the theories themselves overlap, is this only a minor concern.
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Spoiler Definitions by Spoiler Researchers

Spoiler as a term is often used in internet discussions and assumed to be understood without additional ex -

planation,  even  in  some academic  articles  (e.g.  Schirra  et  al.  2014).  This  is  a  sensible  approach,  since

“Spoiler”  is  commonly used in  certain  areas  and defined both in  the German Duden and in  the Cam-

bridge Dictionary. The dictionaries define a spoiler as an “information in a newspaper article, blog, etc. that

tells you what happens in a television programme, which may spoil your enjoyment of it if you have not

already seen it” (Cambridge Dictionary Online) or a “Zusammenfassung eines Films, Buchs oder Ähnlichem,

die dem Leser oder Zuschauer das Interesse an der Geschichte verdirbt, indem für Spannung sorgende In -

formationen aus der Handlung verraten werden” (Duden Online). While the meaning in both definitions is

clear, as an information that “spoils” the interest in a story, their formulation has slight differences. The

English definition only focusses on television programmes, excluding spoilers for books, films and similar in

their definition (which are all included in the German version). In contrast, the German version restricts the

information to only “summaries”, while in Cambridge any information that “tells what happens” might spoil

enjoyment. Both of these definitions are symptomatic of the main problem of the word, namely that it is so

difficult to include all use-cases, even if most people might comfortable understand what “spoiler” should

mean. Additional, even in lay discussion the term is frequently discussed, as people disagree both about

which information can spoil future enjoyment and how long they can be expected to protect others – or be

protected by others – from it. Thus a precise definition as needed for scientific use is difficult to find (Beck

2018, p. 184; Völcker 2017, p. 3).

Johnson and Rosenbaum use the shortest possible definition, by describing them as “the premature release

of salient information about a narrative” (Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018, p. 583). Notably is this definition

very inclusive: “premature” only implies before the “narrative” intended, but gives no time-frame besides

that, “salient” specifies that the information has to be important in some way and “narrative” is intentional

broad, defining the spoiled object by the barest bones of a story.

Perks  et  McElrath-Hart  instead  define  spoilers  mostly  through their  temporal  axis,  as  information-gain

between something they don’t define, most likely the publication of the spoiling information, and the con-

sumption of the spoiled narrative. Therefore “spoilers can [even] occur after a text has been officially re -

leased”, as which information is a spoiler depends upon individual judgement. Additionally spoilers might

be appreciated or disliked (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 138-140).

In contrast Gray’s understanding of spoiler is interesting: For him spoilers are an extension of the narrative

that they spoil. They are to him a specific form of “paratexts”, further defined by being audience-created

and providing information about a narrative, “before the narrative gets there” (Gray 2010, p.  147). Notably

spoilers are thus not the leaked information, but the interactions with those information by the audience of

a narrative. Therefore audience-members can create, enjoy and circulate spoilers on their own, with only a

bare connection to the source of the spoiling information or even the original narrative (Ibid., p. 143f.). So
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exists for the show Survivor (2000-) an active spoiler-community, whose main entertainment is not the

show itself, but their ability to find spoiler, despite the makers attempts to hide them (Ibid., p. 148). P ara-

texts themselves are defined by Gray as experiences and creations that surround a narrative or are created

in the context of engaging with the narrative (Ibid., p. 6). Many function as an ambassador of a narrative,

providing awareness or an entrance-point to the wider audience. Others are only created for a small fan-

community, rarely circling far beyond it. However they all project an interpretation of the narrative outside,

creating an impression of it, most notably for those that are not familiar with it (Ibid., p. 17). As spoilers are

always audience-generated, this excludes examples for producer generated paratexts, like trailers and com-

mercialisations (Ibid., p. 10-18). For Gray, a spoiler is only the social practice that shares it, not the informa -

tion itself (Ibid., p. 147).

Völcker picks up Grays understanding of spoilers as paratexts and defines them directly as a communicative

praxis in his study about fan-behaviour. However he follows the older understanding of spoilers being in -

formation from before the release of a “Film[…]/einer Serie” and therefore being unrelated to the date of

consumption by each audience member (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 138f.; Völcker 2017, p. 2). Further-

more his understanding of spoilers is limited to films and serials, missing a great number of narratives and

potentially even more exotic spoilers. Still his definition encompass his own study completely and illustrates

how difficult a comprehensive definition of spoilers is.

Beck does not create a definition for spoilers herself, instead she highlights the limitations of the different

attempts that came before her. Finally she adapts Völcker’s definition, as his research shows that there is a

multitude of behaviour between the poles of SA and spoiler enthusiasm, which she aims to reinforce with

her study (Beck 2018, p. 185).

As a final definition of spoilers is elusive this thesis will use the definition of Johnson et Rosenbaum, due to

it’s simplicity and inclusivity towards any form of narrative. Most notably the term “narrative” will be used

as the source of information for spoilers due to practicality and since it encompasses nearly all such sources.

Still, as will be seen later, already in jokes is the concept of spoilers extended far beyond any meaning of the

word, which is why “narrative” is only a placeholder that fits for now well enough.

While spoilers originally only refereed to information about unpublished works (e.g. Völcker 2017, p. 2; Wil-

liams 2004, p. 4) nowadays spoilers are more commonly based on the perspective of the individual (Beck

2018, p. 184; Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 139). Thus spoilers are information about narrative that are

encountered before they were intended by this specific individual. This makes the time-difference between

the  consumption  of  a  narrative  through  people  one  of  the  main  problems  for  unintended  spoilers

(Perk et McElrath-Hart, p. 138; Gray 2010, p. 147). Even information from decades old narratives might still

be spoiling to those that did not yet finished them, as spoiler avoiders want the “same experience” of a nar-

rative, unrelated to their date of consumption (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 138, 141, 145). An example

of this can be found in the archive of the webcomic “Digger”, notable in it’s comment section. Two years
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after the publication of an early strip, comments relating to the future narrative were added. This lead to

many angry remarks by other readers (e.g. comments on Vernon 17.08.2007). Similar examples appear fre -

quently in less specific circumstances, which lead many communities to formulate spoiler policies as a com -

mon part of their etiquette. These policies define how and for how long potential spoiling information has

to be hidden (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 141f.; Schirra et al. 2014, p.  2446f.). Since information does

not cease to be a spoiler to the uninitiated afterwards, the length of the time-frame and the behaviour af-

terwards are frequently discussed (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 141). As spoilers depend upon the per -

ception of the individual, which information count as spoilers is controversial as well (Beck 2018, p.  184;

Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 140f.). E. g. trailers and reviews, intended to give an impression about a

work of entertainment, might inadvertently contain spoiling information, even if they in most cases attempt

to avoid that. Therefore which information can be classified as a spoiler is different from person to person

(Perks et McElrath-Harth 2018, p. 140) or can even change for a single person, e.g. after the impact of a sup-

posed spoilers was evaluated a second time within the grand picture of the whole narrative.

Spoilers are most commonly researched concerning films or TV series, however they are not limited to them

(e.g. books: Ibid., p. 138). In common language and especially jokes is the definition of spoilers ridiculously

extended to include any form of prior knowledge about anticipated works or happenings. This even includes

earthquakes  or  the  next  Sunday’s  weather  (e.g.  Munroe 23.10.2019;  Key and Peele  17.07.2015).  While

these jokes clearly mock the concept of spoilers themselves through ridicule, it is difficult to know on how

far the concept of spoilers might be earnestly extended.

Unlike Information Behaviour with it’s dedicated branch of IA research and the many topics in other areas

(like medicine, economics or others), spoiler researchers do not often define SA (e.g. Johnson et Rosen-

baum 2018; Völcker 2017, Gray 2010), instead referencing the avoidance of spoilers without an additional

definition. An exception are Perks et McElrath-Hart, who consider SA a norm out of pre-networking times

where the date of publication and consumption of a narrative were still the same. As they believe that spoil -

ers are today understood as individual dependant, this pre-networking norm is combined with a post-net-

working viewing practice. They consider spoiler seeking as a new development, a form of erosion of the ori -

ginal norm of SA (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 139f.). This development is an interesting contrast to that

of IA research, where information seeking was considered the norm instead of IA (Manheim 2014). Poten-

tially this might be the reason, why SA is more often accepted than other forms of IA.  Finally both Völcker

and Beck focus in their research on the spectrum between the extremes of absolute SA or complete seeking

(Beck 2018, p. 185; Völcker 2017). Thus the reasons they found are more likely to be broadly applicable.

Reasons for Spoiler Avoidance

Knowledge of  spoilers is  an  important  form of  social  prestige in fan-communities (Beck  2018,  p. 185f.;

Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 142:  Völcker 2017, p. 9-11; Williams 2004), so why are there people that

avoid them? Their reasons are rarely explored, mainly because as mentioned SA is considered the more
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common behaviour. Gray and Williams are great examples for this, as they broadly explain the behaviour of

spoiler  seekers,  but  include reasons for  avoidance only  to  contrast  the seekers  behaviour  (Gray  2010,

p. 143f., 147-153; Williams 2004, p. 4, 8). Still there are some studies that also explore the motives behind

SA. These motivations are compiled together with those identified by IA research in table 0 and continue

the numbering employed in the IA chapter.

(13) Protection of twists in the narrative, as well as (14) anticipation and (15) emotional enjoyment of it

were the most common reasons for SA, as confirmed by multiple studies (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p.

144f.; Völcker 2017, p. 8f., 13). Gray even considers this a form of management of anticipation and other

emotions, in a form similar to Uncertainty Management Theory. Though Gray himself seems not be aware

of this link (Gray 2010, p. 152). Not knowing spoilers in advance is also often assumed to be the authorial in-

tent  behind  a  narrative,  thus  (16)  protecting  the  authorial  will  is  also  a  reason  for  SA

(Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 145f.). Additional Völcker found in his study on fan-behaviour, that a (17)

general supersaturation with information might lead to avoidance behaviour (Völcker 2017, p. 9). Finally in

fan-communities were self-identified general fans more likely to avoid spoilers, while most “hardcore” fans

would  seek  them out  (Ibid.,  p.  7).  This  is  in  accordance  with  most  prior  research,  but  in  contrast  to

Perks et McElrath-Hart who found spoiler avoidance as a sign of investment (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018,

p. 144). Their different results are most likely due to the intensity of engagement by the studied fans. While

Völcker compared general fans to “hardcore” fans (Völcker 2017, p. 6f.), Perks et McElrath-Hart compared

time-shifters, thus fans unable or unwilling to see the narrative at airing-date (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018,

p. 139). Among those time-shifters “shallow” investment lead to the increased seeking behaviour (Ibid., p.

144). This low interest would reduce spoiler avoidance, as spoilers were used to detach from a narrative or

decide about the continuing investment (Ibid., p. 144). Therefore SA by fans seems to exist on a scale, with

both low and high investment into a narrative leading to the seeking of spoilers, while moderate interest in-

creases SA. Such results were mirrored in the responses of paid reviewers or editors (Perks  et McElrath-Hart

2016, p. 5586-5588). Thus SA only appears among fans, if they have enough interest to care about the nar -

rative  (Perks et McElrath-Hart  2018,  p.  144),  but  not  enough  to  be invested  heavily  into  the  symbolic

prestige of spoilers (Völcker 2017, p. 8f.; 13). Alternatively, Völckers results are typical for intense fan-beha-

viour before the publication of a narrative (note the descriptions within the interviews in Völcker 2017),

while Perks et McElrath-Harts results only apply to behaviour between publication and final consumption

(as they selected for time-shifters, Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 139).

On the other side there were also reasons to avoid posting spoilers, most notably to (18) not break common

social rules. Beck as well as Schirra et al. found in their respective interviews with twitter-users, that posting

spoilers would decrease prestige (Beck 2018, p. 187, 191-193; Schirra et al. 2014, p. 2447). Commentary and

discussions were instead the sources of reputation (Beck 2018, p. 191-193). A perceived breach of these so-

cial rules can lead to open shaming of the culprit, with the exception of family members that are criticized

“backstage” (Beck 2018, p. 189f.; Deller 2015, p. 1.7f.). While the distribution of spoilers is not the focus of
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this thesis, this motivation probably affects the reactions towards spoiler policies. Additional it’s possible

that some might avoid spoilers, to protect themselves from involuntarily breaking these rules.

Finally there is inconclusive research in which cases spoilers increase or decrease the enjoyment of a nar-

rative. While it’s common to misjudge ones preferences for spoilers (Daniel et Katz 2019, p.  1796; Golman

et al. 2018, p. 107; Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018, p. 586), it is more likely to overstate the lost enjoyment

through spoilers  (Johnson et  Rosenbaum 2018,  p.  586).  However many of  the reported influences are

strongly contested, as there are conflicting results for the applicability of nearly any factor (comparing John-

son et al. 2020, Daniel et Katz 2019, Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018 and Johnson et Rosenbaum 2015 there

are conflicting results both in their own and their cited research). Thus it is sensible to include them, but

only for their potential influence on behaviour. The (19) genre and (20) medium of a narrative might affect

the enjoyment of spoilers towards it (Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018, p. 605). There is some research concern-

ing if spoilers impact enjoyment differently for short stories or film and TV series (Daniel et Katz 2019; John -

son et Rosenbaum 2018), as well if the enjoyment differs between different genres (Johnson et al. 2020). As

mentioned the results are still inconclusive, as these studies came to conflicting results (e.g. Daniel et Katz

2019,  notably  p. 1802f.;  Johnson et al.  2020,  p.  9f.;  Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018,  notably  p.  583).  Most

likely there were additional unaccounted factors, that differentiated their study design. Spoiler were also

more harmful to enjoyment, when they concerned the (21) process of development inside a narrative, than

the (22) ending, despite the expectations of spoiler avoiders (Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018, p. 586). At least

in some cases, as again conflicting results emerged (e.g. compare Daniel et Katz 2019, p. 1795 to John -

son et Rosenbaum 2018, p. 586). High Need for Affect (NFA) and NFC also lead to less enjoyment of spoilers

in some studies (Daniel et Katz 2019, p. 1795f.; Johnson et al. 2020, p. 8; Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018, p.

584, 607). Similar with traits in the IA research, are these results however next to impossible to confirm

within this thesis study. Finally the (22) time when the spoilers are consumed might matter. So spoilers ex -

pirienced during the consumption of a narrative reduced it’s enjoyment by less, than spoilers learned be -

forehand (Johnson et Rosenbaum 2018, p. 586).

Methods were next to never explored within these papers. Völcker mentions the (g) avoidance of official

publications, even if only as exploration of supersaturation behaviour (Völcker 2017, p. 8). While one of

Beck’s interviewees (h) blacklisted people on Facebook, that were likely to share spoilers (Beck 2018, p.

189). The mentioned (i) shaming, of spoiler-posters in general or specific offenders is also a method of

(hopefully) avoiding spoilers in the future (Beck 2018, p. 190).

Similar  there are  also common methods to  avoid posting spoilers.  Perks  et McElrath-Hart  found three

forms, namely (j) time-shifting, (k) content-moderation and (l) hiding the spoiler behind opt-in. Of these

three, only the third was unambiguously accepted, as both time-shifting and content-moderation were con-

sidered  preventing  certain  kinds of  reviews,  as  for  example  literature  critic  or  time-sensitive  reporting

(Perks et McElrath-Hart 2016, p. 5582, 5588-5593).
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Method

To study SA and compare it with common theories of IA, multiple spoiler policies, their comments and dis -

cussions regarding spoilers were gathered. To reiterate, this kind of data was chosen, because it is freely

available on the internet both to view or comment. Thus it’s a natural environment for the commenters and

they are likely to self-select towards positive attitudes about SA, which are the focus of this research. Mul-

tiple sources of spoiler policies were chosen, to gain a broad range of comments. Sadly, as will be explored

in the limitations-section, people were less likely than anticipated to comment on such policies, while some

policies lacked a comment opportunity altogether.

Five searches were done. Firstly on Reddit, the self-proclaimed “front page of the internet” (e.g. Reddit-

Title), which includes a staggeringly high number of smaller forums, called subreddits, which all have their

own regulations regarding spoilers. Secondly on Fandom, which hosts a great number of fan-wikis which

again have each their own regulations regarding spoilers (even if the by the Fandom-Staff themselves pub-

lished news are exempt from them. See Tardis-Spoiler-AvoidHow-1 in the digital attachement). Thirdly the

spoiler guidelines for the English and German Wikipedia were analysed, including 31 of the related archives

for the English guideline. Second to last a Google Search was conducted, which excluded both Fandom and

Reddit in their results. The intention was to have a large number of forums, fan-wikis and others to contrast

with those hosted by Reddit or Fandom. Finally the spoiler policies of online news sites were intended to be

analysed.

Firstly on the 15.12.2020 and 16.12.2020 Reddit was searched with the query “Spoiler Policy” and the first

21 results were selected for analysis. The intention was to select 20 results, as the number would be multi-

plied due to following searches on other sites. Both Costa et al. as well as Li et al. assumed that seekers

would only look at the first 20 results (Costa et al. 2020, p. 138; Li et al. 2001, p. 545). Studies support this

assumption with 82,5% to 97,2% US information-seekers only looking at the first 10 results, even in a health

related context (Morahan-Martin 2004, p. 500). The 21th results was also analysed, due to the lack of com -

ments in two cases. For each thread the posts were captured by screenshots. If the thread was not the main

spoiler policy of their subreddit, as were most, their Spoiler Policy was additionally captured, including it’s

comments, if existing. Similar if a subreddit had no Spoiler Policy (despite the search term), screenshots of

its rules were made to document it. Notable on the two days the search result remained the same, with the

exception of two threads, which switched their position, but both remained within the first 21 results.

Secondly on the 17.12.2020 were on Fandom the 13 TOP Fan-Wikis, displayed on the front-page, selected

for analysis. Interestingly these TOP Wikis were still unchanged on the 05.03.2021 (e.g. Fandom-1 and 2).

Afterwards the German version of the Spoiler Policy of the Star Trek Fan-Wiki Memory Alpha, as well as the

Fan-Wiki Animanga were added, due to both being referenced by the already selected Fan-Wikis. On the

18.12.2020 a search with the Google-Search-API, restricted to results on Fandom was done, using the query

“Spoiler Policy”. Of the 100 results, the first seven non-duplicate results were added, to reach the same
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number of 21 examples as in Reddit. Later on the 28.12.2020, during the analysis-step of the Harry Potter

Wiki, their Canon Policy, including its talk-page archive, were downloaded using a script. Neither did contain

the word “spoiler”, which is why they were missed until analysis. While the Canon Policy itself was not mod -

ified since the 30.12.2018, the last discussion on their talk-page was from the 25.12.2020 and thus excluded

from analysis.

Thirdly at the 17.12.2020 the spoiler guideline of the English Wikipedia, including it’s main talk-page was

captured using Screenshots. Due to the length of the archived discussions, the 31 archives as well as the

three pages  of  the German Wikipedia  were downloaded mechanically  on the 20.12.2020.  Notably  the

download on the English Wikipedia was limited to archives linked by the guidelines main talk-page, to avoid

excessive spread. Thus the archives of the second Request for Comments (RfC) page were not included, as

they were not linked directly from the main talkpage (WP-SP-Talk-1; WP-SW-Policies-RfC). Since despite this

limitation the number of archives reached 31, further analysis was concluded to be outside of the scope of

this thesis. Finally on the 25.01.2021 the template for deletion (TfD) discussion, as well as it’s history, was

captured using screenshots. Screenshots were employed, as the discussion about spoiler template was on

the same page as extensive discussions about other TfD’s (e.g. WP-TfD-Talk-24). As the last part of the tem-

plate was deleted on the 02.09.2008, the time-difference of a month to the other downloads should not

make a difference.

Fourthly on the 18.12.2020 a search using the Google-API with the query “Spoiler Policy” was conducted,

excluding results from Reddit and Fandom. The results were limited to 100. Of these 100 results, 22 were

included, in the categories ForumsOther (8), WikisOther (6), NewssitesOthers (5) and Other (3). Of these 22

their spoiler policy, comments, talk-page and similar were screenshoted between the 18.12.2020 and the

20.12.2020. Additionally on the 15.03.2021 was the Spoiler Policy of Red Cafe added, as the first search only

returned a petition for creating a new one. Since the policy was last modified 2016, no special considera-

tions were made due to it’s late addition. Then on the 19.03.2021 the age and size, if visible, of all non-Red -

dit forums was captured using screenshoots. Four days later on the 23.03.2021 the same was done for all

wikis, both on Fandom and outside it. The time-difference to the rest of the data-gathering will be con -

sidered in the analysis. 

Finally on the 21.12.2020 the ten most visited news sites in Germany were analysed (based on the Statista

Report November 2020), but in no case was a spoiler policy found. Afterwards five big news sites using the

English language, namely Yahoo News, Google News, Huffington Post, CNN and the New York Times, were

also searched for no avail for their spoiler policy (these news sites were selected following the eBizMBA

guide of the most popular websites August 2020. While eBizMBA is not a reputable source, the five selected

news sites are sizeable enough to use for a cautionary analysis, especially as no results were found).

The found sites were transferred into MaxQuda2020 and annotated with the codes identified in the previ -

ous sections (for a list see table 0, pre-chosen codes in the appendix). Based on subsamples of each docu -
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ment category, further codes were added to capture any abnormalities. After the coding of the documents

was finished, a final review of the codes was done, to ensure reliability.
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Analysis

This section will detail the results of the analysis, in the sequence of Reddit, other forums (found by the

Google-API-Search), Fandom, other Fanwikis (found by the Google-API-Search aswell), the German and then

English Wikipedia, followed by Newssites and Others. This sequence notably diverges from the sequence of

data gathering, to make it easier to compare the different forums, as well as the different fan-wikis between

each other. For each found narrative, as well as for some specific terms, a short description was included

within the glossary.

The sources will be referenced by the name of their respective screenshot in the digital attachment. In the

case of html-documents, the relevant paragraphs will also be denoted. All mentioned names are pseud-

onyms, chosen through a unisex name-generator.

Reddit

As hoped, 18 of the 20 subreddits had Spoiler Policies enacted. The following subreddits were found: Poke-

mon Sword and Shield (S&S),  Assassins Creed (Creed),  TrueZelda (Zelda),  Critical  Role (Critical),  Boruto,

Cosmere, Anime, Stormlight Archive (Storm), Watch Dog (Watch), Berserk, Kubera, Hilda the Series (Hilda),

Cobra Kai (Cobra), Haikyuu, Martial Arts (Martial), Drawn to life games (Drawn), Shitty Daystorm (Shitty),

Ask Science Fiction (AskSF), Ore Gairu SNAFU (OreG) and Magia Record (Magia). Storm was found twice,

once for a survey regarding their future Spoiler Policy and once for the disclosure of its results.

Of the 20 subreddits, only Shitty and Martial had no Spoiler Policy. Shitty prides itself on it’s missing spoiler

policy, making a thread denoting it’s complete freeness of related restrictions (Shitty). In response, the com-

ments made a game out of spoiling a multitude of narratives, not only the series Star Trek which Shitty is

dedicated to (Shitty-Com-1 and 2; Shitty-Com-Tang). In contrast, on Martial all but one of the 7 different

commenters desired a Spoiler Policy (Martial-Com-1 and 2; Martial-Com-Tang), with the single exception

just assuming that spoilers are unavoidable on the internet (Martial-Com-Tang). Though others noted that

similar subreddits covering Martial Art Tournaments have functioning Spoiler Policies (Martial-Com-2; Mar -

tial-Com-Tang).

Similar to Shitty in it’s negativity towards spoiler protection is Berserk. Dedicated mostly to the old manga

of the same name, had the subreddit a Spoiler Policy, which was just not followed (Berserk). Notably most

commenters argued that getting spoiled is the users own fault for visiting the subreddit (Berserk-Com-1 and

2; Berserk-Com-Tang-1 and 2). The moderator criticizing this behaviour, as due to Berserks slow release,

many users use the subreddit to learn of new releases  (Berserk-Com-3).

On the other extreme end of spoiler protection rests Critical, a subreddit dedicated to the weekly released

series Critical Role. Criticals Spoiler Policy is one of the harshest, demanding that any post denotes the epis-

ode up to which it spoils. Notably even posts that do not contain spoilers for the main story of Critical have

to be marked as “No Spoilers” (Critical-SP-3). This is intended not only to ward of wrongly marked spoilers,
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but also to reduce spam and increase the thought users put into their posts. Finally it is used for navigation

(Critical-Com; Critical-SP-5 and 6). Their Spoiler Policy seems to be appreciated, as the found thread was

created by a member, to thank the moderators for their enforcement of the rules (Critical). The few com-

ments within the thread were similar grateful (Critical-Com).

Another subreddit which uses similar episodic labelling is Zelda. Zelda is dedicated to the video-game-series

“A Legend of Zelda” and uses its common and sequential dungeons the same way as Critical uses episodes.

Though the  newest  release  of  the game-series  features  chapters  which  are  used instead of  dungeons

(Zelda-2). Zelda is also notably for being only a subforum of a larger community: The TrueZelda subreddit

was created to talk about the series without the accompanying pictures, videos and fan-creations that ap-

pear in the main subreddit (Zelda-1). Therefore it is likely that their spoiler policy resembles that of the

main subreddit (similar to Cosmere and Storm as well as Watch and Creed, which are detailed later).

Anime uses episodes as well to label their spoilers (Anime-SP-2). Notably the situation for them and any

other anime-related subreddit is somewhat unique. Anime are usually adapted out of manga. Thus,  the

stories and sometimes their conclusions are already available to read before any season is finished (Anime-

SP-4). Therefore the subreddit is quite strict against spoilers (Anime-1; Anime-SP-1). Additionally, Anime in-

clude skipped material in their Spoiler Policy,  though not all  anime related subreddits do (Anime-SP-2).

Haikyuu, the only other anime subreddit explicitly referencing it, excludes it, reasoning that nothing import-

ant was skipped yet (Haikyuu-Com-2). For the Anime subreddit there is another challenge, namely the re-

booting of old animes, which becomes more common (Anime-Com-Tang-8). Currently they decided to cre-

ate an exclusive thread for the reboot, as well as one thread each for those knowing the original or the

manga (Anime-2). Notably the division is guarded strictly,  with moderators considering banning anyone

posting both in the new thread and one of the old (Anime-Com-Tang-13).  In the comments,  there is a

countable backlash against this decision (Anime-Com-3, 6, 7 and 9; Anime-Com-Tang-3, 4, 6 and 10). How-

ever according to the moderators, the backlash is far smaller than the support such a split had found prior.

Notably also multiple commenters remembered how they were spoiled, due to suspiciously accurate pre-

dictions in anime-only threads. Therefore they prefer this strict segregation to prevent spoiling edge-cases

(Anime-Com-4, 5 and 10; Anime-Com-Tang-4 and 8).

Since Anime is as a thread dedicated to a form of media, instead of a specific show, multiple different re -

leases have to be covered by their Spoiler Policy. Therefore, with each season of new releases, the y try to

predict which anime deserve stricter protection and then publish their decision (Anime-1). The comments

about the list were supportive of the stronger threatened bans, even suggesting for one of these anime to

raise the duration of the bans (Anime-Com-1).

Obviously these anime often also have dedicated subforums, though only some of them were among the 21

first search-results. Boruto is one such subreddit. It had a similar problem with an increasing disregard of
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their spoiler policy as Berserk, though the moderators of the Boruto subreddit already threatened bans and

removed offending posts (Boruto; Boruto-Com-2).

The already mentioned Berserk is technically another anime subforum, as the manga was also adapted into

multiple films and anime. However the newest adaption finished airing 2017, which is why the subreddit is

mainly dedicated to the still ongoing original manga (Berserk). Therefore in practice it does not relate to the

problem of easily spoiled adaptions, even though it mentions the problem within their Spoiler Policy (Ber-

serk-SP-1).

In contrast Kubera has similar characteristics, despite being no anime. Kubera is a Korean web-novel, which

is translated into English. Therefore four versions exist, a Korean and English free version, as well as paid

first released for both. The subreddit follows with it’s spoiler policy the free English release, the same as

most anime subreddits do. Still after release, threads need to be marked as spoilers for one week. Addition-

ally a thread for questions by still unfinished readers was created, in which the questioner should denote up

to which episode they read (Kubera).

Magia and OreG are also anime related subreddit, however both also cover other media. In Magia this is

mainly a mobile video-game, while OreG had “novels” following after the main anime (Magia-1; OreG-FAQ-

Com-1). Both have the same SP, in that only information outside of the main anime has to be spoiler protec-

ted (Magia-SP-1; OreG). According to a moderator on OreG, such a Spoiler Policy is common in subreddits

following completed anime, even if some instead mark spoiler per season (OreG-Com-Tang-2). Though the

moderator also started an informal survey about which protection their users would prefer (OreG). The

comments for it were still inconclusive, but tend towards preferring only a warning on joining the subreddit

(OreG-Com-1 to 3; OreG-Com-Tang-1 to 3).

Finally there is Haikyuu, which only protects the latest season of the anime, but does not require to mark

single episodes within it. Instead all episodes of the latest season are protected until one week after airing

of the last episode (Haikyuu-SP-1). Additional one day after the newest episode or manga came out, discus -

sion about it is restricted to the official dedicated thread and other new threads are forbidden (Haikyuu-SP-

2). Official release means here the subtitled release during the simulcast outside Japan (Haikyuu-1).

In protecting only the final season, it is similar to the two subreddits dedicated to series published on the

streaming-site Netflix. These are Hilda and Cobra. Both are rather small, especially Hilda, and cover only the

latest season with their Spoiler Policy. Hilda hides spoilers for this season for six weeks and Cobra for a

month (Cobra-SP; Hilda). Cobra still follows this time-frame after a new season has already started (e.g. they

count trailers as part of a new season: Cobra-SP). Hilda on the other hand does not specifiy their behaviour,

in the case of rapid releases (Hilda).

A number of subreddits were not only related, but also used each others spoiler protection. Namely did so

Cosmere and Storm, both subreddits dedicated to the interconnected works of the fantasy-author Brandon
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Sanderson. They are also notable for having revised their Spoiler Policies according to a survey published on

Storm, which was the larger of the two subreddits, despite being only dedicated to a specific series within

the Cosmere (Cosmere-1; Storm-1). Any post is required to mark which series up to which book it spoils. If

more than two series are spoiled, the Cosmere-spoiler tag for all series can be used instead (Cosmere-SP-3

to 7; Storm-SP-2 and 3). Like Critical, even non-spoiling posts have to be marked as such. Unlike Critical, un-

marked posts are still released, though they might be removed or tagged by a moderator (Storm-SP-5).

Their usual process is complicated by the two newest books, which are released only two weeks apart, with

the print version being published multiple month later (Storm-Result-4). Therefore spoiler tags are “for the

next several month at least” used mutually exclusive (Cosmere-SP-5; Storm-SP-3). In addition on Storm any

post concerning one of these books must be manually approved by a moderator (Storm-SP-3). The revision

seems successful, as many commenters  were grateful for the updated spoiler policy or the ability to give

feedback (Storm-Result-Com-1 and 2; Storm-Survey-Com-7 and 8). Though others noted some missing op-

tions within the survey (Storm-Survey-Com-3, 6, 11 and 12).

Related are also Watch and Creed, both video-games by the same publisher. Due to Creed’s series being

older, Watch copied most of their Spoiler Policy, but altered it slightly (Watch-1). Most notably Watch never

stoped the spoiler protection, but reduces the punishment over time to nothingness. This is due to the

moderators assuming, that new players might appear for the older releases. E.g. the first game was recently

released for free (Watch-Com-Tang-1). Creed in contrast will keep their strict bans for “multiple month” and

then gradually reduce them until the spoiler protection ends after one year (Creed-1 and 2). Notably started

their Spoiler protection two weeks before release of the game, to acclimate people to it and prevent early

spoilers from leaks (Creed-1; Creed-Com-2). Both also added manual approval to any posted photo, not only

those of the newest game, to prevent spoiling pictures (Creed-3; Creed-Com-5; Watch-3; Watch-Com-4).

AskSF has a Spoiler Policy, but it is unclear which narratives it affects. According to the concrete policy,

spoilers for any narrative younger than 6 month must be avoided (AskSF-SP). However according to their

specific reminder, this policy is only enacted for selected narratives. Currently it was the video-game Cyber -

punk 2077, but cinematic releases and other media were protected in the past (Ask-SF-1).

Finally a number of subreddits marked their own Spoiler Policy with the spoiler-tag, leading it’s content hid-

den behind a spoiler warning (See e.g. S&S-1. But also done by AskSF-1; Haikyuu-1; Zelda-1. Martial did so

too, but was only a petition instead of the official Spoiler Policy. Cosmere, Storm and Critical follow their

usually rules about spoilers).

Other Forums

Of the other forums, most interesting was Stackexchange (StackMeta; StackSF), due to not possessing a

Spoiler Policy, as well as the Rumour Mill on the Magic the Gathering forum (RM). The Rumour Mill namely

seeks out and appreciates spoilers of new cards for the physical card-game Magic the Gathering. It even

refers to their reveal as Spoiler Season (RM-Overview). Nevertheless they exclude spoilers for the related
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fantasy books, even if the cards are inspired by them. Specifically each card carries a small description of

what it is depicting. Their reasoning is, that spoilers on cards only spoil the broad story, while the interesting

details are protected by their policy (RM-Com-2).

Stackexchange was found twice, once their all-encompassing meta and once the meta for their science fic -

tion section. In contrast to RM, does this forum leave spoiler protection to the discretion of their users.

Though,  it  operates  uniquely:  Members  ask  questions  in  the  appropriate  subforum,  which  are  then

answered by as many other members as needed until exhausted. As the questions are intended to be asked

once, searchable and read often, spoiler protection are thought to be a hindrance to the sites fu nction

(StackSF-What?-6  and 7;  StackMeta-SP?-3;  StackMeta-No-Spoiler-Summary?-5).  Amusingly,  despite  their

aim, the question how to deal with spoilers was asked four times, twice with nearly the same formulation

(StackSF-Spoiler-Mark?-1;  StackSF-SP-What?-1;  StackSF-SP-What?2-1;  StackSF-SP-What?3-1;  StackMeta-

SP?-1). Following each member has their own policy, weighting the question being discoverable and ease of

use  for  themselves  against  the importance  of  the  spoiler  and  its  age.  Commonly  were  suggestions  to

(1) firstly formulate the question so that it can be easily found, but ideally also does not spoil the plot.

(2) Secondly to respect in answers the amount of spoilers the questionnaire asks for. And (3)  thirdly to con-

sider discoverability and clear language more important than any spoiler protection (StackSF-What?-6 and

7; StackSF-What?2-2; StackMeta-SP?-3 and 4; StackMeta-No-Spoiler-Summary?-3 and 5).

Red Cafe (Red) was also interesting. It had a Spoiler Policy which required hiding of spoilers for not released

media, future not-yet-released developments and spoilers from other shows than designated in the thread-

title (Red-SP).  One user attempted to reform the Spoiler  Policy,  by adopting the one used in the Final

Fantasy Wiki (detailed later in the Fandom-subsection). Most notably they wished that hidden spoilers de-

note the episode and season of the spoiler (similar to Critical or Anime). The single commenter was sup-

portive, however the policy was not adopted (Red-Com-1; Red-SP).

Then there are only four forums remaining: The 17 th Shard (17) is a forum dedicated to the works of the au-

thor Brandon Sanderson and the Cosmere-Mythos. They have however a different solution as the subred -

dits for the problems posed by the quick release schedule: Both books have their own forum or discord-

channel, and only in forum for the second book are spoiler for the first allowed. Though they still have to be

hidden and marked for which story they spoil (17-SP-2).

Valhalla is a game-forum dedicated to the newest release of the video-game-series that the subreddit Creed

follows. Notably Valhalla is the “official” forum, as it is hosted by the games publisher itself. Similar to 17,

Valhalla created a subforum for spoiler-related discussion, while unmarked spoilers are forbidden anywhere

else. Interestingly there was no mention how long the spoiler protection would be kept in place, only that

the forum-staff enact it a week prior to release (Valhalla-SP).

Then there was the KH 13 forum, delegated to the video-game series Kingdom Hearts. The forum conduc -

ted a small survey how long the newest game of the series should be spoiler protected. Unlike Storm, they
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had only 20 participants (KH13-Survey). Their result was to keep the Spoiler Policy active from the date of

release, November 18 2020 for about one month until December 13 2020. Notably in “Middle of Decem-

ber” received exactly as many votes (9) as “End of December”, the longest suggested duration. Most likely

they chose the shorter duration, due to two people choosing the shortest duration instead (KH13-SP-1;

KH13-Survey).

Finally there is The Ones Who Came Before (TOWCB), which is both another forum dedicated to the game-

series Assassins Creed, as well as a source of news for it (TOWCB-Code-1; TOWCB-SP-1. In the digital attach-

ment, it is classified as Newssite).As forum, it’s considerations for spoilers are part of the code of conduct,

which forbids the discussion of leaked content and the intentional spoiling of other members (TOWCB-

Code-2).

Forums Comparison

There are multiple characteristics that might influence the creation of Spoiler Policies. These are publication

form of the covered narrative, Age of the narrative, age of the subreddit as well as size of the subreddit. The

form of publication will be covered first.

The subreddits and forums can roughly be separated into Games (10), Anime and Manga (7), Books  (5),

Series and Cinema (4), as well as Others (4). Notably this separation is not perfect, as there are three cases

which had to be categorized in two different categories (namely Magia, Berserk and RM). Which forums are

categorised as which media type is summarised in table 2 (or in table 1, for all gathered websites). Elsewise

they will only be covered as far as necessary for the analysis.

Games refers mainly to Video-Games, with RM being the single physical example among the subreddits and

forums. The subreddits categorised as regarding games were S&S, Creed, Watch, Drawn, Zelda and Magia.

Among the other forums there were RM, KH13, TOWCB and Valhalla.  S&S,  Creed and Valhalla, Watch,

Zelda, RM and KH13 are all long running game franchises, with the youngest, Watch, having already three

iterations and existing since 2014 and the oldest, Zelda, existing since 1986. All of these are thus also relat -

ively well known and are published by major publishers with high budgets. Magia is also interesting, as the

subreddit is both dedicated to the mobile game “Puella Magi Madoka Magica Side Story: Magia Record”, as

well as the anime and manga on which the game is based. Therefore Magia was added to both categories.

Anime and Manga mainly refer to subreddits dedicated to anime. Most anime are based on manga, so com-

monly both are referenced within the subreddit. Though in the subreddits the anime usually takes prefer-

ence. Exceptions are Magia, as the anime is the original on which the manga is based (Magia-SP-1), and Ber -

serk, that in practice mostly focusses on the manga (Berserk). Including them, there a seven subreddits in

this category and no other forums. These are the Anime subreddit itself, as well as Haikyuu, Boruto, OreG,

Berserk and Kubera. To reiterate, Kubera is neither an Anime or Manga, as it concerns an original Korean

comic, that is published with a time delay on Webtoon (Kubera). This time-delayed translation, often cir -
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cumvented by fans, makes it extremely similar to the relation between anime and their source manga (ex -

cept Magia). Since this time delay is missing for Berserk, it was also categorised within the Book category.

Books as category encompasses written narratives. These are Berserk, Cosmere, Storm, 17 and RM. Inter-

estingly, three of these forums are dedicated to the interconnected books of the author Brandon Sander -

son. RM is counted in this category, as their spoiler policy explicitly protects against spoilers from the the

game accompanying book-series (RM; RM-Com-2).

The category Series and Cinema refers to film or TV series, as well as film releases that have their own fan-

websites and any form of serialised content that does not fit the other categories. Only four subreddits and

no other forums were found, being Hilda, Cobra, Critical and Shitty. Shitty follows the oldest narrative, the

TV series Star Trek (first episode aired 1966). As mentioned they are also the least considered towards spoil-

ers of all subreddits, allowing spoilers for any narrative (Shitty). Secondly, there are Hilda and Cobra, whose

Spoiler Protection covers the latest season only. Though for Cobra it expires one month after the latest epis -

ode, while Hilda keeps it active for 6 weeks (Cobra-SP; Hilda). Then there is Critical. It follows the live re-

cording of a group of voice actors that play Dungeons and Dragons. Most importantly, their weekly live-

stream has different release schedules of the recordings based on the used streaming service (Critical-SP-5).

Therefore the subreddit enacted a strict spoiler policy, requiring for any post to mention the current season

and episode (Critical-SP-2).

Finally there is the Other category, which includes the subreddits Martial and AskSF, as well as the forums

Stackexchange and Red. Stackexchange contains to many different genres and media to fit it within this

framework. Similar, Red follows mainly sports (Red-1; Red-SP-LC), which are also not broadcast through the

noted publications.

There were no tendencies for the publication type of the followed narrative to influence a forums spoiler

policy. The strength and strictness of protection varies widely in any category. The worst protection offered

probably Shitty in Series and Cinema, as well as Berserk in Anime and Manga or Books. However Critical was

a Series and had the strongest policy on Reddit, shortly followed by Anime in Anime and Manga, as well as

Storm and Cosmere, the other two subreddit-examples in Books. In Other, Martial and AskSF desired spoiler

protection, even if it is not clear how extensive it actually is in AskSF. In contrast Stackexchange and Red

avoid them. This makes the category Others the only one separated between Reddit and other forums,

though it is likely only due to the low number of examples (two from each).

These diverse covered narratives have obviously also different ages. One commenter assumed, that age of

the covered narrative might imply stricter Spoiler Policies (Boruto-Com-Tang-3). This was however not sup-

ported by the data, as depicted in table 3. Shitty, following Star Trek (aired first 1966) and Berserk (first

chapter 1989) had the worst attitude towards spoiler protection (Berserk; Shitty). In contrast the older Zelda

(first game 1986) and the younger Boruto (follow-up series in 2015 to Naruto, whichs first chapter released

1999) both threaten bans for ignoring their spoiler policy (Boruto; Zelda-4). Additionally Critical (streamed
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first 2015), Anime (indeterminable), Cosmere (first book 2005), Storm (first book 2010) and the forum KH13

(first game 2002) have all a very detailed Spoiler Policy, but only KH13 and Anime th reaten bans or the re-

moval of posting privileges for misconduct (Anime-1; KH13-SP-2). Similar bans were also mentioned in the

Spoiler Policies of Creed (first game 2007) and Watch (2014), but not on Valhalla (Creed-1; Watch-2; Val -

halla-SP). Thus even for the same game, spoiler policies differed.

The age of the specific fan community is also unlikely to be a factor, as Anime (created 2008) and KH13

(2008) are the oldest examples with strong protection against spoilers, followed in the same year by Martial

(2008), which had no regards for spoilers for the longest time (Martial-Com-Tang). Afterwards there is Ber -

serk in 2010, with its existing, but currently not respected Spoiler Policy. In the same year Red, 17 and

Stackexchange were created, each with a different form of spoiler protection (StackMeta-Statistic-1). Finally

both Critical and Shitty were created in 2015, with completely different attitudes towards spoilers. All ages

are depicted in table 4.

Another potential influence is the speed of release (Stark Trek was finished 2005 and started again 2017,

while Berserk releases their new chapters sporadically and slowly). Notably for all subreddits threatening

bans, the narrative was still ongoing at the point where their policies were formulated (Anime; Boruto;

Cosmere; Critical; KH13; RM; Storm; TWOCB; Creed; Watch; Zelda). Though others with ongoing narratives

did not do so (Cobra; Hilda; S&S). Again twice forums for the same narrative differed in their protection

(Cosmere; Creed; Valhalla; Storm; TWOCB; 17). Additionally Berserk is also still releasing chapters and same

goes for the new episodes of Star Trek, which Shitty follows (they follow Star Trek, but where created in

during the time where it didn’t release anything). Notably is however, that the highest disregard for spoiler

policies were for narratives, which were at a climatic point. Both Boruto and Berserk were at such points

and complained about problems with unwanted spoilers. Though both choose different responses (Berserk;

Boruto). A third example is the anime Attack on Titan, which was one of those mentioned by the Anime

subreddit as requiring stronger protection (Anime-1). Multiple commenters desired even stricter bans for

this anime, including up to permanent bans. They argued that Attack on Titan was at a climatic point and

that spoilers are even sent by trolls via direct messages (Anime-Com-1 and 2; Anime-Com-Tang-2).

While this might suggest that a clear and easy cut-off-point would affect the spoiler policies, no examples

for this were found. For a cut-off-point, many Spoiler Policies only cover the latest season (Haikyuu; Cobra;

Hilda) or video-game (Creed; Zelda; AskSF; Valhalla; KH13). Similar Berserk only covers the latest chapter-re -

lease (Berserk-SP-1). In contrast Cosmere, Critical, Storm and Anime all require the marking of any Spoiler,

despite also following serialised content (Anime-SP-1; Cosmere-SP-1 and 2; Storm-SP-2). On the other hand,

Martial does not protect against spoilers yet and Red and never after release, despite tournaments or single

finished games or fights would provide a just as easy cut-off-point (Martial; Red-Search-SP-1; Red-SP).

It’s difficult to find a correlation between the spoiler policy and a forums size. This is further complicated

due to the data gathering, as the forums not on Reddit where gathered on 19.04.2021, about three month
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after those of Reddit (15/16.12.2020). Thus they are not directly comparatively, though for some their dif -

ferences are sizeable enough, that it is unlikely that this is only due to the time-difference. Their size are

gathered in the table 5, separated into subreddits and other forums.

Anime, the biggest forum on Reddit (2 Million members) has an extensive spoiler policy and harsh punish -

ments, and the second biggest Creed (363K) has as well (Anime-1; Anime-SP-1 to 4; Creed-1: Creed-SP-1 to

3). In contrast the two biggest forums hosted elsewhere, Stackexchange (14,1M) and Valhalla (A subforum

of the Ubisoft Forums which have 6,5M members) have either no policy or a comparatively simple one

(StackMeta-SP?-3; StackMeta-Statistic-2; Valhalla-SP; Valhalla-Size). Even on Reddit, the third biggest, S&S

(333K), has a Spoiler Policy, but it is short, not strict and is hidden like a spoiler, e.g. less thought was put in

it’s mechanical implementation (S&S-1 and 2). In contrast the third smallest subreddit, Magia (12,5K), has

an extensive Spoiler Policy (Magia-1; Magia-SP-1 to 3). However excluding Magia, the five next smallest

subreddits (Cobra; Cobra-SP; Drawn; Hilda; Kubera; Kubera-SP; Shitty) all have only short spoiler policies or

in the case of Shitty none. Finally some other small subreddits have extensive policies, but are related to

bigger subreddits (Cosmere-1 and 2; Cosmere-SP-1 to 7; Watch-1; Watch-SP-1 to 3; Zelda-1 to 4). Therefore

their relatively small size and strict enforcement might be due to the size of their related subreddit. In con-

clusion, size might influence the enforcement and precision of a Spoiler Policy, but even on Reddit it does

not seem to be the main factor. Outside of Reddit, Valhalla and Stackexchange easily prove, that other

factors than size inform a Spoiler Policy.

Summary

For the subreddits and forums, there were no correlation of the Spoiler Policy with  most factors found.

Neither medium of the narrative, nor age of it or age of the subreddit had any correlation with the extens -

iveness of the Spoiler Policy. On Reddit, the size of the subreddit might have been an influencing factor, as

the five biggest subreddits all possess a Spoiler Policy and three of them a strict one. However for the sixth

biggest subreddit, Berserk, its users commonly disregarded it’s Spoiler Policy. More importantly outside of

Reddit, Stackexchange and Valhalla were the biggest forums, the first having no Spoiler Policy and the other

having a weak one.

Overall the Arc of suspense of the covered narrative was the main predictor without counterexamples. In

three cases (Berserk, Boruto and Attack on Titan on the Anime-subreddit) was a manga or anime at a cli -

matic point within the narrative, which coincided with more common disregard of the Spoiler Policy. In two

cases a stronger policy was created in return, while the third published only a reminder of their policy and

faced the strongest backlash (Berserk; Berserk-Com-1 to 3).

Another possible factor was purpose. A forum might have a weaker Spoiler Policy, if it would conflict with

their main purpose. For these forums, only Stackexchange had this conflict, as many user felt that a strict

policy would detract from the discoverability of their questions and answers.
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For those that had Spoiler protection, common was that spoilers in titles were to be avoided and that warn-

ings should hide the spoiler itself. Additionally it was common curtsey that the spoiler was denoted besides

or through the Spoiler Warning. If there were no specific spoiler warnings, other ways of hiding could be ap-

propriate. E.g. on Berserk, spoiler could also be hidden with a Not-Safe-For-Work (NSFW)-Tag instead (Ber -

serk). Durations in contrast were often completely different, ranging from only the newest release or sea-

son (Berserk; Hilda) to time-based protections (Creed-1; Zelda-1) or any combination thereof (Cobra-SP;

Haikyuu-SP-1). Additionally the allotted times for the spoiler protection ranged from one week (S&S-2) to

two month (Zelda-1) or more (AskSF-SP). There was no reason for these time-differences found. However

nearly all forums protected against information before release. All found forms of protection are listed in

table 6.

The comments were less usable as desired as many advised the spoiler policy, instead of explaining their

own behaviour or motivations. This problem was exaggerated due to multiple policies doubling as release

thread (Cobra; Cosmere; Creed; Haikyuu; S&S; Watch; 17. This and number of comments is also depicted in

table 7). In these cases, much of the discussion was about the upcoming narrative or it’s release-schedule

(e.g. in S&S of 199 comments, only 4 regarded spoilers). All in all most that commented on the spoiler policy

were happy with the current iteration. Notably exceptions were Berserk,  were most found the existing

policy a waste of time, and Martial, which was missing one. Another exception were Stackexchange and the

survey on Storm. On both commenters were animated to explain their personal spoiler policy. Finally not -

ably from a IA-standpoint, was a perceived need to avoid social media (Anime-Com-1; Berserk-Com-2; Co-

bra-Com-3; Storm-Survey-Com-5 and 8; Red-SP-Reference-2) or even the internet at large (Martial-Com-1;

StackMeta-SP?-2). In  both cases, spoiler were assumed to be incompletely marked. YouTube was men-

tioned multiple times, as creators there would fail to avoid spoilers on their front page or title (KH13-SP-2;

S&S-Com-Tang-27; Creed-Com-2; Creed-Com-Tang-2). Notably three forums considered themselves unable

to guaranty complete protection and advised “to go dark” (Creed-1), if spoiler were too much of a concern

(Berserk-SP-1; Creed-1; Zelda-1).

Fandom

Fandom is a website by the Wikimedia-Foundation, hosting a number of fan-wikis. Due to its size, it was

used in the same way as Reddit, to find a high number of interconnected fan-wikis. Importantly, Fandom

displays a list  of 12 “Top-Wikis” on their  main-website.  This list  is  relatively stable,  as it  didn’t change

between 17.12.2020 and 07.03.2021 (Fandom-1 and 2). All Top-wikis were chosen for analysis, and after-

wards nine more wikis were found through a Google-API-Search. Due to selecting these Top-wikis, five of

the found fan-wikis do not possess a spoiler policy.

The found wikis were: Elder Scrolls Wiki (ESO), Wookieepedia (Wookiee), The Walking Dead Wiki (TWD),

Dragon Ball Wiki (DB), Official Terraria Wiki (Terra), Marvel Cinematic Universe Wiki (MCU), Memory Alpha

(Memory), Narutopedia (Naruto), Minecraft Wiki (Mine), Harry Potter Wiki (HP), Arrowverse Wiki (Arrow),
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One Piece Wiki (OneP), Animanga (Anima), Final Fantasy Wiki (FF), Attack on Titan Wiki (AoT), Fairy Tail Wiki

(FT), RuneScape Wiki (RS), Bleach Wiki (Bleach), RWBY Wiki (RWBY), Tardis (Tardis) and Call of Duty Wiki

(CoD). Of these, the first twelve wikis were listed as “Top-Wikis” on Fandom, namely: ESO, Wookiee, TWD,

DB, Terra, MCU, Memory, Naruto, Mine, HP, Arrow and OneP in this order (Fandom-1; Fandom-2).

Of these top-wikis, four did not possesses a spoiler policy. These were DB, HP, Terra a nd Mine (see table 8).

Though this did not mean that they have no spoiler warnings within their articles.  Only for Terra, no spoiler

warnings were found. Each of the other three used warnings despite missing a policy.

DB links for their policies to Anima, which also does not possess any policy regarding spoilers (DB-Anima-

Link; Anima-Policy-Category). Thus it is unclear, why they use spoiler protection, which they seem to have

even integrated into their plot-section header (DB-SW-Ex). Notably they also warn before spoilers on their

front-page, without referencing those in the articles (DB-Main).

Anima is notable mostly for being relatively small and their policies being mostly missing or unfinished (An-

ima-Size; Anima-Policy-1 and 2; Anima-Policy-Category). Despite this, Anima seems to be intended to func-

tion as a hub for all anime-fan-wikis, even though of the gathered anime-related wikis, only DB linked to it

(DB-Anima-Link; Anima-Policy-1; Anime-Policy-2). Thus it is only notable for missing a spoiler policy.

HP uses instead of a spoiler policy their Canon Policy, to determine which of the sometimes conflicting in-

formation about the Harry Potter universe to include (HP-Canon-Policy-Arc, notably par. 193). Their result

was to include all information, but denote how close it is to J.K. Rowling, the original author of Harry Potter.

Any information coming directly from her or the original books supersedes any other, with the second tier

being indirectly related information and the third and final being from licenced works  (HP-Canon-Policy).

This level of canon is also displayed above the affected articles, including a warning where the information

comes from and that it may spoil the denoted narrative  (HP-SW-Ex-1 and 2). Therefore spoiler warnings

only exist for information not coming directly from J.K. Rowling, but are also not removed after a set dura-

tion. Similar to DB, they also warn before spoiler on their frontpage (HP-Main).

Mine uses spoiler warnings, but only for story bosses. These are bosses not from the original game, which is

still updated and after which the encyclopedia is named, but from the video-game Minecraft: Dungeons

(Mine-SW-Ex-1 and 2). As the name entails, its based on the same intellectual property. In contrast another

creature,  called the “Ender Dragon”, which is considered the final  boss of  the single player main-game

(Mine-ED-1), does not possess any spoiler warnings (e.g. Mine-ED-Old-1 to 15).  The deciding difference

seems to be the lore section, that the story-bosses form Minecraft: Dungeons posses, which the bosses

from the main-game are lacking (Mine-ED-1; Mine-SW-Ex-1 and 2). Interestingly includes the lore-section in

the examples only information about what happens after the defeat of the boss. The same information can

also be found for the Ender Dragon in a section called “Drops”, however in that case without spoiler protec -

tion (Mine-ED-2).
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Thus it is eerily similar to Terra, the only one of the four missing a policy that does not include spoiler warn-

ings. Like Mine, it focusses on a sandbox-game, whose story is created by the player themselves. Unlike

Mine, it does not possess any story related sub-games and so no warnings.

However only because a wiki possesses a spoiler policy, does not mean that it also protects from spoilers.

Most notably is here the short policy of CoD, which was one of the wikis found through the Google API. It

only denotes, that all and any spoiler are to be expected on the wiki. If this includes leaks is unclear, but

should be expected based on the wording (CoD-SP).

RS is similar to CoD, as it also includes any kind of spoilers. Unlike CoD, the policy links to significant discus -

sion on the issue of spoilers, prior to the creation of the final policy. Very common is the argument, that RS

is “an encyclopedia” (RS-Spoiler2-1) and that thus spoilers have to be included to be complete, while warn -

ings are inappropriate to the medium (RS-Spoiler2-1 to 3; RS-Spoiler3-1 to 5; RS-Forum-SP-2). A similar ar -

gument was already made as part of the Spoiler Policy of CoD (CoD-SP) and is maybe the most common ar -

gument against spoiler warnings (see digital attachment. E.g. over 50 different users expressed this senti-

ment). Additionally arguments against spoiler warnings were references to other wikis (RS-Spoiler2-2 and 4;

RS-Spoiler3-2 and 3), as well as the opinion that spoiler warnings negatively impact the structure of an art-

icle (RS-Spoiler3-4) or are, as articulated by one editor, visual displeasing (RS-Spoiler2-6).  Extending the

structure argument were questions of practicality: As information becomes available at different times dur-

ing the game, this would necessitate a new spoiler warning for each of these time sections (RS-Spoiler2-3

and 5). In contrast FF was mentioned as an example of a video-game wiki with functioning spoiler warnings

(RS-Spoiler3-6), while others mentioned that RS was not bounded to what other wikis did (RS-Spoiler3-3).

Related to FF was the argument that users might want to find gameplay-advice, without being spoiled on

the story (RS-Spoiler1-3; RS-Spoiler2-3).  Many finally criticised the difficulty in avoiding spoilers without

warning, as seemingly unimportant characters might be relevant later and thus their pages would spoil

more than the visitor could expect (RS-Spoiler1-4; RS-Spoiler2-3 to 6; RS-Forum-SP-2). Even after the policy

was changed to not use spoiler warnings for specific content, e.g. quest guides, such were still added to the

wiki (RS-Spoiler1-1). However in the end, most editors were against any form of spoiler warnings and fol-

lowed the updated policy by removing those, that were added before (RS-SP; RS-Spoiler3-10). Interestingly,

a warning on the main-page was considered, but not added despite being agreed upon on the policies talk-

page (RS-SP-Talk; RS-Size).

Many other wikis only exclude leaks. This is sometimes based on fearing misinformation (Arrow-SP-2; OneP-

SP-4; Tardis-SP-2), in other an attempt to not spoil their users before release (Bleach-SP-3; BSG-SP-2; FT-SP-

2; TWD-SP). In two cases, the exclusion of leaks is also in support of the official release  (FT-SP-2 and 3;

OneP-SP-4), though one of the two cases accepts “proper english fanscan[s]” as well (FT-SP-2). Both cases,

namely OneP and FT, concern Japanese manga. The “proper english fanscan” (FT-SP-2) as mentioned is con-

sidered a grey area on FT, as the translators have “legally” bought the copies they translate (FT-SP-3). Sim -
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ilar “official” or “widely available” fan translation were also allowed on Bleach once (Bleach-SP-Talk-1 and

2), but they are excluded by the current policy (Bleach-SP-3). The reason for this acceptance is likely the

speed of translation. Notably accepted OneP fan translations in the past, but stopped after the publisher re-

duced the time-delay of the translations release and made the newest chapter freely available (OneP-SP-4).

However they still accept leaks for other publication-types (OneP-SP-5).

Among the top-wikis, TWD, Memory, Naruto, Arrow and OneP exclude leaks, while MCU demands spoiler

warnings for them until release. From the other Fandom-wikis AoT, FT, Bleach, RWBY and Tardis exclude

them as well.

TWD is the first of those wikis that excludes leaks. Notably, while they have a warning on the front-page

that claims that they include all published information (TWD-Main), their spoiler policy mentions “not ac -

cepting spoilers of any kind, especially relating to unreleased content” (TWD-SP). The following policy how-

ever only concerns unreleased content and is written for TV-episodes only, even though other narratives

are included in the summary of the policy. As bans are threatened for including spoilers, posters are advised

to consult the admins in dubious cases.  However even then their  messages should somehow not spoil

(TWD-SP). Most likely only unreleased content is  excluded, based on the warning on the main-page, as well

as the policy for TV-episodes. The conflicting formulation, e.g. not defining spoilers properly and only illus-

trating the behaviour for TV-episodes,  is  likely due to its  few revisions and young age (created on the

14.11.2020. TWD-History). Besides these the prior complaints on the forum of the wiki might be an influ -

ence. Unlike RS, TWD users bemoaned a missing consideration towards spoiler avoiders, instead of the un -

regulated addition of spoiler warnings (TWD-Spoiler-Critic-1 to 9; RS-Spoiler1-1). They also had a similar

problem as Berserk, with spoiling pictures appearing on the front-page (TWD-Spoiler-Critic-7). On TWD mul -

tiple editors complained about being spoiled (TWD-Spoiler-Critic-1 to 9), with one even considering them-

selves unable to keep using it due to spoilers (TWD-Spoiler-Critic-4). Amusingly enough, this did not mean

that those arguing were themselves conscious of spoilers: One such thread included a spoiler within their

opening paragraph, directly in their complaint about common spoiling on the wiki (TWD-Spoiler-Critic-1 and

6). These problems with spoilers being common likely lead to the formulation of the Spoiler Policy, including

its contradictions. Similar TWD is also on of the few wikis, that advice to avoid spoilers in direct messages

(TWD-SP).

RWBY and Tardis are similar to TWD, as they also policy spoilers within their linked forums (RWBY-SP-1;

Tardis-SP-4; TWD-SP). RWBY prohibits any leaks by thread of bans until the relevant episode is released for

“registered users”. Notably these gain access a week before the free release of an episode. Before this re-

lease, RWBY also excludes limited screenings and promotional material. Thus their policy seems to be based

on the first reliable release or the first release where any fan of the show could pay for access. Story or plot

is their main concern for the policy, as they exclude the sub-series RWBY Chibi, based on it’s lack of a coher -

ent story. Its unclear how they came to this policy, as they did not use the policies talk-page (RWBY-SP-1).
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Tardis on the other hand has one of the most expansive Spoiler Policies. Despite their six articles on the

handling of spoilers (Tardis-SP-Category), it boils down to only excluding leaks, until the episode, comic or

narrative is released anywhere on the world (Tardis-SP-1). Released refers to a complete release, as they ex-

clude, similar to the two policies before them, official teasers, trailers and other forms of narrative spoilers

(Tardis-SP-2). Interestingly they suggest for comics to wait until a story-line is finished before adding inform-

ation. This is due to a fear of misinformation, as false leads are common in comics and their cliffhangers.

However waiting is only suggested and not required (Tardis-Spoiler-Comics-2). Unlike all other wikis, they

also include a short article on how to avoid spoilers not covered by their policy (Tardis-Spoiler-AvoidHow).

According to their talk-page, a disclaimer against spoilers existed on the front-page of the wiki in 2008

(Tardis-SP-Talk-1), but it was removed by now (Tardis-Size). Notably they do not believe the talk-page to be

the correct place to critic the policy (Tardis-SP-Talk-5).

Due to a similar fear of misdirection, in Arrow information is only to be added, after an episode has finished

airing. In their case it is caused by common time-travel-plots within episodes, making partial information

often faulty (Arrow-SP-2). Airing refers here to the first release on CW, a US-television channel. Arrow is

therefore only one of four wikis, that specify the US-release, though that might be simply due to being also

the area of first release. This is notably different to Tardis, that explicitly refers to any world-wide release

within their policy (Tardis-SP-1).

MCU is another of the wiki, that specifies the US-release for their end of spoiler protection. Incidentally, it’s

also the only wiki besides Arrow that falls within the superhero-genre. As mentioned MCU only regulates

spoilers by demanding warnings, instead of excluding them completely as all other do (MCU-SP).

Similar Memory refers to the US release as well, to identify leaks (Memory-SP-1). However they still recom-

mend to restrict spoilers afterwards to a continuity-section within the article pages, due to different global

release times. Unlike the protection against leaks, which is enforced by moderators under the threat of ban -

ning, is the use of this continuity-section only a suggestion (Memory-SP-2). While this continuity-section is a

later addition, the reason for its inclusion is unclear. It might appear as if it was added following a discussion

on the talk page, concerning if articles dedicated to specific episodes should include information about fol -

lowing episodes. While most participants were for restricting spoilers on such section, this was mostly dis -

cussed in 2009 and shortly revisited in 2013 (Memory-SP-Talk-2 to 5). In contrast, the continuity-section

was introduced in 2017 (Memory-SP-History; Memory-SP-History2016; Memory-SP-History2017). A warning

before  spoilers  was even later  added to  the front-page (Memory-Main;  Memory-Main-History).  Similar

warnings are employed by the German version of Memory, which contains full information for all aired epis-

odes in Germany (MemoryDE-SP; MemoryDE-Main). Lastly the English Memory cites the Wikipedia-defini-

tion of spoilers, while the German does not (Memory-SP-1; MemoryDE-SP).

Similar references to Wikipedia were also made by MCU. Besides these two, only Naruto referenced the

Wikipedia-definition among the top-wikis (Naruto-SP-1). Interestingly Narutos cited definition is different
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from those of MCU and Memory, e.g. it refers to spoilers as slang-vocabulary, which the other two do not

(MCU-SP; Memory-SP-2; Naruto-SP-1). Notably all three definition are also worded differently than the cur-

rent definition in Wikipedia (WP-SP-1).

Else is Naruto mostly similar to the already mentioned wikis. They exclude leaks, which are defined as in-

formation about a narrative, until an English translation is available, which includes fan-based translations

similar to FT (Naruto-SP-2; Naruto-SP-Talk-1; FT-SP-2). The same goes for anime-episodes, which are re-

quired to be officially released in Japan and be annotated with English subtitles (Naruto-SP-2). The wiki con-

cerns two anime- and manga-series in the same world, named Naruto and Boruto. A subreddit for the later

was already discussed in the section about Reddit. After the first series ended, the wiki considered deleting

their policy as they did not expect the follow-up series Boruto (Naruto-SP-Talk-2). Similar considerations

were made on Memory, Bleach and the non-fandom wiki BS01, but in each case the policy was preserved

for historic reasons (BS01-SP-Talk-1) or for the unlikely case that it would be needed again (Bleach-SP-Talk-

2; Memory-SP-Talk-1 and 2).

Besides these Top wikis, three others avoided only leaks and copied the definition for spoilers form Wikipe -

dia. These were the anime-fan-wikis FT, AoT and Bleach (AoT-SP-2; Bleach-SP-3; FT-SP-2). Each of the three

wikis cites a slightly different version of the spoiler definition from Wikipedia. FT’s cited definition is the

same as the one used by Naruto, the other two are different to the three found before (FT-SP-3; Naruto-SP-

1). Similar the spoiler policies of FT, AoT, Bleach and the already mentioned Naruto are also similar struc -

tured, but have minor differences.

Firstly do all four wikis only add information after an English translation is provided (AoT-SP-1; Bleach-SP-3;

FT-SP-2 and 3; Naruto-SP-2). However only Naruto and FT accept fan-translation, with FT even differentiat-

ing between “proper” and other fan-translations (FT-SP-2 and 3; Naruto-SP-2). A similar distinction was

once made on Bleach, but was by now removed (Bleach-SP-3; Bleach-SP-History-2; Bleach-SP-Talk-2). The

rule to include the link to the translation for recently released chapters though still remains from this time

(Bleach-SP-4; FT-SP-3). Neither AoT, FT or Bleach accept episode titles or any information about an episode,

before their definition of release (AoT-SP-2; Bleach-SP-3; FT-SP-2). The same might be true for Naruto, how-

ever their policy does not specify titles as the three other do (Naruto-SP-2). Uniquely among all gathered wi-

kis, has Bleach an article-page, dedicated to gathering all spoilers and credible rumours about upcoming re-

leases (Bleach-Spoiler-1 and 2). This page is explicitly excluded form their policy. Finally only AoT does not

threaten with Mod-action against spoilers. This is notably, as AoT is the wiki of the anime and manga Attack

on Titan. On Reddit, exactly this show was considered to be especially vulnerable to spoilers  and thus a

common target (Anime-Com-1). None of these wikis had long or interesting discussions on their talk-pages

(AoT-SP-1; Bleach-SP-Talk-1 and 2; FT-SP-1; Naruto-SP-Talk-1 and 2). Though on AoT users requested on the

talk page of the Manual of Style to remove spoilers from article introductions. This request was denied,

based on the believe that the introductions (1) were not detailed enough to spoil greatly and (2) are on an
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encyclopedia (3) which warns that it does not include spoiler warnings on its front-page (AoT-ManualStyle-

Talk-5 to 9).

There is another wiki following the English Translation of an Anime and Manga. However OneP created their

own spoiler policy, not citing Wikipedia. Most notably is the extensive explaination why only official transla -

tion are allowed, which was already dissected above (One-SP-3 to 5) Similar to the wikis before, OneP does

not allow leaks, but unlike the other wikis accept episode-titles before their publication (OneP-SP-2). They

also only apply this protection to the main narrative, as leaks for additionally content, e.g. data-books and

similar, are accepted (OneP-SP-5). Like many other wikis,  they warn before spoilers on their front-page

(OneP-Main). On their talk-page was most notable a discussion from 2009. The participants discussed, if

heavier enforcement of the spoiler policy would be possible, due to an increase in spoilers on the wiki. One

of the commenters mentioned, that they had before a long period without such problems (OneP-SP-Talk-3).

Similar increases in spoiling behaviour after long, unproblematic periods were also found on the Berserk

and Boruto Reddit, as well as on the Anime subreddit for the anime Attack on Titan (Anime-Com-1; Berserk;

Boruto). There they coincided with climatic points of their narratives.

Finally there were only five wikis, namely Mine, HP, ESO, FF and Wookiee, which employed spoiler warn -

ings. Of these Mine and HP were already described above, as both posses no spoiler policy, though HP fol-

lows their Canon-policy to mark spoilers (HP-Canon-Policy; HP-SW-Ex-1 and 2).

In contrast ESO employs spoiler warnings, but reminds users on their policy that such do not belong into an

encyclopedia. Their warnings are a courtesy, added if background information from different sources than

the focus of the article are used (ESO-SP).

FF instead defines every information after the initial encounter in the respective game as spoiler. They place

spoilers between the warnings “spoiler” and “endspoiler” and never add them to the introduction (FF-SP).

This protection does however not extend to the related forums and user-sites, unlike e.g. RWBY or AoT

(AoT-SP-1; FF-SP; RWBY-SP-1). They also can not guarantee that no spoilers will appear within the trivia-sec-

tion and thus suggestion avoidance for complete safety (FF-SP). They assumed as FF is a video-game-series,

that some visitors only use the Wiki for gameplay information. Thus spoilers would reduce the wikis usabil -

ity for them (e.g. FF-Talk-2).

Finally there is Wookiee, the second Top-wiki after ESO. Wookiee does only allow information before re-

lease, if it comes from official sources. Additionally, until one month after the US-release, any such informa -

tion must be protected by a spoiler warning (Wookiee-SP-1 and SP-3). Notably this does not apply to nar-

ratives published without a US-release date (Wookiee-SP-Vote-2). This, as well as a spoiler warning on the

front-page (Wookiee-Main), is their attempt to balance spoilers for a fictional universe, where “technically

anything could be a spoiler” (Drew, Wookiee-SP-Talk-1).
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Other Fanwikis

The other wikis are TvTropes (TvT), Battlestar Galactica Wiki (BSG), Pathfinder Wiki (Pf), Kingdom Hearts

Wiki (KH) and Transformerswiki (Trans). Each of these wikis possess a different policy regarding spoilers.

BSG is the most similar to the already found, as it only adds warnings for spoilers of unreleased episodes.

Once they are airing anywhere, their information ceases to be spoilers (BSG-SP-3). Notably being an “epis-

ode guide and encyclopedia (and to a lesser extent, a dictionary)” (BSG-SP-1) is used as argument why spoil -

ers are to be expected on the wiki. Long after the main series finished airing, a discussion started on the

talk-page, concerning if episode-articles should spoil following episodes. Notably a spoiler of the final of the

series, appeared on an early episode-article. Removing spoilers from these episode pages was suggested to

accommodate new viewers.  Unlike  on Memory,  the request  to  change the policy  was  denied,  despite

changes to the noted examples being considered sensible (BSG-SP-Talk-4 to 7).

A similar decision regarding future information within episode-articles was made in Trans. There it was ar -

gued, that due to the age of the covered narrative, no spoiler protection should be expected in a wiki

(Trans-SP-Talk-6).  Notably  a  similar  discussion  was  made  in  2013,  for  episodes which  aired just  a  few

months prior to that discussion (Ibid.). While they have spoiler protection for recently released media sim-

ilar to Wookiee (Trans-SP-1; Wookiee-SP-1), this is commonly only for one month, Additionally it can be fur-

ther reduced to one week for rapid releases, e.g. multiple sequential comic-chapters. Though afterwards,

spoilers are still to be avoided within the introductory paragraph. Finally before release, only official re-

leased information is  allowed, to avoid misinformation and support the publishers intellectual property

(Trans-SP-1).

BS01 also only adds information about upcoming releases after an official announcement, but they also re -

quire an explicit go-ahead by the sites admins. Notably the publisher of their toys and narrative is Hasbro,

the same as for Trans (BS01-SP-1). These spoiler warnings are kept for one to three weeks after release,

based on the media-type (BS01-SP-2). Lastly, as new releases are considered unlikely for BS01, they keep

their policy mostly out of nostalgia (BS01-SP-Talk). 

KH covers the same narrative as the forum designated KH13. KH is one of the few wikis, that warns before

spoilers, but does not display a spoiler policy (KH-SP-Talk-1; KH-Search-SP). Instead the duration was de-

cided by forum-discussions. Sadly the discussions found do not include the final result (KH-SP-Talk-1 to 3).

The Spoiler warnings for the newest release were used for more than a month. For this time, the main-page

informed about them, below a spoiler warning for the whole wiki (KH-Main). For the newest release was

the exception on the main-page and most likely also the warnings in the articles removed at some point

after a month after release. Only the all-inclusive spoiler warning remained on the front-page (KH-Size).

Pf instead differentiates their warnings based on publication form and relevance. Major spoilers, most not-

ably in Adventure Paths, e.g. narratives intended to be played within the pathfinder-game, enjoy always
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spoiler protection. Any other publications, e.g. rulebooks, information about the world and non-interactive

stories, have none (Pf-SP-1 and 2). Similar Pf was the only resource, where people mentioned delegation as

form of information control (Pf-SP-Talk-Arc1-7).  This is due to the uniqueness of the covered narrative.

Pathfinder is a derivate of Dungeon and Dragons, a pen-and paper game. Within the game, one player

called the Dungeon- or Gamemaster narrates the world and the reaction of creatures within it, while the

other players only control their single characters. Therefore the Gamemaster requires full information to

correctly describe and envision the world, while the other players need only the commonly available in-

formation, to not spoil the narrative for themselves and still be able to create a sensible and believable

character. Thus the Gamemaster is in the prime position to filter the information for the other players (Pf-

SP-Talk-Arc1-7 and 9; Pf-SP-Talk-7). To aid in this, only the Adventure Paths and other major spoiler posses

spoiler warnings, so that players can use it to create their characters or inform themselves about narratives,

without fearing to spoil themselves (Pf-SP-Talk-Arc1-3). Notably this can create problems if the narratives of

Adventure Paths change the world or become later common knowledge. While this problem is acknow -

ledged on the talk-page, the wiki decided after long discussion to always stay current in their description of

the world (Pf-SP-Talk-Arc1-4 to 9; PF-SP-Talk-Arc2-1 to 4; Pf-SP-Talk-1). They were aided in this, by Adven-

ture Paths or future world-information usually only refering in veiled terms to former Adventure Paths (Pf-

SP-Talk-1). This is a site-effect of the large number of potential outcomes of each path. Namely if the pub -

lisher would expect one outcome in their future publications, they would be unusable for groups that found

different solutions.

The last found wiki is TvT. TvT is a unique wiki, similar as Stackexchange was a unique forum. TvT gathered

tropes, e.g. common stereotypes or developments in stories, for any narrative they can think of. Due to

their broad focus, did they decide to always employ spoiler protection. This takes the form of hiding the de-

scription why a trope applies behind white bars. Thus the names of the tropes are not covered, as such

would prevent users to identify what is protected. This is despite tropes like “Downer Ending”. Characters

whose existence or name is a spoiler, are covered under a specific spoiler warning (TvT-SP-1 and 2). Finally

they also create sites for their tropes and gather narratives where these apply below them, while hiding the

description why a narrative would apply. As some of these tropes are inherently spoiling, they add some -

times a disclaimer to the specific articles (e.g. TvT-Downer-Ending-2). Notably the wiki invites to browse

(TvT-SP-1), which increases the change of stumbling about not wanted information and thus increases the

need for spoiler protection. Interestingly, TvT assumes that fans desire the most intense spoiler protection,

to provide new viewers with the same experience they had (TvT-SP-2).

Fanwikis comparison

In the same vein as the found forums, the fanwikis will be compared based on covered publication type,

size and age of narrative. The ages of most wikis were sadly not determinable and thus could not be com -

pared. However the number of respective comments is depicted in table 14.
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The fanwikis are sorted after media-type in table 9, as well in table 1 with all found websites. To summaries:

CoD, FF, RS, Mine, Terra and ESO, as well as KH and Pf are games. AoT, DB, Naruto, OneP, FT, Bleach and

Animanga fall into the Anime and Manga category. Due to its style RWBY as well, despite not originating

from Japan, which may be controversial. Thus it is both counted as Anime and Manga, as well as Series. Fur -

ther Series are Wookiee, MCU, TWD, Memory, Arrow and Tardis, as well as the non-fandom-wikis BSG and

Trans. The only Book-series is HP. Finally BS01, a wiki for Lego, and TvT, which covers tropes for any me -

dium, are sorted into Others.

Multiple of these wikis cover expansive franchises, that included multiple forms of publication. These are

Wookiee, Tardis, Memory, HP as well as BS01. Each of them is categorised only within their first and usually

most well known publication type (though as mentioned for RWBY was the first publication type unclear

and therefore it was sorted into multiple categories). Of these, Wookiee, Tardis and BS01 have different

spoiler conventions for different kinds of publication (BS01-SP-2; Tardis-OffRelease-1 to 3; Wookiee-SP-2).

Similar HP distinguishes between spoilers for the original works, which are not marked, and others, which

are marked with their source (HP-SW-Ex-2). Only Memory used no distinctions, as it only specifies beha-

viour for their series main form of publication (Memory-SP-1 and 2).

For  the single  publication-types,  there  were only few similarities  found.  So Games had quite  different

spoiler policies. Potentially in a study with a larger sample size, further differences based on the specific

genre or medium would be possible. E.g. there was only one non-video-game-wiki in this sample (Pf). More

interestingly,  the video games themselves varied between story-  and singleplayer-games against video-

games that focus on their multiplayer or exploration aspect. Into the first category falls FF, with a non-dura-

tion-restricted spoiler policy, KH, with duration-restricted spoiler protection, but no policy and potentially

ESO, with a non-duration-restricted protection (FF-SP; KH-Main; KH-Size; KH-SP-Talk-1; ESO-SP). All three

follow long running role-playing series. Though for ESO the newest release was an MMORPG, unlike its

single-player predecessors. On the other side there are Terra and Mine, as well as CoD and RS. Terra and

Mine are both exploration-games with a multiplayer aspect and both have no spoiler policy. While Mine

protects  against  spoilers,  these protections are  only  in  place for  a  separately  released story campaign

(Mine-ED-1 to 14; Mine-SW-Ex-1), which however is playable by up to four players. CoD is an ego-shooter,

with a strong focus on it’s multiplayer-option. While the series always had a story, which in some instances

even received praise, it usually focus more on staging and presentation than on surprising twists (Aschen-

brenner 2020; Elsner 2020). Thus spoiler protection would be less needed. RS on the other hand is an

MMORPG. As such, a large number of players keep interacting with the game, after they finished all content

at least once and thus would have by then less need of spoiler warnings. ESO newest release was also an

MMORPG,  though for  them the five prior singleplayer-role-playing-games might  have determined their

spoiler policy. Additionally, their policy specified that spoiler warnings were only included as unneeded curt -

sey. All in all there are not enough samples to come to conclusive results. Thus the difference based on
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genre, in this case role-playing games to multiplayer- and exploration games, seems a sensible line of future

research.

These results are difficult to compare to the found forums, as only forums with spoiler policies were in-

cluded. Notably six of the nine found video-game-forums had stricter policies, with the exception of Drawn,

S&S and Valhalla (Creed-1 to 3; Drawn; KH13-SP-1 and 2; Magia-SP-1 to 3; S&S-2;  TOWCB-Code-1 and 2;

Valhalla-SP; Watch-1 to 3; Zelda-1 to 4). Still both are single-player role-playing games. Additionally three

threads for video-games doubled also as information hub for the upcoming release, instead of only focus-

sing on the spoiler policy (S&S, Valhalla; Watch).

Additionally six of the eight wikis in the Anime and Manga category only include information of translated

works. The two exceptions are DB and Anima which do not provide a spoiler policy.

Most other wikis that prohibit spoilers for a limited duration, are also based on the English release. The

most notably exception is the German version of Memory, which instead bases their policy on the German

release (MemoryDE-SP). There are further exceptions, as seen in table  10. These are Tardis, BSG, Trans,

RWBY, BS01 and TWD. However most of these still imply an English release. RWBY is an English speaking

series, which is released on the internet first for registered users and afterwards freely. The release for re -

gistered users, is then used as endpoint of the spoiler-ban by the wiki (RWBY-SP-1). TWD specifically calls

out, where information sources might differ from those in the USA. This is done as additional warning after

the first warning against sharing of trailers with other users (TWD-SP). Their formulation therefore not only

expects the USA to be the norm, but also that their users might be less familiar with the trailer conventions

of other nations. Following BSG and Tardis explicitly mention worldwide release in seemingly contrast (BSG-

SP-2; Tardis-SP-1). However on Tardis all specifically mentioned countries are English Speaking (Tardis-SP-1)

and all examples of releases are in such countries or unspecified (Tardis-OffRelease-1 to 3). Both Tardis and

BSG have releases in multiple English speaking countries, most notably the USA and England. Thus their

policy might only be intended to avoid conflict over different English releases. Further possible exceptions

are BS01 and Trans. Both add information based on the official announcement and base the protection-dur-

ation on the official release (BS01-SP-1 and 2; Trans-SP-1). Though Trans adds that such releases are based

on “the primary major market”, which is “generally” North America (Trans-SP-1), likely due to the national -

ity of their shared publisher. Thus North America as general market may apply to both.

No correlation between the age of narrative and the spoiler policy could be found. The whole comparison

can be found in table 11. This comparison was difficult, due to the in effect similar spoiler policies of the wi -

kis, which still have many differences in nuance, size and related discussion. Additionally this analysis is lim-

ited, due to only seeking wikis with spoiler policies, making the number of wikis without them unknown.

There are just enough exceptions from old narratives having nuanced policies and younger having shorter

ones, that a comparison is impossible. Examples of this are that the five oldest narratives, excluding Anima
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which would be the oldest, have wikis  with comparatively specific policies (Tardis 1963, Memory 1966,

Wookiee 1977, BSG 1978, Trans 1984). But the sixth oldest has no policy (DB 1984), the seventh (FF 1987) a

short one, but at least a discussion, the ninth (ESL 1994) has only a few sentences and the next one has only

their Canon-Policy (HP 1997). In contrast the policy of the wiki with the youngest narrative (RWBY 2013) is

comparative long, followed by the specific policy of Arrow (2012). But the third and fourth youngest (Mine

and Terra in 2011) are missing policies and the fifth youngest created theirs only last year (TWD 2010; TWD-

History). Thus another data-set which includes all wikis would be needed.

Again for size, there was no visible relation between the current spoiler policy and the size of a wiki (based

on number of articles). The five biggest wikis are Wookiee (165.538. Wookiee-Size), Tardis (90.273. Tardis-

Size), Memory (50.764. Memory-Size), RS (44.136. RS-Size) and FF (39.152. FF-Size). Between them there

are spoiler policies offering no protection (RS-SP), protection until release (Tardis-SP-1 and Memory-SP-2),

protection for at least a month after release (Wookiee-SP-1) and indefinite protection duration (FF-SP). Sim-

ilar the smallest wiki, Anima (1.042. Anima-Size) has no policy, but the second (AoT with 2.454. AoT-Size),

third (Bleach with 2.497. Bleach-Size), fourth (RWBY with 3.067. RWBY-Size) and fifth (BSG with 3.534. BSG-

Size) smallest wikis  all  avoid spoilers until release or translation, which was the most common form of

spoiler protection. Additionally DB (7.661. DB-Size) is ranked 15th among sizes, but uses the non-existent

policy of Anima. Finally the five biggest wikis (Wookiee, Tardis, Memory, RS and FF) all documented discus -

sions about their spoiler policy. The first without a discussion is the seventh biggest, MCU (24.861. MCU-

Size). For the smaller wikis, possess both Bleach and AoT discussions, being the second and third smallest

wiki after Anima. Therefore no correlations were found. It is possible, that most bigger wikis find the need

for a policy, as the first without one is HP (17.142. HP-Size) rank ninth which uses their Canon-Policy in -

stead. However such correlations can’t be drawn from the data, due to the searching only with “Spoiler

Policy” as keyword. Notably however, similar results hold for the small number of TOP-wikis, which were se-

lected without a keyword. DB is there the eighth biggest of twelve, with Mine (6.928. Mine-Size) and Terra

(4.576. Terra-Size) being the tenth and twelfth smallest. These are the three other wikis, which do not have

a policy. In contrast, the eleventh smallest is OneP (5.975. OneP-Size), which has an extensive policy. There -

fore due to the small sample size, the result is still inconclusive. For all the sizes, see the table 12.

Summary

In conclusion each wiki had their own approach towards spoilers, though there are still similarities. Most

common is the argument, that hiding or excluding information is unacceptable for an aspiring encyclopedia,

similar to the conflict between purpose and user-friendliness in forums. Despite this, only four fan-wikis

never avoid or mark information. Ten fan-wikis excluded leaks (though five of them had exceptions), which

frequently included promotional material as well. 13 others used spoiler warnings, six of these only for a

limited duration. Interestingly, there were six wikis, which missed a spoiler policy, but four of them used
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warnings despite this. In contrast on RS some users kept adding warnings, after the spoiler policy forbade

them (RS-Forum-SP-1; RS-Spoiler1-1).

Leaks were either defined as the first release or the first English speaking release, with the exception of the

German Memory, which used the first German release instead. Notably translated works also used the first

English release, most commonly anime and manga. Most of these also defined which translation sources

were accepted on their wiki, either only the official ones or sometimes including illegal fan-translations if a

link was provided. Many wikis added a warning to their front-page, usually to avoid using such in the articles

themselves, but not always. Similar, the formulations of the policies ranged from a few short sentences, to

an extensive description of the common practice, sometimes even including warnings against misconduct.

There were no conclusive results for a correlation between the age of a narrative or the size of its wiki with

its spoiler policy found. Correlations based on media type were difficult to determine, as multiple wikis

covered franchises, which were published through multiple avenues. In this cases it was common to differ

spoiler protection based on publication type within the same wiki, but no further correlations were found.

Further differences based on medium or genre are likely, however the sample size was to small to draw

conclusive results.

Finally the extensiveness of the discussions about their spoiler policies differed among the fanwikis (see

table 13 for a rough overview). Though a number of them were not found on the talk-page, but instead on

the connected forum or on user-blogs. Most notably was Tardis, which considered the talk-page of the

policy an inadequate place to discuss it’s merit. These talks usually concerned the usefulness of the policy,

as well as its extensiveness. E.g. in three cases it was suggested to avoid spoilers on episode pages, which

was in all but one wiki denied. While such discussions usually considered the merit for hypothetical users,

they sometimes allowed insight into the believes of the editors. In most cases however, the discussions only

documented the creation process of the policy. Besides these insights, the policies themselves sometimes

justified their decisions. Both cases usually showed the balancing act of the need to include any informa -

tion, against the fear before misinformation and the wish of some of their user-base to remain unspoiled.

Wikipedia

On Wikipedia the main discussion was about where and when spoiler protection is sensible and if it is even

appropriate for an encyclopedia. While nearly nobody denies Wikipedias aspiration to be an encyclopedia,

there are heated discussions about what this entails. Do Spoiler Warnings reduce Wikipedias professional-

ism or are they a netiquette that should be expected by any online resource (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc0, par. 27;

WP-SP-RfC-Talk, pars. 248–297, notable par. 250-257; WP-SP-Talk-old-templt-Talk-Arc2, pars. 224-235; WP-

SP-Talk-Arc6, pars. 437-439)? Is it more important to keep Wikipedia a pure encyclopedia or should readers

that use it for other purposes be accommodated  (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc3, par. 60; WP-SP-Talk-Arc15, par.

187)? What does it mean to be an “encyclopedia”, especially if Wikipedia divides itself from other examples
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through its anyone can edit approach (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc5, pars. 32, 193)? Can or should other examples

be followed (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, pars. 917f.)?

Why should Spoiler warnings be included, even if  there are no warnings against depictions of  sex,  the

prophet Mohamed or triggers related to Post-traumatic stress discorder (e.g. WP-SW-RfC-Talk, par. 229;

WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, par. 815)? Are spoiler warnings even warnings and does this matter (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc7,

pars. 205-210; WP-SP-Talk-Arc8, pars. 616f.)? What is even the point of spoiler warnings (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-

Arc6, par. 310)?

This extended, heated and rarely fruitful discussion moved in circles (WP-SP-Talk-Arc10, par. 88), with old

arguments being reintroduced (e.g. putting spoiler in collapsible boxes is suggested in WP-SP-Talk-Arc2 to 4,

6, 7, 13 and 17) and either smacked down with a reference to the archive (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc16, par. 235)

or rebutted with the same old arguments (e.g. Ibid., pars. 44f.), with the advocates sometimes even ac-

knowledging that they will  not convince each other (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc10, pars. 370-372; WP-SW-Talk-

guide-status, pars. 126, 313). Interestingly the  people arguing their case change subtly, with some falling

out and others entering or re-entering the discussion. This change is slowly: At any point, there are usually

2-6 editors that comment on nearly any point, but after about 4-5 archives these have changed. In such

cases, the discussion also shifts to reflect the specific position of the current advocates (e.g. the editor Sloan

was active in the archives 4-15, but starting with the archive 12, their number of comments nearly halved.

Jayce instead could be found in Arc4-8 and Arc 11-15. Similar Micah was only active in the archives 11-15):

E.g. in October 2007 the editor Micah introduced the idea, that spoiler protection should be included, if it’s

use could be cited from other sources. While most other editors were against this idea, it kept appearing

due to Micah's persistence in the following discussions (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc11, line 449-474, to WP-SP-Talk-

Arc15, pars. 347f.).

But not all people taking part in the discussion, did so because of their strong opinions on Spoiler Protec-

tion. Some also saw it as an example of the ruling-praxis of Wikipedia and argued with the intent to pre -

serve good practice. Bobbie and Rin both debated for this reason (WP-SP-Talk-Arc11, pars. 766-772, 870-

875), with Bobbie even petitioning to revoke a to him favourable outcome of a template deletion discus-

sion, due to it being reached by a biased administrator (WP-SP-Talk-Arc13, pars. 306-310).

This violation of good practice was, according at least to some, most apparent during the so-called ‘mass-

deletions’ in May 2007 (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, pars. 833-838; WP-SP-Talk-Arc13, pars. 250). These happened

shortly after the guideline was changed to disapprove any spoiler warnings without “compelling” reasons,

while the discussion about the change was still ongoing (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, notably pars. 645-648, 744-

751). In these ‘mass-deletions’, multiple editors used the tools provided by Wikipedia to search after the

spoiler tag and deleted any that did not confirm to their standards (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc5, pars. 162f.; WP-

SP-Talk-Arc8, pars. 64-66). In theory spoiler tags should preserve if argued for on the talk page. In praxis,

most deletions were justified with the still disputed guideline, without mentioning the ongoing dispute or
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engaging with the talk-page (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc6, pars. 170-172, 287f., 566). Additionally multiple editors

might visit any site were the tag persisted and even if one editor accepted an argument for the tag, the next

might still remove it anyway (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc5, pars. 175, 179). Afterwards the low number of existing

tags and the missing “significant resistance” (Fran, e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc6, pars. 747, 278) during the deletion

was used to argue for keeping the prohibitive guideline, with critics being advised to take their arguments

to the talk-pages of the affected articles (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc5, pars. 163, 312, 346). In the mind of the re -

movers these removals were justified due to the overabundance of spoiler tags, including on fairy tales and

classical works, going as far as declaring that they would repeat their actions, should spoiler protection

again become widespread (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc11, pars. 52f.).

Allegations of misconduct appear afterwards during any attempted change to the guideline, either against

those that wanted to preserve the current guideline or in defence of it (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc13, pars. 376-

459, notably pars. 448-450). Similar allegations were also common in the discussions about deleting the

spoiler warning template (e.g. WP-TfD-Talk-4). The later was revised twice (WP-SP-Talk-Arc13, par. 85; WP-

TfD-History), in both cases since the closing admin had participated once in the discussion of the guideline

and thus was not accepted as unbiased (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc13, pars. 85, 283-322). Notably the second case

was the one, in which Bobbie argued against their preferred result, to protect Wikipedias integrity (Ibid.,

pars. 306-310). Each result further ignited Rin and Bobbies arguments, as each admin decided based on the

merit  of  the presented arguments (e.g.  Ibid.,  par 85),  instead of  the number of  votes,  which favoured

slightly to keep the spoiler protection tag (Ibid,, pars. 88-139; WP-TfD-Talk-1 to 24). While such a behaviour

was  according  to  Wikipedias  guidelines  and  policies  on resolving  disputes (Wikipedia:  Consensus,  par.

Archiving consensus in talk-pages), it did not improve the already strained discussion.

A further problem is the assumption that either Spoiler Protection or missing Spoiler Protection always lead

to extremes (e.g. WP-SW-Talk-guide-status, par. 266). Sadly this assumption was based in both cases on his-

toric  precedence.  After  the  already  disputed  creation  of  the  spoiler  guideline  (e.g.  WP-SW-talk-guide-

status), it was used to justify the inclusion of spoiler warnings in more and more genres (e.g. WP-SW-talk-

oldt-templt-Talk-Arc2,  par.  242).  These included among others magic tricks,  puzzles,  riddles,  fairy tales,

mythology, authors and amusement rides (e.g. WP-SP-1; WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, pars. 242-248, 901-910 notably

493). No final definition could be found (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc2 to 4), which lead to the change to “compel-

ling” reason and the ‘mass-deletions’. Afterwards the small remaining number of spoiler warnings was used

as argument for the deletion of the spoiler warning template itself (e.g. WP-TfD-Talk-1). The current fiction

template was intended to replace it, but was also deleted due to low use a month later (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-

Arc14, par. 254; WP-SP-Talk-Arc15, par. 203). Thus while the original guideline, promoted spoiler protection

(e.g. WP-History-Ex-2), it also lead to an excess of warnings, and the attempts to reduce these lead to the

vanishing of any spoiler protection (WP-SP-1).

While the already explained misuse might have been a factor, just as important was the inability of Wikipe -

dia to decide what actually spoiler’s are and when they are appropriate. Should they only be on current
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works? Any work, but classics are excluded due to being commonly known (E.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc2)? Isn’t

common knowledge an argument that expects a country-specific familiarity with popular culture or educa-

tion (e.g. WP-SW-Policies-RfC, par. 50)?

This inherent difficulty to determine spoilers (e.g. WP-TfD-Talk-9), lead many to see them as subjective and

thus unable to confirm to Wikipedias required neutral point of view (WP-SW-RfC-Talk, pars. 97-99). Others

saw spoilers as not inherently  less  subjective than plot-summaries,  which were also written by editors

without additional sources (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc3, par. 168, WP-SP-Talk-Arc14, pars. 334, 476-478). In one

notable case, this lead to a longer tangent, in which the user Jordan, inspired by the already mentioned

Micah and their argument to source spoiler warnings, argued for sourcing of any and all plot-information

(e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc14, pars. 634-695).

The final result forbids any and all spoiler warnings on Wikipedia, including the deletion of spoilers (WP-SP-

1). Now it is sometimes misused to also protect spoilers that were for their articles irrelevant (e.g. WP-SP-

Talk-Arc17, pars. 514-517). While the guideline contains a summary of the arguments for and against it

(WP-SP-2), this summary ignores both the long edit war and is also tilted against spoiler warnings. Most not-

able is the second argument, which claims that no academic encyclopedia includes spoiler warnings. This ig -

nores a few examples (Encyclopedia of Science Fiction; Sight and Sound) brought up in the discussion (e.g.

WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, pars. 690, 753), including multiple Wikipedia-projects in other languages, e.g. in Dutch or

French (Wikipedia: Leeswaarschuwing; Wikipedia: Dévoile l'intrigue du récit). The summary also repeats the

assertion that the placement of spoiler warnings disregards the neutral point of view required by Wikipedia,

which was greatly contested (e.g. WP-SW-RfC). Finally the section is introduced with the historic incident of

a spoiler warning on the fairy tale “The Three Little Pigs”, an extreme mostly used as argument by those

against spoiler warnings (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc15, pars. 233f.; WP-SP-Talk-Arc16, pars. 324f.; WP-SW-Talk-

guide-status2, pars. 1122-1124).

In summary, the spoiler debate most likely did end in the favour of the majority. There were good reasons

for preventing any spoilers warnings, most notably the inability of the editors to find a workable definition

of spoilers. Still the discussion was extremely persistent, potential due to the desire for at least some form

of spoiler warning, but mostly due to the questionable behaviour employed to reach a spoiler free Wikipe-

dia. Most likely, without the ‘mass-deletions’ and similar problematic actions on both sides, the discussion

would have been shorter and more civilised, even if it would have ended with the same result. An exc erpt

of the complex relations between the multiple archives of the discussion are depicted in figure 3. Despite

this, the discussion was still small compared to some others on Wikipedia, e.g. the discussion  about the ter-

ror attacks on the 09.11.2001 (WP-Nine11-Talk-1 to 2).

Newssites

There were no spoiler policies found on the biggest newssites (see the digital attachments). This does how-

ever not necessarily require, that they do not have such policies. E.g. DB, KH and other wikis also used
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spoiler protection, without having a dedicated policy. Notably these newssites additionally do not follow

the „anyone-can-edit-approach” of fan-wikis and thus have even less incentive to publish their policy, if it

exists.  There were a few examples cited in the discussion on Wikipedia of  newssites employing spoiler

warnings, e.g. for the New York Times (WP-SW-RfC-Talk, pars. 250f.), or missing them, e.g. The Guardian

(WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, pars. 761-764). Though it was suggested that this may imply a decision by the writer in -

stead of an internal policy (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc3, par. 115).

For  smaller  newssites  five spoiler  policies  were found,  using the Google-API  and the keyword “spoiler

policy”. In three cases, namely for Entertainment Geekly (EG), Vulture (Vult) and The Ones Who Came Be-

fore (TOWCB), were these policies published as common articles, in which the authors described their web-

sites approach towards spoilers (EG-SP-1; Vult-SP-1; TWOCB-SP-1). EG and Vult also wrote them to be an

entertaining read, similar to normal articles (e.g. EG-SP-1 to EG-SP-11; Vult-SP-1 to Vult-SP-3). TOWCB in-

stead has a policy that in it’s simple utility mirrors those found on the other forums (TOWCB-SP-1 and 2; e.g.

Boruto; Creed-2). This is unsurprising, as TOWCB is both a forum and a news-source for the video-game-

series Assassins Creed (TOWCB-Code-1; TOWCB-SP-1). Similar articles are also possible for the bigger news-

sites, even though none were found.

In contrast a blog named Green Lantern: The animated series (GL), following the series of the same name

displays their spoiler policy on its frontpage (GL-SP). Notably they avoided posting spoilers for one week

after the USA release and also adviced their visitors how to blacklist unwanted information on Tumbler, the

host of the blog (GL-SP).

Finally the last newssite is the Centro Pokémon LEAKS (Centro). This twitter account posts leaks of the game

Pokemon (the same as followed on S&S), but differentiates between gameplay and story. They post game -

play information, e.g. mostly new tameable monsters called Pokemon, on both their main account Centro

Pokémon and here on Centro Pokémon LEAKS, but restricted leaked information about the story only to

their LEAKS account (Centro-SP-1). Centro was also the only of these newssites, whose policy had com-

ments. Though similar to the S&S subreddit, most were only expressions of anticipation for the upcoming

game (e.g. Centro-SP-Com-1 to 3; S&S-Com-1 to 20). There were three comments expressing interest in

only specific leaks and one comment confirming that they follow for all information . All comments were

dedicated to both accounts, thus it was impossible to determine if those that were only interested in game-

play-based leaks only followed Pokemon Centro (Centro-SP-Com-1 to 3).

Notably was that EG and Vult were the only publisher in this sample, that were not dedicated to a single

franchise (see table 1b). Both based their spoiler protection duration on the kind of publication, though

they suggested slightly different time period (EG-SP-3 to 8; Vult-SP-3). Vult justified their limited protection

wit their need to write compelling headlines and articles, while also not unexpectedly spoiling their readers.

(Vult-SP-1 and 2). EG instead saw spoilers as less important as many made them out to be and argued that

both avoiders and publishers had a responsibility to avoid spoiling (EG-SP-10). Thus they aimed to allow

their East Cost American readers enough time to have realistically consumed a narrative, as failing to do so

would reveal a lack of interest (EG-SP-5). During this timeframe, spoilers for weekly TV-episodes could be
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used in veiled references (EG-SP4). However in contrast to their arguments, they finish with an advice to

readers in California to avoid EG’s social media news, despite the two hour time-difference falling even into

their shortest spoiler warning duration. (EP-SP-11). While this was meant partially as joke, it implies either a

lack of faith in their policy or their ability to adhere to it.

Other

Three references to spoilers were found that did not fit any other category. The first one is an article on

Spectrum (Spec), where the author discusses their rules on posting spoilers. In contrast to the articles on

the other newssites however, the spectrum article is intended to share the personal spoiler posting policy

of the author and to inspire their readers to follow similar ones (e.g. Spec-2). It served therefore not as

spoiler posting policy for the whole site. Again there were different protection durations for different pub-

lication types suggested, to allow for an appropriate time-frame to consume the narrative (Spec-3 and 8).

The second one is the YouTube-Video by CollegeHumor (CH) that was already cited as an example for exag -

gerated spoiler definitions on page 18. Potentially relevant is however not the comedy sketch, but instead

its comments. Only a sample of comments were included. These however were mostly jokes about spoilers

or exaggerated reactions (CH-Com-1 to 10). The exception were five comments that discussed if trailer and

other official information should not be posted. Their opinions differed, with one avoiding trailers and the

others seeing no point in it, but suggested a warning nevertheless. Interestingly one suggested to only avoid

trailers for sequels, likely due to them potentially spoiling the first iteration (CH-Com-8).

Finally Game Rant (GR) published an article, about the early start of the spoiler season for the card-game

Magic the Gathering (GR-News-2). Like on RM and Centro, these gameplay-spoilers are sought out instead

of avoided. Unlike both however, GR does not specify their reaction to story spoilers in the announcement

(Centro-SP; GR-News-1 to 3; RM). Also unlike Centro, this spoiler-season seems to be official endorsed and

not made of leaked content, as the information about the beginning season was supplied by the games

publisher (Centro-SP; GR-News-3).

Spoiler Avoidance Behaviour and Reasons

Just as important as the direct descriptions of the spoiler policies and related discussions are the behaviours

and  reasons  for  spoiler  avoidance  identified  by  prior  research.  The  original  codes  based  on  them are

gathered in table 0.

Reasons

As already mentioned, there were fewer references to underlying reasons or the therefore employed beha-

viour than desired. E.g. there were no remarks found that could be connected to any trait.

Frequently found was the assumption, that people would avoid spoilers to protect their enjoyment. While

usually formulated as an assumption about others (e.g. Anime-SP-1; ESO-SP; WPDE-SP-Talk, par. 43), some

used their own reactions as basis (e.g. OreG-Com-Tang-3: WP-SP-Talk-Arc3, par. 371). Besides enjoyment,

there were a few other references to emotions, mostly of negative feeling after being spoiled (e.g. Memory-
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SP-Talk-2; WP-SP-Talk-6). This protection of future emotions and avoidance of emotional distress are fur -

ther examples of hedonistic utility. Surprisingly there were also some strategic considerations. Firstly the de-

sire to protect the value of ones bought narrative (e.g. Creed-Com-Tang-2). Secondly one writer argued,

that the consumption of prior information would not only demoralise him and the other creators, but also

devalue the work itself, as reactions are based on the excerpts of the still unfinished prototype (BSG-SP-

Talk-2).

There were multiple commenters, that were willing, to avoid specific works, if their creator asked “nicely”

(Chance, BSG-SP-Talk-4). Other considered authorial intent as irrelevant before their sites aims or thought

of warnings as marketing ploys (e.g. EG-SP-4 and 6). This was sometimes based on the idea, that spoiler

would not affect enjoyment of actually good works and was ironically often supported with citations of clas -

sical authors, which used to reveal their endings and twits at the beginning of their works (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-

Arc3, par. 367f. and 387). The Storm subreddit had a similar problem, as the author freely revealed more in-

formation before publication, than some members were comfortable with (Storm-Survey-Com-11).

An often cited reason for avoidance was also anticipation, for which SA was employed to maintain it (e.g.

Spec-1). In contrast, too much anticipation might result in anxiety, which was in at least one case the reason

to oppose spoiler warnings (e.g. WPDE-SP-Talk-Arc, par. 61).

Additionally there were frequent discussions found, about the differences between endings and twists (e.g.

TWD-Spoiler-Critic-9) and their influence on enjoyment or anticipation if spoiled (e.g.  Spec-1; TvT-SP-Talk-

34). That was despite the already mentioned believe held by some, that all good narratives would be unaf-

fected by being spoiled (e.g. WP-Spoilers-Talk-Arc1, par. 45). The counter-claims were diverse. They ranged

from arguing that an unspoiled viewing is an experience that would even enhance a good movie (e.g. Spec-

5; WP-SP-Talk-Arc3, par. 371) to the differentiation between the ending and the actual development of the

narrative (e.g. Spec-9). This fits closely with implications found prior, that climaxes suffer most from being

spoiled (e.g. Anime-Com-1). Relevance was used as indicator to decide, which spoiler should be protected

(e.g. StackSF-SP-What?-4). On Wikis however it is followed by the contrasting argument, that such relevant

information is especially import for articles and thus can not be excluded or restricted (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-

Arc0, par. 40). In the context of a game, the ability of the spoiler to affect behaviour was also used as indic -

ator of relevance (e.g. Pf-SP-Talk-Arc1-5).

Similar common was the assumption, that certain publication types deserved greater protection than oth-

ers, as exemplified by most multi-media-sources diversifying their protection duration based on media type

(e.g. Trans-SP-1 and 2; Vult-SP-2 and 3). Though which narratives or genres deserve protection (e.g. WP-SP-

Talk-Arc4, pars. 243-248, 503-507 and 902-910) and for how long was strongly discussed (There were more

than 20 different suggested durations in the data-set).

Other reasons were only rarely found. The protection of enjoyment was in some cases to protect a fans op -

timism about the future of certain characters (e.g. TWD-Spoiler-Critic-1, 2). Similar another discussion was

referenced, where people allegedly argued to avoid information, to protect an (incorrect) believe (WP-SP-

Talk-Arc4, par. 530). However there were no such examples found in this data set. Finally one poster com-
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plained about “getting tired” by the many spoilers on their  fan-wiki  (Asra,  TWD-Spoiler-Critic-1),  which

could be a reference to dwindling coping resources. Besides them, there were some appeals or references

to practice self-regulation, which would need cognitive effort (e.g. RS-Spoiler1-5). There was no reference to

situational affect in the data set.

Behaviour

The most commonly found behaviour was the both suggested and practised avoidance of digital places,

most notably encyclopedias (For number of found instances, see the MAXQDA codes in the digital attach-

ment, with repeat mentions by the same users being in Avoidance-Collection). The later was closely related

to the already referenced believe, that spoiler protection is not sensible for encyclopedias (e.g. RS-Spoiler3-

3). While this believe is not universal held, it’s well enough established, that even people disagreeing with it

adjust their behaviour for it (e.g. Pf-SP-Talk-7).

Somewhat less often found as the avoidance of encyclopedias was the avoidance of social media (see codes

in the digital attachment). So did commenters relatively often express doubts that social media creators or

users, e.g. YouTube-Creators, Twitter- or Reddit-users, would respect their desire for spoiler prevention

(e.g. Anime-Com-1; Storm-Survey-Com-8; Creed-Com-2). Notably YouTube and Twitter were avoided for

rampant spoilers (e.g. Anime-Com-1; Creed-Com-2), while on Reddit some users attempted to improve the

spoiler policies (e.g. Storm-Survey-Com-5). Likely this is due to the ability to self-select subreddits on Reddit,

while there is less control about the suggested content on the other two platforms. Thus the creators that

do not avoid spoilers in their titles and video icons can not be reliable avoided (e.g. S&S-Com-Tang-21).

Though three subreddits with spoiler policies warn that they are not able to censor any spoilers and thus

suggest avoiding the forum, for the time being (e.g. Berserk-SP-1; Creed-1; Zelda-1). On reply to the survey

on Storm even suggested the avoidance of Reddit, so that the other users do not need to curate their writ-

ing (e.g. Storm-Survey-Com-10).

Finally the avoidance of the whole Internet was suggested, sometimes as the only certain option to avoid

spoilers (e.g. Martial-Com-1; StackMeta-SP?-2).

In contrast for the avoidance of official publications were the opinions split. Many wikis and some subred -

dits avoided them like leaks  (e.g. Arrow-SP-2; Cobra; Tardis-SP-4) and there were also a number of users

that preferred to avoid them (e.g. FF-Talk-5). Some users however saw trailers as allowed exceptions among

the avoidance of spoilers (e.g. CH-Com-8; Cobra-Com-Tang-5). This also includes a number of forums and

newssites, that considered official released information not as spoilers (e.g. AskSF; GL-SP; KH13-SP-1).

Blacklisting topics or keywords was suggested for platforms, that supported the option, e.g. Tumbler, Twit-

ter or Stackexchange (e.g. Anime-Com-Tang-2; GL-SP; StackSF-Spoiler-Mark?). Sometimes they were sug-

gested by the policies themselves (e.g. GL-SP), though Tardis warned that this would exclude more informa-

tion than just spoilers (Tardis-Spoiler-AvoidHow). As always there were also some demanding avoiders to

blacklist spoilers, so that the rest did not have to use spoiler warnings (e.g. RS-Spoiler2-4).
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Delegation was discussed only on the Pf wiki, there due to the games inherent information discrepancy.

Spoiler warnings were intended to help with deciding what needs to be filtered, though due to the differ -

ences in desired knowledge and the need to write a complete wiki, only mixed results were expected by it

(e.g. Pf-SP-Talk-Arc1-7 to 9). Additionally the common references to authorial intent could be interpreted as

form of delegation, as the decision which information to consume is delegated to an expert (Addison 2017,

p.129), namely the author themself.

There were mentions of mental avoidance, but they were rare and conflicted. Three user were found that

considered it impossible to forget a spoiler, once learned  (e.g. BSG-SP-Talk-7; WPDE-SP-Talk-Arc, par. 43;

WP-SP-Talk-Arc13, par. 215). Two others instead hoped or considered it possible to forget again, but would

prefer not to have do so  (e.g. TvT-SP-Talk-28; WP-SP-Talk-Arc17, par. 203). Thus while they had different

opinions on the efficiency of mental avoidance, all five found it as something to be avoided and were thus in

support of spoiler warnings.

Self-Regulation is an interesting behaviour, as most that consider it a sensible solution to spoiler avoidance,

do not avoid spoilers themselves (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, par. 522). The few that successfully employ it, in-

stead emphasise the need for an accommodating structure, e.g. a spoiler-free introduction or a chronolo-

gical summary (e.g. AoT-ManualStyle-Talk-8). Most that relied on self-regulation instead describe its failure,

by missing warnings or reading faster than they can react.  Interestingly they criticise thus simple spoiler

warnings, as these are in many cases easily missed or don’t conceal the information. Their solutions are

variable, including more visible warnings (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc2, pars. 183, 228-230) or the hiding of inform-

ation until prompted (e.g. KH-SP-Talk-2), both of which are hated by many critics of spoiler warnings (e.g.

WP-SP-Talk-Arc3, pars. 187f., 425; WP-SP-Talk-Arc17, par. 282). Improving the structure of an article was

thus only suggested by those few that employed self-regulation successfully.

Surprisingly Controlling the Conversation appeared in a few instances. Namely some editors asked to avoid

spoiling them during discussion (e.g. TWD-Spoiler-Critic-7). Besides these, bans on mentioning spoilers ac-

ted as control to conversations (e.g. AoT-SP-1; Tardis-SP-4).

Finally there were no direct mentions of temporal avoidance, but discussions on multiple wikis to avoid

spoilers on episode pages (e.g. BSG-Talk-4 to 7; Memory-SP-Talk-2 to 5; Trans-SP-Talk 5 and 6). Thus new

readers could use the episode pages, while the complete information are still on the rest of the wiki. How-

ever only in one case was such an arrangement employed (Memory-SP-2). Similar the varying durations that

spoiler  warnings  have to  persist,  might  imply  the temporal  avoidance durations of  the authors  of  the

policies. Notably these durations appear to be randomly selected due to their variance (e.g. EG-SP-4 to 7;

Trans-SP-Talk-1; Vult-SP-3).
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Summary

There were two parts to this analysis. Firstly the spoiler policies and the believes flowing into them and

secondly the few references to personal or advised avoidance behaviour and reasons.

The spoiler policies had great diversity, with only few patterns behind them. So were forums likely to use

opt-in spoiler protection by hiding them behind and interaction-prompt, while most wikis instead preferred

to include any verified information, which usually meant any information released narratives. Newssites in-

stead avoid publishing spoilers for a fixed duration, but might stop earlier for obvious ones or if they con-

sider their article-title ample warning. These durations differed greatly, not only between newssites, and

seemed to be based mainly on the assumptions of the respective authors of the policy. So used a few for-

ums and wikis spoiler warnings regardless of the age of the spoilers, while most others either set fixed dura-

tions after which the protection would be lowered or removed or only avoided leaked information.

A second influence was however the importance of the websites aim and if spoiler warnings were assumed

to interfere with it. This was partially considered by newssites, which had to gauge writing compelling art-

icles against protecting their readers from unwanted spoilers. However on Stackexchange and the different

wikis their stated aim was a common influencing factor. Of these, most considered their complete and unin-

hibited dissemination of information about their chosen topic more important than the accommodation of

spoiler avoiders and thus used no warnings. Still, even there, it was a balance on a continuum, as some used

spoiler warnings only in specific sections or avoided leaks for the expressive purpose of preventing spoiling

their readers.

A third influence where different media types. As these have different release cycles and speed, different

avoidance durations were found sensible. Notably this was in more than one cases based on the assumed

duration, a person would need to have the ability to have seen it.

On wikis, there were also a fourth and fifth influence found. The fourth influence was the fear of misinform-

ation. This fear was one of the reasons why many excluded leaks from their wikis. Notably, Tardis also ar-

gued that it would create a great amount of unnecessary work, to correct misinformation after it was ad-

ded. The fifth influence was the protection of the publishers interests, by avoiding illegal translations or

other forms of leaks. This influence was however notably weaker than the others, as some wikis ignored it

while others only started considering their publishers interests, after the official translation speed was ac-

ceptable to them.

Finally besides considerations of practicality or a sites intended function, was the reference to other ex -

amples. Most common were references to Wikipedias practices or by editors on Wikipedia to other sup-

posedly academic encyclopedias. Though other threads or wikis were also referenced as best practice ex-

ample, as well as “[a]ll the other large wikis” (Sam, on RS-Spoiler3-2). In many cases these were used as sup-
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portive arguments, especially if aiming to appear professional. In others they were instead used as sensible

suggestion.

The few references to personal avoidance behaviour and reasons were far fewer. Interestingly, in multiple

cases these were moderators or the spoiler policies themselves, which considered their own protection as

imperfect and thus advised other behaviours if complete avoidance were desired.

Most common by far was the avoidance of digital places, especially of encyclopedias, but also of social me-

dia and the internet at large. The reaction to official releases were split, with slightly more avoiding them,

than those that exclude them of their  avoidance behaviour.  Besides these,  some used or suggested to

blacklist topics, if their website offered such tools. Additionally there were rare attempts to control the con -

versation on the talk pages, to avoid being spoiled by others. Similar Delegation was only once discussed,

but the prevalent appeal to authorial authority might be a form of it.

Despite such aims, there were many complains of people that involuntarily spoiled themselves (e.g. BSG-SP-

Talk-6; FF-Talk-5; TvT-SP-Talk-1). A few of these referenced mental avoidance, with about half considering it

feasible and the others mocking the thought of it.

Similar self-regulation was rarely employed successfully and far more commonly suggested by others, so

that they do not need to avoid posting spoilers. In the few cases were it was deemed sensible, it was based

on the clear and accommodating structure of the respective article.

As reasons were the avoidance of endings, twists or other seemingly important information most common.

Such avoidance was usually based on the protection of Anticipation or Enjoyment, though many also con-

sidered following the intent of the original authors, if those asked directly. Besides enjoyment, other emo-

tions were also mentioned, especially negative affect as reaction to being spoiled. Other reasons were far

rarer found. So were spoiler also avoided out of strategic considerations, usually to not devalue a purchase

before consumption. Other commenters wished to protect their optimism about the future of liked fictional

characters in the narrative, while one considered frequent spoilers “tiring” (Asra, TWD-Spoiler-Critic-1). The

later was likely a reference to dwindling coping resources. In contrast there was at least one mention of

anxiety, as reason to oppose spoiler warnings. Finally as expected no mentions or traces of traits were

found.
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Discussion

The results of this study, found in the analysis-section, have implications for multiple assumptions by the lit -

erature. First among them is the acceptance of SA.

Most researchers, including myself, assumed SA to be an accepted form of IA (see Introduction). While it is

studied when and why people would not engage in it, spoilers were considered to be in common knowledge

negative and their avoidance the norm (e.g. Perks et McElrath-Hart, p. 149). While this was also true for

most of this study, there where surprisingly frequent derogations of spoiler warnings and avoiders  (e.g. Ber-

serk; Shitty; FF-Talk-2; TvT-SP-Talk-22; WP-SP-Arc6). Most tellingly were their arguments similar in kind to

those against IA at large, namely considering avoidance a maladaptive source of “ignorance” (e.g. Fran, WP-

SP-Talk-Arc6, par. 254) that should never be supported.

These negative views of SA are unlikely to be related to being fans. Prior findings might imply so, due to

“hardcore” fans seeking out spoilers (Völcker 2017, p. 7) and knowledge of spoilers forming a hierarchy

among them (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 142; Williams 2004). However on TvT it was suggested, that

such fans were also more likely to support Spoiler warnings, out of a desire to provide others the same ex -

perience they had (TvT-SP-2; TvT-SP-Talk-8). While this observation can not be verified by this data-set, it

implies a difference in behaviour between the consumption and dissemination of spoilers.

Most others had however a more nuanced understanding of SA, considering it valid for a set duration of

time, which varied widely between websites and publication type of the narrative (e.g. BS01-SP-1 and 2; EG-

SP-4 to 8; Vult-SP-3). This mirrors the results of prior studies, which often found opinions ranging between

complete avoidance and complete seeking (Beck 2018, p. 185; Völcker 2017) While this implies that SA ex-

ists on a scale, similar to other IA behaviour, it bears notion that this scale can be expressed by at least two

variables. Namely both the duration and the extend of the avoidance, making SA more a  form of matrix,

than a simple scale. If this also applies to other Information Behaviour is unclear, as for example IA research

simply measures intensity of avoidance, instead of separating the behaviour into different scales.

This varying extend of avoidance is an example of source selection. It is both based on different perceptions

of source-accuracy and different assumptions about the disseminated informations spoiling potential, e.g.

importance. Thus highly accurate sources or important information were more likely to be avoided (e.g. FF-

Talk-4). Similar differences between perceived and actual relevance were researched prior by Dawson et al.

Their results were however that information perceived as highly relevant was less likely to be avoided

(Dawson et al.2006, p. 762f.). This could be due to them measuring the perceived applicability of general in-

formation, instead of the spoiling potential of specific information. The more likely reason is however, that

Dawson et al. studied the avoidance of beneficial information (namely about medical treatments), while be-

ing spoiled is harmless in contrast (as it can only reduce mental well-being, which medical information can

do also). Notably IA is commonly defined as only concerning “relevant” information (Klaus 2018, p.  5) and

thus excludes such considerations of perception. As illustrated this is problematic, as the perception of rel -
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evance varies. This is even between those avoiding the same subject, for whom information might have

similar actual relevance. As perceived relevance influences avoidance behaviour, measuring it  would be

useful.

There were further implications of this study. Notably was the hostile behaviour on Wikipedia. While not

the focus of this thesis, it resembled the markings of biased writing (Martin 2018). Most notably were the

misuse of guidelines to influence discussions instead of resolving them and the reversion of contrary edits

as well as verbal attacks on editors of both sites (Ibid., p. 382. E.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc6, pars. 170, 183f., 334).

Often both sides assumed to have the silent majority behind them (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-5), which was not refut -

able due to the low number of participants compared to the users of Wikipedia (Sun 2014, p. 110). Similar

assumptions were also the basis of arguments on other websites (e.g. Anime-Com-Tang-7; RS-Spoiler3-5),

there however rarely this specific.

Finally this study only served to support the elusive, difficult and individual nature of spoiler  definitions. So

forbade Wikipedia Spoiler Warnings, among others due to not being able to limit spoilers to a category.

Notably these spoiler warnings, after being put on many strange categories, also bleed over into non-fiction

articles (e.g. WP-SP-1). In these cases not even the editors always knew, if these warnings were in jest (e.g.

WP-SW-Talk-guide-status2, par. 1124). Thus  in praxis such ridiculous extensions are not as clear as they

might appear to be. IA has similar problems, as information is always avoided and some form of constraint

has to be created to measure it (which is usually relevance). In contrast, some of the other examples in thi s

study show the ability to differentiate between different spoilers, sometimes even quite precisely (e.g. Crit-

ical-SP-1 to 8; FF-SP). While such a differentiation is increasingly difficult with increasing  applicability, it

might not be impossible, especially if non-binary measurements are employed.

With these results out of the way, the implications for the IA theories can be discussed.

The examples of SA behaviour or reasons that fit in the IA categories were already listed in the Analysis sec -

tion. Again, the low number was likely not due to missing overlap, but rather due to missing references in

the sample. Most notably could be commonly identified factors by Spoiler-research, e.g. anticipation, emo-

tional enjoyment and authorial intent (Perks et McElrath-Hart 2018, p. 144-146; Völcker 2017, p. 8f., 13), be

linked to explanations of IA.

Demonstrations of Utility Theory were found, with examples surprisingly of both hedonistic and strategic

considerations. Similar Uncertainty Theory should be applicable, as there were many mentions to protect

positive uncertainty and at least one to reduce negative uncertainty by seeking (e.g. WPDE-SP-Talk-Arc, par.

61).

In contrast Selective Exposure is difficult to define, as in most cases, the avoided knowledge was unknown

or more commonly not referenced. However there were a few examples were information was avoided,

despite suspicions of it’s content. E.g. fans of TWD knew that one of two characters would die and simply
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hoped, that it was not their favourite one (TWD-Spoiler-Critic-2). In these cases only avoidance behaviour

was referenced, as the intention was not being spoiled by anyone. Thus it supports Selective Avoidance as

theory.

Confirmation Bias was, as expected, not found for the avoidance of spoilers, though it likely influenced the

discussions (e.g. in WP-SP-Talk-Arc4 to 11). The same is true for Optimistic Bias (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc3, par.

120) and potentially Groupthink, of which at least accusations of similar behaviour were frequent on Wiki-

pedia (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc13, pars. 463-489).

While there were many references to emotional reactions on spoilers or avoidance to protect such, there

were no instances found, where information were avoided due to current emotions. Similar references to

traits and other factors, e.g. situational affect and coping resources, were also mostly missing (there was

one potential instance of coping resources). The near complete absence of such factors implies that the

study design is the reason. The most likely explanation is that commenters on spoiler policies did not avoid

spoilers out of current desire, but rather tried to formulate how they should be treated unrelated to such

temporal factors. Thus while emotions, despite usually informing instinctive decisions (Woolley and Risen

2018, p. 4), were sometimes included, any not directly visible or quickly changing factor was not.

The common mention of emotion however, validate Sweeny et al.’s framework, as these were one of their

identified reasons. Notably the other two factors where not completely absent (Sweeny et al. 2010, p. 342-

345), with the protection of a myth being cited and the perceived need for change being tied to the relev-

ance and thus importance of a piece of information (e.g. WP-SP-Talk-Arc4, par. 530; Pf-SP-Talk-Arc1-5).
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Limitations

There were a number of limitations for this study. Firstly only a small subsection of the whole corpus of

spoiler policies were analysed and these were additionally greatly skewed towards Reddit and Fandom, due

to using these websites as a basis. Secondly despite this selection was the discussion on Wikipedia, due to

it’s cycling nature, far more sizeable than the rest of the data-set, which skewed the results further. Thirdly

were many discussions not found on the spoiler policies themselves and thus it is unclear if even for this

sample all relevant discussions were found (e.g. for Trans is Template Talk: Spoiler missing. Trans-SP-Talk-1).

To combat both influences, other sources besides Reddit and Fandom were gathered. Also large sections of

the discussion on Wikipedia were only skimmed or not found in time. This served to balance the staggering

amount of Wikipedia-Discussion with the rest of the data-set, but some relevant instances might have been

missed.

Another problems of the study design was that sifting through comments of spoiler policies, was less ad-

equate to find reasons for SA or behaviours of it than desired. Most commenters only discussed the policy

or upcoming releases. Though this also meant, that negative opinions towards SA were more common than

anticipated. Similar found the study, due to its design, only active participants of the discussions. The opin-

ions of so called Lurkers, which make the majority of Internet-users (Sun et al. 2014, p. 110), could not be

identified.

Notably during the analysis section, the need for further data was found (e.g. HP-Canon-Policy or references

to size and age). Thus this additionally data was gathered with a time-delay, which affects compatibility.

Problematic was this especially for the sizes of the forums, where the non-Reddit-Forums were thus only

badly comparable to those of Reddit.

Other  problems existed with  the technical  side  of  the sources.  E.g.  Reddit  claimed that  the TrueZelda

subreddit had 14 comments, but during the gathering only nine were visible (Zelda-4; Zelda-Com-1 and 2;

Zelda-Com-Tang). If the other five were deleted, hidden or a simple counting mistake is unclear.

Then there were limitations during the coding, as only one coder was employed.

Finally, I, the author of this thesis, have a preference towards spoiler warnings, which might have influenced

the weighting of certain reactions. Though this should be limited in effect, as no evaluation of arguments or

policies was intended and I aimed to depict both sides, if arguments were important to describe a beha-

viour or policy.
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Conclusion

This thesis allowed interesting insights in the difference between spoiler policies, e.g. the focus on ample

warnings on forums against the common avoidance of such on wikis and there preference of obfuscating

formulations by newssites. However the study was not always conclusive – A greater focus on the differ-

ences between narratives supplemented by a larger sample size would be sensible.

There were a number of mentions of SA behaviours and reasons, with directly links to prior IA research rare

due to the constrains of the study design. However by SA research often identified factors, among them

emotional enjoyment, anticipation and following the authors intent, could be linked to facets in IA research.

Most notably is here the authorial intent, which might be a form of delegation. Multiple theories could be

shown to be applicable. Golman et al.’s version of Utility Theory did fit, as both hedonistic and strategic con-

siderations were found. Similar Uncertainty Theory, due to the prevalent references to anticipation. Finally

implications for Sweeny et al.’s theory, as well as common uses of partial avoidance as added by Addison

were found. Notably this partial avoidance appeared through multiple vectors, most notably time and ex -

tend, suggesting that the use of a matrix would be more precise than of a single scale. There were no con -

clusive results for Selective Avoidance, but this theory suffered most from the study design, which did not

allow to know how far knowledge was already suspected.

There were also not mentions of traits or situational affect being found, but these were the least likely to be

identified by the impersonal study design. Individual differences were in contrast plentiful, most notably the

diverging opinions about the relevance of spoilers, for which both are potential explanations.

Based on these diverging opinions was not only support for partial avoidance (in multiple forms) found, but

also of diverging perceptions of relevance about the same topic. This diverging assignment of relevance is

missing from most IA research, but is one of the factors responsible for partial avoidance. Thus the creation

of a scale of perceived relevance would be sensible.

Finally was a part of the research design itself called into question by the data, namely the assumption that

SA would be accepted as beneficial form of avoidance. While this assumption held mostly true, it was heav-

ily criticised on the wikis and especially on Wikipedia. There Spoiler Warnings were fought with the same ar -

guments, that were commonly employed against other forms of IA.
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Additional Sources

Cambridge Dictionary Online (n.d.) spoiler. Available at: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/eng-
lish/spoiler (accessed 17.11.2021).

Duden Online (n.d.) Spoiler, der. Available at: https://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/Spoiler (accessed 
17.11.2021).

Key and Peele (17.07.2015) Key & Peele – Spoiler Alert (ft. Regina Hall). Comedy Central. YouTube. Available
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDEuS5wIk5Q (accessed 17.11.2021).

Munroe R (23.10.2019) Earthquake Early Warnings. XKCD. Available at: https://xkcd.com/2219/ (accessed 
17.11.2021).

T B Skyen (18.09.2020) Welcome to the Boss Designs of Bloodborne [CC]. YouTube. Available at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nf_ACAQXqOw (accessed 17.11.2021).

Vernon U (17.08.2007) Digger. Available at: https://diggercomic.com/blog/2007/08/17/digger-183/ (ac-
cessed 17.11.2021).

Wikipedia: Consensus (last edited at 23.10.2021). Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikipedia:Consensus (accessed 17.11.2021).

Wikipedia: Dévoile l'intrigue du récit (last edited at 16.05.2021). Available at: https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikip%C3%A9dia:D%C3%A9voile_l%27intrigue_du_r%C3%A9cit (accessed 17.11.2021).

Wikipedia: Leeswaarschuwing (last edited at 16.03.2021). Available at: https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki-
pedia:Leeswaarschuwing (accessed 17.11.2021).
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Tables

Figures

Figure 1, Overview of IA-Frameworks

Figure 1 depicts the connections between theories of IA that might be applicable to Spoiler Avoidance. It 
has the appearance of interconnected treebranches.
The figure starts with “Information Avoidance” branching of into “Utility Theory”, “Selective Exposure”, The-
ory of IA by Sweeny et al.”, “Traitbased IA-Theories” and “Uncertainty Management Theory”. “Utility The-
ory” branches into “Strategic Utility” and “Hedonic Utility”, “Selective Exposure” branches into “Confirma-
tion Bias” and “Selective Avoidance”. “Theory of IA by Sweeny et al.” has no branches. “Traitbased IA-The-
ories” branches into “Need for Congition”, “Monitoring and Blunting” as well as “Uncertainty Orientation”. 
Notably “Need for Cognition” is seated on level lower than the other branches. Lastly “Uncertainty Manage-
ment Theory” branches to “Uncertainty Orientation” and “TMIM”. “Uncertainty Orientation” belongs thus 
both to “Traitbased IA-Theories” and “Uncertainty Management Theories”. On the third level, “Hedonic 
Utility” and “Confirmation Bias” both branch towards “Positive Bias”. “Positive Bias” is also connected to 
“Competency Theory”, that sits on the same level, but is not directly connected with any other branch. “Un-
certainty Orientation” branches to “need for (cognitive) closure” and “Intolerance of Uncertainty”. As 
already mentioned, “Need for Congitive Closure” is also on this level. For the last level branches “Positive 
Bias” towards “Groupthink” and “Need for (cognitive) closure” towards “Groupcentrism”. “Groupthink and 
Groupcentrism” are also connected, with arrows in both directions, imply that they are very similar to each 
others.
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Figure 2, Overview of IA-Methods

Figure 2 depicts a classification of methods that can be employed during Information Avoidance. The meth-
ods are seperated based on if they can be used to facilitate the behaviour of “Delegation”. The figure de-
picts five methods in total. All five methods are classified as “Self Regulation”, while three are additionally 
classified as “Delegation”. The methods are “Self Handicapping”, “Mental Avoidance”, “Physical Avoidance”,
“Source Selection” and “Controlling the Conversation”. Of these “Physical Avoidance”, Source Selection” 
and “Controlling the Conversation” are classified as both “Delegation” and “Self Regulation”.
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Figure 3, Relevant and analysed Wikipedia-Archives

Figure 3 is depicted two pages from this one, due to issues of size and the length of its explanation.

Figure 3 depicts the interconnected archives holding the discussion of the Spoiler-Policy of the English Wiki -
pedia. Archives that were not analysed in this work were marked as such by brackets with “not analysed”
between them. The archives are connected through arrows in the directions of mentions. E.g. if an archive
mentions another, an arrow would point from the first to the second. There are in total 46 archives, exclud-
ing the actual article about the English Wikipedia Spoiler-Policy.

Most archives have their name in the data-set in brackets behind them, however for brevities sake these
will not be mentioned.

“Wikipedia-Spoiler-Talk-Page” has arrows branching of towards two sides. On the left side are mostly the
direct archives, while on the right are multiple additional archives, in most cases talks about the old tem -
plate or the relevant Request for Comments archive. There is also a smaller number of archives in the
middle, which are only connected through other archives on the left or right side.

On the left side arrows point from “Wikipedia-Spoiler-Talk-Page” towards the Archives 0 to 18, starting with
18. Between Archive 7 and 6 is the “Archiving Debate” and below Archive 0 is the “Wikipedia-Spoilers-Talk
(Archive 1) (note the second S)”. There is a note explaining that all archives are abbreviated as “WP-SP-Talk-
ArcNumber” within the data-set.

Archive 15 mentions “TfD: Current Fiction Template” (not analysed).“TfD: Current Fiction Template” in turn
mentions and is mentioned by the “Current Fiction Template” (not analysed). The “Current Fiction Tem-
plate” is also mentioned by Archive 13.

Archive 14 mentions the “Discussion moved to Admin-Talkpage” (not analysed).

Archive 13 is mentions the “Current Fiction Template”, as well as “Deletion review” (not analysed), “Tem-
plate for Deletion” and “WikiEN-I mailing list” (not analysed). The “WikiEN-I mailing list” is also mentioned
by “WP/Spoilerwarning/guidelines” which in turn is mentioned by the “Wikipedia-Spoiler-Talk-Page” and
thus placed on the right side of the figure. “Template for Deletion” is mentioned by “WP/Spoiler/old tem -
plate talk”, which in turn is mentioned by the “Wikipedia-Spoiler-Talk-Page” and thus also placed on the
right side.

Archive 0 is mentions the “Wikipedia-Spoilers-Talk (Archive 1) (note the second S)” and is referenced by
“WP/Spoilerwarning/Guideline status2”. All three archives are also mentioned by the “Wikipedia-Spoiler-
Talk-Page”.

There is also a free floating note, that in multiple archives the talk-pages of affected articles were refer -
enced. However these talk-pages are not part of the figure and were not part of the analyse.

On the right side arrows point from “Wikipedia-Spoiler-Talk-Page” towards “WP/Spoiler/old template talk”,
to  the Archives  one to  three of  “WP/Spoiler/old template talk”,  to “WP/Spoilerwarning/guidelines”,  to
“WP/Spoilerwarning/Guideline status 2”, to “WP/Spoilerwarning/Guideline status”, to “WP/Spoiler warn-
ing/ RfC-Talk”, to WP/Spoiler warning/RfC”, to “WP:Requests for comment/WP policies and guidelines/WP:
Spoiler warning” and “WP/RfC/WP guide/WP:SW/Talk”.

“WP/Spoiler/old template talk” mentions the “Teplate for Deletion” and the third archive of “WP/Spoiler/
old template talk”. Each of the three archives also mentions the next older one.
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“WP/Spoilerwarning/guidelines” mention the “WikiEN-I mailing list” (not analysed) and the “WP/Spoiler -
warning/Guideline status 2”. This guidelines status archive in turn makes mention of “Archive 0” and “WP-
Spoilerwarning/ Guideline status”.

“WP/Spoiler warning/ RfC-Talk” and “WP-Spoiler warning/RfC” mention each other.

“WP:Requests  for  comment/WP policies  and guidelines/WP:  Spoiler  warning”  and “WP/RfC/WP guide/
WP:SW/Talk”  mention  each  other.  “WP:Requests  for  comment/WP policies  and  guidelines/WP:  Spoiler
warning” links also to sixteen further smaller archives, of which none have been analysed. All these smaller
archives  follow  the  RfC  adress.  These  archives  are  “RfC-Archive”  one  to  5,  “Precedents”,  “What  is  a
Spoiler?”, “SW not needed in Plot sections?”, “MfD-WP-SW”, “TfD1-WP-SW”, “When is a Spoiler appropri-
ate?”, “Discussion from Hamlet page”, Proposal hide spoilers”, “Proposal alter template”, “Offtopic com-
ments” and “Proposal disclaimer on all articles.”
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Tables

Table 0, Pre-chosen codes

Table 0 contains the list of deductive codes chosen before the initial data-analysis. The codes are split into 
“Potential Reasons” (containing 22 codes), “Tells for specific theories” (containing three codes) and “Forms”
(containing 16 codes).

Potential Reasons (22) Specific Theories, Tells (3): Forms (16):

(1) coping resources (I) Elevated Worry (a) mental avoidance

(2) situational affect (II) Decision paralysis (b) self-regulation

(3) emotion [see 13, 14 and 15] (III) avoidance after first conclu-
sion

(c) self-handicapping

(4) strategical advantages (d) physical avoidance

(5) hedonistic advantages (e) delegation

(6) cognitive effort (f) temporal

(7) protect a believe (g) avoidance of official publica-
tion

(8) protect own optimism (h) blacklisting

(9) avoid perceived need to act or 
change

(i) Posting: shaming of offenders

(10) increase uncertainty (j) Posting: time-shifting

(11) decrease uncertainty (k) Posting: content-moderation

(12) relevance of information (l) Posting: opt-in

(13) Protection of twists in the 
narrative [see 3, 14, 21 and 22]

(m) Posting, negative: Trolling

(14) Anticipation [see 3 and 13] (n) Discussion: Allegation of Mis-
conduct

(15) emotional enjoyment [see 3] (o) avoidance of YouTube

(16) Authorial Intent (p) avoidance of encyclopedias

(17) Information Overload

(18) Avoid posting: Don’t break 
social Rules
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Potential Reasons (22) Specific Theories, Tells (3): Forms (16):

(19) genre

(20) medium

(21) narrative development [see 
13 and 22]

(22) ending [see 13 and 21]
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Table 1, Media type to strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies for Forums, Wikis and News-
sites

Table 1 lists media type to strength of Spoiler Policies for all sources, e.g. Forums, Wikis and Newssites. 
There follow additional tables, which after their source. Media type to strength of policy is also listed in 
table 1b for only Newssites, table 2 for only Forums and table 9 for only Wikis.

Name Notes Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

Games (19):

FANDOM: Call of Duty Wiki Yes None

FANDOM: RuneScape Wiki Yes None

TOP: Terrarria Wiki No None

FORUM: MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill Also in Books No Leaks [with exceptions]

FORUM: Assassins Creed Valhalla Forums Yes Leaks [Unclear]

REDDIT: Pokemon S&S Yes Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Drawn to life game Yes Duration [Couple Weeks]

OTHER: Kingdom Hearts Wiki No Duration [~1 Month]

FORUM: KH13 Yes Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: True Zelda Yes Duration [2 Month]

FORUM/NEWSSITE: The Ones Who Came 
Before

Yes Duration [3 Month]

REDDIT: Assassins Creed Yes Duration [“Months”]

REDDIT: Magia Record Also in Anime Yes Indefinite [except Anime/
Spinoffs]

NEWSSITE: Centro Pokémon LEAKS Yes Indefinite [Tagged]

REDDIT: Watch Dogs Yes Indefinite

TOP: Minecraft Wiki No Indefinite

FANDOM: Final Fantasy Wiki Yes Indefinite

TOP: Elder Scrolls Wiki Yes Indefinite

OTHER: Pathfinder Wiki Yes Indefinite

Anime and Manga (15):

FANDOM: Anima No None

FANDOM: RWBY Wiki Also in Series Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

REDDIT: OreGairuSNAFU Yes Leaks [except Anime]

REDDIT: Boruto Yes Leaks [based on Anime]

FANDOM: Bleach Wiki Yes Leaks [designated page]

FANDOM: Fairy Tail Wiki Yes Leaks [not accepted]

FANDOM: Attack on Titan Wiki Yes Leaks [not accepted]
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Name Notes Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

Anime and Manga (15):

TOP: One Piece Wiki Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Narutopedia Yes Leaks [not accepted]

REDDIT: Kubera Yes Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Haikyu Yes Duration [Season End + 1 
Week]

REDDIT: Berserk Also in Books Yes Duration [Latest chapter]

REDDIT: Magia Record Also in Games Yes Indefinite [except Anime/
Spinoffs]

TOP: Dragonball Wiki No Indefinite

REDDIT: Anime Yes Indefinite [Episode based]

Series (14):

REDDIT: Shitty Daystorm Yes None

TOP: Marvel Cinematic Universe Wiki Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

OTHER: Battlestar Wiki Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

Tardis Franchise Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Memory Alpha Franchise Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

FANDOM: RWBY Wiki Also in Anime Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Arrowverse Wiki Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: The Walking Dead Wiki Yes Leaks [not accepted]

Series (14):

NEWSSITE: The Green Lantern TAS Yes Duration [1 Week + Tag]

OTHER: Transformerswiki Franchise Yes Duration [1 Month]

TOP: Wookieepedia Franchise Yes Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Hilda the Series Yes Duration [6 Weeks]

REDDIT: Cobra Kai Yes Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Critical Role Yes Indefinite [Episode based]

Books (6):

MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill Also in Games Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

FORUM: 17thShard Yes Duration [3 Month]

REDDIT: Berserk Also in Anime Yes Duration [Latest chapter]

TOP: Harry Potter Wiki Franchise No Indefinite [Canon-based]

REDDIT: Cosmere Yes Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: The Stormlight Archive Yes Indefinite [Book based]
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Name Notes Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

Other (8):

REDDIT: Martial Arts No None

FORUM: Stackexchange Multiple narratives No None

FORUM: Red Cafe Football Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

OTHER: Bionicle Sector 01 Lego / Franchise Yes Duration [1-3 Weeks]

REDDIT: Ask Science Fiction Multiple narratives Yes Duration [6 Month]

NEWSSITE: Vulture Multiple narratives Yes Duration [Variable]

NEWSSITE: Entertainment Geekly Multiple narratives Yes Duration [Variable]

OTHER: TvTropes Multiple narratives Yes Indefinite

Top-Wikis of Fandom are denoted by TOP, other Fandom-Wikis by FANDOM and Wikis not on Fandom by 
OTHER, to keep the convention from the other tables. Newssites are denoted by NEWSSITE, while Subred-
dits by REDDIT and other forums by FORUM. Each denotation appears before the name of the website.
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Table 1b, Media type to strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies for Newssites

Name Notes Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

Games (1):

FORUM: The Ones Who Came Before Yes Duration [3 Month]

Series (1):

The Green Lantern TAS Yes Duration [1 Week + Tag]

Others (2):

Vulture Multiple narratives Yes Duration [Variable]

 Entertainment Geekly Multiple narratives Yes Duration [Variable]

The ones Who Came Before is both a Source of news as well as a fan-forum for the Video-Game Assassins 
Creed and is thus denoted with FORUM.
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Table 2, Media type to strength of Spoiler Policies for Forums

Name Notes Strength of Protection (None/Leaks/Dura-
tion/ Indefinite)

Games (10):

MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill Also in Books Leaks [with exceptions]

Assassins Creed Valhalla Forums Leaks [Unclear]

REDDIT: Pokemon S&S Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Drawn to life game Duration [Couple Weeks]

KH13 Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: True Zelda Duration [2 Month]

The Ones Who Came Before Duration [3 Month]

REDDIT: Assassins Creed Duration [“Months”]

REDDIT: Magia Record Also in Anime Indefinite [except Anime/Spinoffs]

REDDIT: Watch Dogs Indefinite

Anime and Manga (7):

REDDIT: OreGairuSNAFU Leaks [except Anime]

REDDIT: Boruto Leaks [based on Anime]

REDDIT: Kubera Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Haikyu Duration [Season End + 1 Week]

REDDIT: Berserk Also in Books Duration [Latest chapter]

REDDIT: Magia Record Also in Games Indefinite [except Anime/Spinoffs]

REDDIT: Anime Indefinite [Episode based]

Series (4):

REDDIT: Shitty Daystorm None

REDDIT: Cobra Kai Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Hilda the Series Duration [6 Weeks]

REDDIT: Critical Role Indefinite [Episode based]

Books (5):

MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill Also in Games Leaks [with exceptions]

17thShard Duration [3 Month]

REDDIT: Berserk Also in Anime Duration [Latest chapter]

REDDIT: Cosmere Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: The Stormlight Archive Indefinite [Book based]

Others (4):

REDDIT: Martial Arts None

Stackexchange Multiple narratives None
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Name Notes Strength of Protection (None/Leaks/Dura-
tion/ Indefinite)

Others (4):

Red Cafe Football Leaks [with exceptions]

REDDIT: Ask Science Fiction Multiple narratives Duration [6 Month]

Subreddits are denoted by REDDIT.
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Table 3, Age of covered narrative, strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies for Forums

Name Age of Narrative Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

Red Cafe 1889 [Football-Club 
founding]

Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

REDDIT: Anime 1906 Yes Indefinite [Episode based]

REDDIT: Shitty Daystorm 1966 No None

REDDIT: True Zelda 1986 Yes Duration [2 Month]

REDDIT: Berserk 1989 Yes Duration [Latest chapter]

MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill 1993 No Leaks [with exceptions]

17thShard 1994 Yes Duration [3 Month]

REDDIT: Pokemon S&S 1996 Yes Duration [1 Week]

KH13 2002 Yes Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Cosmere 2005 Yes Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: Assassins Creed 2007 Yes Duration [“Months”]

The Ones Who Came Before 2007 Yes Duration [3 Month]

REDDIT: Drawn to life game 2007 Yes Duration [Couple Weeks]

REDDIT: The Stormlight Archive 2010 Yes Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: OreGairuSNAFU 2011 Yes Leaks [except Anime]

REDDIT: Haikyu 2012 Yes Duration [1 Week after Sea-
son End]

REDDIT: Watch Dogs 2014 Yes Indefinite

REDDIT: Boruto 2015 [Prior series 1999] Yes Leaks [based on Anime]

REDDIT: Critical Role 2015 Yes Indefinite [Episode based]

REDDIT: Magia Record 2017 [Prior Anime 2011] Yes Indefinite [except Anime and
Spinoffs]

REDDIT: Cobra Kai 2018 Yes Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Hilda the Series 2018 Yes Duration [6 Weeks]

Assassins Creed Valhalla Forums 2020 [Prior game 2007] Yes Leaks [Unclear]

REDDIT: Kubera Not found Yes Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Ask Science Fiction Indeterminable Yes Duration [6 Month]

Stackexchange Indeterminable No None

REDDIT: Martial Arts Indeterminable No None

Subreddits are denoted by REDDIT.
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Table 4, Age of Forums and strength (and existence) of their Spoiler Policies

Name Age of Forum Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection (None/Leaks/
Duration/ Indefinite)

REDDIT: Anime 2008 (25.01) Yes Indefinite [Episode based]

REDDIT: Martial Arts 2008 (03.08) No None

KH13 2008 Yes Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Berserk 2010 (19.05) Yes Duration [Latest chapter]

17thShard 2010 (Summer) Yes Duration [3 Month]

REDDIT: Assassins Creed 2010 (17.11) Yes Duration [“Months”]

Stackexchange 2010 No None

Red Cafe 2010 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

REDDIT: Ask Science Fiction 2011 (01.07) Yes Duration [6 Month]

REDDIT: The Stormlight Archive 2011 (10.08) Yes Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: Cosmere 2011 (14.12) Yes Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: True Zelda 2012 (26.01) Yes Duration [2 Month]

REDDIT: Watch Dogs 2012 (04.06) Yes Indefinite

REDDIT: Kubera 2013 (28.02) Yes Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Haikyu 2013 (09.10) Yes Duration [Season End + 1 Week]

REDDIT: Boruto 2014 (5.11) Yes Leaks [based on Anime]

The Ones Who Came Before 2014 Yes Duration [3 Month]

REDDIT: OreGairuSNAFU 2015 (11.01) Yes Leaks [except Anime]

REDDIT: Critical Role 2015 (08.05) Yes Indefinite [Episode based]

REDDIT: Drawn to life game 2015 (19.05) Yes Duration [Couple Weeks]

REDDIT: Shitty Daystorm 2015 (09.07) No None

REDDIT: Magia Record 2017 (23.05) Yes Indefinite [except Anime/Spinoffs]

REDDIT: Hilda the Series 2017 (15.06) Yes Duration [6 Weeks]

REDDIT: Cobra Kai 2017 (04.08) Yes Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Pokemon S&S 2019 (26.02) Yes Duration [1 Week]

MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill Not found No Leaks [with exceptions]

Assassins Creed Valhalla Forums Not found Yes Leaks [Unclear]

Subreddits are denoted by REDDIT.
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Table 5, Size in relation to strength of Spoiler Policies for Forums

Name Size (In number of members) Strength of Protection (None/
Leaks/Duration/ Indefinite)

Reddit: Gathered 15/16.12.2020:

REDDIT: Anime 2 Million Indefinite [Episode based]

REDDIT: Assassins Creed 363 Thousand Duration [“Months”]

REDDIT: Pokemon S&S 333 Thousand Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Ask Science Fiction 290 Thousand Duration [6 Month]

REDDIT: Critical Role 250 Thousand Indefinite [Episode based]

REDDIT: Berserk 182 Thousand Duration [Latest chapter]

REDDIT: Haikyu 148 Thousand Duration [Season End + 1 Week]

REDDIT: The Stormlight Archive 122 Thousand Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: Martial Arts 101 Thousand None

REDDIT: Boruto 100 Thousand Leaks [based on Anime]

REDDIT: Watch Dogs 91 Thousand Indefinite

REDDIT: OreGairuSNAFU 71,1 Thousand Leaks [except Anime]

REDDIT: Cosmere 60,3 Thousand Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: True Zelda 52,2 Thousand Duration [2 Month]

REDDIT: Cobra Kai 39,8 Thousand Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Hilda the Series 14,5 Thousand Duration [6 Weeks]

REDDIT: Shitty Daystorm 13,1 Thousand None

REDDIT: Magia Record 12,5 Thousand Indefinite [except Anime and 
Spinoffs]

REDDIT: Kubera 1,8 Thousand Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Drawn to life game 619 Duration [Couple Weeks]

Other Forums: Gathered 19.03.2021:

Stackexchange 14,1 Million None

MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill 406.444 Leaks [with exceptions]

KH13 60.098 Duration [1 Month]

17thShard 27.060 Duration [3 Month]

Other Forums: Gathered 19.03.2021:

Assassins Creed Valhalla Forums Not found [Subforum of a 
forum with: 6.590.632]

Leaks [Unclear]

The Ones Who Came Before Not found Duration [3 Month]

Red Cafe Not found Leaks [with exceptions]

Subreddits are denoted by REDDIT.

Table 6, Strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies, as well as ban-threats by Forums
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Name Strength of Protection (None/
Leaks/Duration/ Indefinite)

Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Bans threatened 
(Yes/No)

No Protection (3):

REDDIT: Martial Arts None No No

REDDIT: Shitty Daystorm None No No

Stackexchange None No No

Leaks (5):

REDDIT: Boruto Leaks [based on Anime] Yes Yes [least 1 day]

Red Cafe Leaks [with exceptions] Yes Yes

MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill Leaks [with exceptions] No No

REDDIT: OreGairuSNAFU Leaks [except Anime] Yes No

Assassins Creed Valhalla Forums Leaks [Unclear] Yes No

Duration based (12):

REDDIT: Kubera Duration [1 Week] Yes No

REDDIT: Pokemon S&S Duration [1 Week] Yes No

REDDIT: Haikyu Duration [Season End + 1 Week] Yes No

REDDIT: Drawn to life game Duration [Couple Weeks] Yes No

KH13 Duration [1 Month] Yes Yes [posting]

REDDIT: Cobra Kai Duration [1 Month] Yes No

REDDIT: Hilda the Series Duration [6 Weeks] Yes No

REDDIT: True Zelda Duration [2 Month] Yes Yes [least 5 days]

The Ones Who Came Before Duration [3 Month] Yes Yes

17thShard Duration [3 Month] Yes No

REDDIT: Ask Science Fiction Duration [6 Month] Yes No

REDDIT: Assassins Creed Duration [“Months”] Yes Yes [2 weeks]

REDDIT: Berserk Duration [Latest chapter] Yes No

Indefinite (6):

REDDIT: Critical Role Indefinite [Episode based] Yes No

REDDIT: Anime Indefinite [Episode based] Yes Yes [8 Days]

REDDIT: Cosmere Indefinite [Book based] Yes No

REDDIT: The Stormlight Archive Indefinite [Book based] Yes Yes [permanent]

REDDIT: Watch Dogs Indefinite Yes Yes [2 weeks]

REDDIT: Magia Record Indefinite [except Anime and 
Spinoffs]

Yes No

Subreddits are denoted by REDDIT.
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Table 7, Number of comments, strength of Spoiler Policies and if the found thread serves also as a
release-thread for Forums

Name Number of 
Comments

Also Release-
thread
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection (None/
Leaks/Duration/ Indefinite)

REDDIT: Pokemon S&S 203 Yes Duration [1 Week]

REDDIT: Anime 118 No Indefinite [Episode based]

REDDIT: The Stormlight Archive 71 / 14 No Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: Assassins Creed 56 Yes Duration [“Months”]

REDDIT: Haikyu 41 Yes Duration [1 Week after Season
End]

REDDIT: Cobra Kai 40 Yes Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Boruto 26 No Leaks [based on Anime]

REDDIT: Watch Dogs 25 Yes Indefinite

REDDIT: OreGairuSNAFU 22 No Leaks [except Anime]

REDDIT: Shitty Daystorm 22 Yes None

REDDIT: Berserk 20 No Duration [Latest chapter]

REDDIT: Cosmere 20 Yes Indefinite [Book based]

REDDIT: True Zelda 14 [Visible 7] No Duration [2 Month]

REDDIT: Martial Arts 9 No None

REDDIT: Critical Role 6 No Indefinite [Episode based]

17thShard 6 Yes Duration [3 Month]

KH13 5 / 4 No Duration [1 Month]

REDDIT: Ask Science Fiction 5 Yes Duration [6 Month]

MTG Salvation The Rumor Mill 5 No Leaks [with exceptions]

Stackexchange 4 / 4 / 4 / 3 No None

REDDIT: Magia Record 4 No Indefinite [except Anime and 
Spinoffs]

REDDIT: Kubera 2 No Duration [1 Week]

Red Cafe 2 No Leaks [with exceptions]

Assassins Creed Valhalla Forums 1 Used as such Leaks [Unclear]

REDDIT: Hilda the Series 0 No Duration [6 Weeks]

REDDIT: Drawn to life game 0 Unclear Duration [Couple Weeks]

The Ones Who Came Before Not applicable No Duration [3 Month]

Subreddits are denoted by REDDIT. The number of Comments is based on the forums claim, which some-
times was different from the number of visible comments.
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Table 8, Strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies, as well as incorporated Wikipedia-citations by
Wikis

Name Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

Spoiler Policy
(Yes/No)

Wikipedia-
Citation (Yes /
No)

No Protection (4): Citation (6):

TOP: Terrarria Wiki None No No

RuneScape Wiki None Yes No

Call of Duty Wiki None Yes No

Anima None No No

Leaks (12):

TOP: Marvel Cinematic Universe Wiki Leaks [Spoiler Warning] Yes Yes

OTHER: Battlestar Wiki Leaks [Spoiler Warning] Yes No

Bleach Wiki Leaks [designated page] Yes Yes

TOP: Arrowverse Wiki Leaks [with exceptions] Yes No

TOP: Memory Alpha Leaks [with exceptions] Yes Yes

RWBY Wiki Leaks [with exceptions] Yes No

Tardis Leaks [with exceptions] Yes No

TOP: The Walking Dead Wiki Leaks [not accepted] Yes No

TOP: One Piece Wiki Leaks [not accepted] Yes No

TOP: Narutopedia Leaks [not accepted] Yes Yes

Fairy Tail Wiki Leaks [not accepted] Yes Yes

Attack on Titan Wiki Leaks [not accepted] Yes Yes

Duration based (4):

TOP: Wookieepedia Duration [1 Month] Yes No

OTHER: Transformerswiki Duration [1 Month] Yes No

OTHER: Kingdom Hearts Wiki Duration [~1 Month] No No

OTHER: Bionicle Sector 01 Duration [1-3 Weeks] Yes No

Indefinite (7):

TOP: Dragonball Wiki Indefinite No No

TOP: Elder Scrolls Wiki Indefinite Yes No

TOP: Minecraft Wiki Indefinite No No

Final Fantasy Wiki Indefinite Yes No

OTHER: Pathfinder Wiki Indefinite Yes No

OTHER: TvTropes Indefinite Yes No

TOP: Harry Potter Wiki Indefinite [Canon-based] No No

Top-Wikis of Fandom are denoted by TOP, Wikis not on Fandom by OTHER before their name.
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Table 9, Media type to strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies for Wikis

Name Notes Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection (None/
Leaks/Duration/ Indefinite)

Games (8):

Call of Duty Wiki Yes None

RuneScape Wiki Yes None

TOP: Terrarria Wiki No None

OTHER: Kingdom Hearts Wiki No Duration [~1 Month]

TOP: Minecraft Wiki No Indefinite

Final Fantasy Wiki Yes Indefinite

TOP: Elder Scrolls Wiki Yes Indefinite

OTHER: Pathfinder Wiki Yes Indefinite

Anime and Manga (8):

Anima No None

RWBY Wiki Also Series Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

Bleach Wiki Yes Leaks [designated page]

Fairy Tail Wiki Yes Leaks [not accepted]

Attack on Titan Wiki Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: One Piece Wiki Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Narutopedia Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Dragonball Wiki No Indefinite

Series (9):

TOP: Marvel Cinematic Universe Wiki Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

OTHER: Battlestar Wiki Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

Tardis Franchise Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Memory Alpha Franchise Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

RWBY Wiki Also Anime Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Arrowverse Wiki Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: The Walking Dead Wiki Yes Leaks [not accepted]

OTHER: Transformerswiki Franchise Yes Duration [1 Month]

TOP: Wookieepedia Franchise Yes Duration [1 Month]

Books (1):

TOP: Harry Potter Wiki Franchise No Indefinite [Canon-based]

Other (2):

OTHER: Bionicle Sector 01 Lego / Franchise Yes Duration [1-3 Weeks]

OTHER: TvTropes Yes Indefinite
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Top-Wikis of Fandom are denoted by TOP, Wikis not on Fandom by OTHER before their name.
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Table 10, Specified release area and strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies for Wikis

Name Specified Release Area (US / 
(English) Translation / Others / 
Not specified)

Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection (None/
Leaks/Duration/ Indefinite)

US Release (4):

TOP: Memory Alpha US Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Marvel Cinematic Uni-
verse Wiki

US Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

TOP: Arrowverse Wiki US [CW-Network] Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Wookieepedia US [or country of origin] Yes Duration [1 Month]

Translations (6):

TOP: Narutopedia Translation Yes Leaks [not accepted]

OTHER: Kingdom Hearts 
Wiki

Translation No Duration [~1 Month]

Fairy Tail Wiki Translation Yes Leaks [not accepted]

Attack on Titan Wiki Translation [Official] Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: One Piece Wiki Translation [Official] Yes Leaks [not accepted]

Bleach Wiki Translation [Official] Yes Leaks [designated page]

Others (4):

Tardis Other [Worldwide] Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

OTHER: Battlestar Wiki Other [Worldwide] Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

OTHER: Transformerswiki Other [“generally” North Amer-
ica]

Yes Duration [1 Month]

RWBY Wiki Other [Registered Users] Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

Not specified (12):

TOP: Terrarria Wiki Not specified No None

RuneScape Wiki Not specified Yes None

Call of Duty Wiki Not specified Yes None

Anima Not specified No None

TOP: Harry Potter Wiki Not specified No Indefinite [Canon-based]

TOP: Elder Scrolls Wiki Not specified Yes Indefinite

Final Fantasy Wiki Not specified Yes Indefinite

OTHER: Pathfinder Wiki Not specified Yes Indefinite

OTHER: TvTropes Not specified Yes Indefinite

TOP: Dragonball Wiki Not specified No Indefinite

TOP: Minecraft Wiki Not specified No Indefinite

TOP: The Walking Dead 
Wiki

Not specified [US implied] Yes Leaks [not accepted]
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Top-Wikis of Fandom are denoted by TOP, Wikis not on Fandom by OTHER before their name.
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Table 11, Age of covered narratives in relation to strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies for 
Wikis

Name Age of Narrative Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

Anima 1906 / 18th, 12th century No None

Tardis 1963 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Memory Alpha 1966 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Wookieepedia 1977 Yes Duration [1 Month]

OTHER: Battlestar Wiki 1978 Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

OTHER: Transformerswiki 1984 Yes Duration [1 Month]

TOP: Dragonball Wiki 1984 No Indefinite

Final Fantasy Wiki 1987 Yes Indefinite

TOP: Elder Scrolls Wiki 1994 Yes Indefinite

TOP: Harry Potter Wiki 1997 No Indefinite [Canon-based]

TOP: One Piece Wiki 1997 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Narutopedia 1999 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

OTHER: Bionicle Sector 01 2000 Yes Duration [1-3 Weeks]

RuneScape Wiki 2001 Yes None

Bleach Wiki 2001 Yes Leaks [designated page]

OTHER: Kingdom Hearts Wiki 2002 No Duration [~1 Month]

Call of Duty Wiki 2003 Yes None

Fairy Tail Wiki 2006 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Marvel Cinematic Universe 
Wiki

2008 Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

OTHER: Pathfinder Wiki 2009 Yes Indefinite

Attack on Titan Wiki 2009 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: The Walking Dead Wiki 2010 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Terrarria Wiki 2011 No None

TOP: Minecraft Wiki 2011 No Indefinite

TOP: Arrowverse Wiki 2011 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

RWBY Wiki 2012 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

OTHER: TvTropes Indeterminable Yes Indefinite

Top-Wikis of Fandom are denoted by TOP, Wikis not on Fandom by OTHER before their name.
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Table 12, Size of Wikis in relation to strength (and existence) of their Spoiler Policies

Name Size (in number of Art-
icles)

Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

TOP: Wookieepedia 165.538 Yes Duration [1 Month]

Tardis 90.273 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Memory Alpha 50.764 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

RuneScape Wiki 44.136 Yes None

Final Fantasy Wiki 39.152 Yes Indefinite

OTHER: Trans 27.469 Yes Duration [1 Month]

TOP: Marvel Cinematic Universe 
Wiki

24.861 Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

TOP: Elder Scrolls Wiki 19.264 Yes Indefinite

TOP: Harry Potter Wiki 17.142 No Indefinite [Canon-based]

OTHER: Pathfinder Wiki 16.971 Yes Indefinite

Call of Duty Wiki 12.336 Yes None

TOP: Arrowverse Wiki 11.863 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: The Walking Dead Wiki 9.985 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

OTHER: Bionicle Sector 01 8.903 Yes Duration [1-3 Weeks]

TOP: Dragonball Wiki 7.661 No Indefinite

TOP: Narutopedia 7.175 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Minecraft Wiki 6.928 No Indefinite

TOP: One Piece Wiki 5.975 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

OTHER: Kingdom Hearts Wiki 5.635 No Duration [~1 Month]

TOP: Terrarria Wiki 4.576 No None

Fairy Tail Wiki 4.442 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

OTHER: Battlestar Wiki 3.534 Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

RWBY Wiki 3.067 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

Bleach Wiki 2.497 Yes Leaks [designated page]

Attack on Titan Wiki 2.454 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

Anima 1.042 No None

OTHER: TvTropes Not Found Yes Indefinite

Top-Wikis of Fandom are denoted by TOP, Wikis not on Fandom by OTHER before their name.
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Table 13, Talk-length in relation to strength (and existence) of Spoiler Policies for Wikis

Name Talk-Length (None/ 
Short / Long)

Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

No Talk (10):

TOP: Elder Scrolls Wiki No Yes Indefinite

TOP: Arrowverse Wiki No Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: Marvel Cinematic Universe Wiki No Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

TOP: Dragonball Wiki No No Indefinite

TOP: Terrarria Wiki No No None

TOP: Minecraft Wiki No No Indefinite

Anima No No None

Call of Duty Wiki No Yes None

Fairy Tail Wiki No Yes Leaks [not accepted]

RWBY Wiki No Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

Short Talk (9):

TOP: Wookieepedia Short Yes Duration [1 Month]

TOP: Narutopedia Short Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Harry Potter Wiki Short (about Canon) No Indefinite [Canon-based]

Final Fantasy Wiki Short Yes Indefinite

Bleach Wiki Short Yes Leaks [designated page]

OTHER: Bionicle Sector 01 Short Yes Duration [1-3 Weeks]

OTHER: Kingdom Hearts Wiki Short (in Forum) No Duration [~1 Month]

OTHER: Transformerswiki Short Yes Duration [1 Month]

OTHER: Battlestar Wiki Short Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

Long Talk (8):

TOP: Memory Alpha Long Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: The Walking Dead Wiki Long (in Forum) Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: One Piece Wiki Long Yes Leaks [not accepted]

Attack on Titan Wiki Long Yes Leaks [not accepted]

RuneScape Wiki Long Yes None

OTHER: Pathfinder Wiki Long Yes Indefinite

OTHER: TvTropes Long Yes Indefinite

Tardis Long Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

Top-Wikis of Fandom are denoted by TOP, Wikis not on Fandom by OTHER before their name.
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Table 14, Number of comments for Spoiler Policies of Wikis

Name Number of Comments Spoiler 
Policy
(Yes/No)

Strength of Protection 
(None/Leaks/Duration/ In-
definite)

Bleach Wiki 5 [147 on Spoiler-Article] Yes Leaks [designated page]

TOP: Harry Potter Wiki [109 for Canon-Policy] No Indefinite [Canon-based]

TOP: Memory Alpha 94 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

Attack on Titan Wiki 0 [33 for Manuel of Style] Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: The Walking Dead Wiki 0 [30 in Forum-Discussion] Yes Leaks [not accepted]

Tardis 24 / 0 / 0 / 0 / 0 / 0 / 0 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

TOP: One Piece Wiki 19 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Narutopedia 16 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

Final Fantasy Wiki 11 Yes Indefinite

OTHER: Kingdom Hearts Wiki 10 No Duration [~1 Month]

TOP: Wookieepedia 9 Yes Duration [1 Month]

RuneScape Wiki 7 Yes None

OTHER: Bionicle Sector 01 2 Yes Duration [1-3 Weeks]

OTHER: Pathfinder Wiki Uncounted [2 archives] Yes Indefinite

OTHER: Battlestar Wiki Uncounted Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

OTHER: Transformerswiki Uncounted Yes Duration [1 Month]

OTHER: TvTropes Uncounted Yes Indefinite

Call of Duty Wiki 0 Yes None

TOP: Marvel Cinematic Universe 
Wiki

0 Yes Leaks [Spoiler Warning]

TOP: Arrowverse Wiki 0 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

RWBY Wiki 0 Yes Leaks [with exceptions]

Fairy Tail Wiki 0 Yes Leaks [not accepted]

TOP: Elder Scrolls Wiki 0 Yes Indefinite

Anima Not applicable No None

TOP: Terrarria Wiki Not applicable No None

TOP: Dragonball Wiki Not applicable No Indefinite

TOP: Minecraft Wiki Not applicable No Indefinite

Top-Wikis of Fandom are denoted by TOP, Wikis not on Fandom by OTHER before their name. Uncounted 

refers to wikis, for which manual counting of comments was necessary and difficult.
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Glossary

Adventure Path: A playable story for the pen-and-paper-game-system pathfinder.

Age of Calamity: See Legend of Zelda (Zelda).

Anime: A Japanese Cartoon, whose concrete distinction criteria from European cartoons fosters much de-

bate. Anime cover a great range of topics, ranging from Cartoons from small girls or boys, to those intended

for mature audiences. Notably most Anime are adaptions of Japanese Comics called Manga, however this

does not hold true for all of them. Anime are often translated by fans, before an official translation is avail-

able. The release of Anime is structured into seasons.

Arrowverse (Arrow): A superhero-universe which started with a TV-show 2012 about the superhero Green

Arrow. By now it not only encompasses his story, but also those of superheroes operating within the same

universe. Notably while the characters are based on DC superhero-comics, the Arrowverse itself is a re-ima-

gining of their story and can thus not be completely predicted with knowledge of the comics.

AskScienceFiction (AskSF):  A subreddit dedicated to answering questions about any world within the Sci-

ence Fiction genre.

Assassins Creed: Valhalla (Valhalla): A Video-Game series, about being an assassin in different periods of

time, with an extensive world to explore, as well as main story. The newest title Valhalla, released Novem -

ber 10, 2020 allows one to play as a Viking, which comes from a line of assassins. Assassins Creed is pub-

lished by Ubisoft, which also publishes the Watch Dog Series.

Attack on Titan (AoT): A mystery-based Manga (2009-2021) and Anime (2013-Present), about a city of hu-

mans that has to defend itself against attacking titans. Due to its genre and popularity, it was chosen for

special protection on Reddit.

Avengers: End Game:  A superhero and science-fiction blockbuster within the Marvel Cinematic Universe

(MCU). It was released 2019.

Battlestar Galactica (BSG):  A story about a small fleet of human survivors fleeing through space from the

genocidal robots they build. Aired first on TV 1978-1980, with a reboot airing from 2004-2013, including

multiple films.

Berserk: A still unfinished Manga, running since 1989. It has multiple anime and film-adaptions, which are

however not relevant for the subreddit (most likely due to their datedness or quality). Berserk is a story in -

tended for mature audiences, which plays in a dark fantasy Europa, with common depictions of brutality

and torture. Berserk releases by now very slowly, with only three chapters in 2020.

Bionicle Sector 01 (BS01): Bionicle are a series of specific Lego-creations, first sold in 2000. Bionicle Sector

01 refers to the fictional area, where the accompanying stories take place.
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Bleach: A anime and manga reapers battling evil spirits, being published from 2001-2016 (Manga) and 2004-

2012 (Anime).

Boruto:  A anime and manga about Ninjas, following after the successful and long-running series Naruto

(Manga: 1999-2014, anime: 2002-2017). Both stories have a coming-of-age theme and are directed at chil-

dren to young adults.

Call of Duty (CoD): A video-game series of ego-shooters, usually set within one of the world-wars or against

terrorists.  Since the first game in 2003 are most incarnations known for their  spectacle or multiplayer-

mode, less so for their often stereotypical story.

Cobra Kai (Cobra): A martial arts live-action series, focussing on the reopening of the (fictional) dojo of the

same name and the struggles of it’s pupils and trainer. Originating on YouTube Red is it now being streamed

by Netflix. The third season released January 1 2021.

Cosmere: The interconnected world of most books by Brandon Sanderson, including for example the Storm-

light Archive.

Critical  Role  (Critical):  A weekly  streamed  Campaign of  a  group  of  Voice  Actors  playing Dungeon and

Dragons. Besides the live stream, there are multiple staggered releases of the recordings.

Cyberpunk 2077: A cyberpunk and science fiction video game, released on the December 10.2020. The re-

lease of the game preceded heavy anticipation, due to it’s multiple years of development and it’s developer,

whose last game was the critical acclaimed Witcher 3: Wild Hunt.

Doctor Who: A British TV series that started 1963 about the titular Doctor Who and his crew, that travels

through time and space.

Dragon Ball (DB): A Japanese Manga and Anime dating back to 1984 and 1986 respectively. The story star -

ted as a humoristic re-imagining of the legend of the Monkey King, but developed fast into being based

around combat between mostly alien entities.

Drawn to Life Game (Drawn): A subreddit dedicated to the Draw to Life Game series, a small game-series in

which the player has to draw their hero character. The fourth and currently last instalment was released on

December 7, 2020.

Dungeons and Dragons: A Pen-and Paper Role-playing game. In Dungeon and Dragons one player, called

Dungeon- or Gamemaster, describes a world, while the other players describe the actions of their charac-

ters therein.

Ego-Shooter: A video-game focusses on the use of firearms, with the perspective of the player being that of

the wielder of the firearm (instead of the camera being behind, above or over their shoulder).
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Elder Scrolls (ESO): The Elder Scrolls is the name of a video-game-series, playing within a fantastical world.

The first game was released 1994. Originally only publishing games for single play, the newest release Elder

Scrolls Online is an MMORPG (and the source of the acronym). Notably, due to being a successful franchise,

by now the game also includes books and other forms of narrative.

Fairy Tail (FT): A anime and manga about a magical skilled guild, within a fantasy world where such a com-

monplace. The manga ran from 2006-2017, while the anime followed between 2009-2019.

Fandom: A website by the Wikimedia-Foundation, hosting a number of fan-wikis and offering them both ba-

sic structure, as well as help in wiki-creation. The amount of advertisements implies that it finance them -

selves with it on their wikis. Notably Fandom has their own news, which are not affected by the Spoiler

Policies of the hosted wikis.

Final Fantasy (FF): A video-game series out of Japan, dating back to 1987. Maybe the most well known Ja-

panese role-playing game in the West.

Haikyuu:  An anime and manga focussing on sports, more specific volleyball. It run from 2012 (Manga) or

2014 (Anime) until 2020 (June for the Manga; December for the Anime). It is intended for children and

young adults and focus on mental and personal struggles, as well as the team dynamics.

Harry Potter (HP): A seven publications long book-series for children, about a boy who finds himself a wiz-

ard and enters their parallel world. The main books were published between 1997-2007, however multiple

followers within the IP were afters and are still published.

Hilda the Series (Hilda): An animated TV series within the Urban Fantasy genre. It debuted on 2018 on Net -

flix, with a second series releasing December 2020.

Kingdom Hearts (KH and Melody): A Japanese Video-Game series combining the characters of Disney with

characters inspired by the popular role-playing game-series Final Fantasy. In Kingdom Hearts the player vis-

its the different world of the films released by Disney and solves problems there. This is connected through

an overarching story, that also connects the different games within the series. While the series started with

Video-Games in 2002, by now it also includes manga.

Kubera:  A Korean  Webcomic  whose  translation is  released  on  the Webcomic-Platform Webtoon.  Each

Chapter possesses thus four different release times, the paid Korean release, the free Korean release, the

paid (English) Webtoon release and the free Webtoon release.

Legend of Zelda: A Video-Game series existing since 1986. The Japanese Series usually focus on the explora-

tion of an overworld interrupted by dungeon-visits. However the newest release Hyrule Warriors: Age of

Calamity (AoC)  in  November 20,  2020 is  structured through multiple chapters.  The gathered dedicated

subreddit calls itself TrueZelda, for it’s exclusion of non-discussion-content.

Magia: See Puella Magi Madoka Magica Side Story: Magia Record (Magia).
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Magic the Gathering (MTG): A trading-card game, in which player create their own decks by buying or trad-

ing cards to play against each other. Despite the game being traditionally physical, there also exist digital

versions of it.

Magical Girl Anime: An anime intended usually for small girls, that feature girl or woman-protagonists with

the ability to transform into a different appearance, to battle evil beings. These Magical Girls are often ac -

companied by a pet, that advices them.

Manga: A Japanese Comic. They are often released in single chapters, which can be translated by fans be -

fore any official translation is available (obviously only necessary for non-Japanese-speaking fans). Manga

cover a wide range of topics, both for children and for mature audiences.

Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU): A media franchise consisting out of interconnected superhero-films and

-series by the publisher Marvel Studios. Notably while the characters are based on Marvels superhero-com-

ics, the MCU itself is a re-imagining of their story and can thus not be completely predicted with knowledge

of the comics.

Massive-Multiplayer-Online-Role-Playing-Game (MMORPG): A specific form of multiplayer-game, in which

the players create a character in a digital world. The most well known example is most likely World of War -

craft.

Melody of Memory (Melody): See Kingdom Hearts, as Melody of Memory is the newest video-game of this

series.

Memory Alpha (Memory): See Star Trek,  notably Memory Alpha is named after the cultural data-base

within the series.

Mobile Game: A Game intended to be played on mobile devices, e.g. smartphones.

Naruto: See Boruto, it’s follow-up series.

One Piece (OneP): A manga and anime about a pirate crew, sailing between different islands and searching

for the titular one piece, a giant pirate treasure. It’s within the fantasy-genre, as many inhabitants possess

magical abilities. The manga was first released 1997, while the anime followed 1999. Both are still ongoing.

Pathfinder (PF): Pathfinder is a derivate of the pen- and paper role-playing-game Dungeon and Dragons. In

either game one player, called Dungeon- or Gamemaster, describes a world, while the other players de -

scribe the actions of their characters therein.

Pen and Paper Game: Games that originally only need a pen and paper to play (besides the rules) to play

the game.

Pokemon: Sword and Shield (S&S): Pokemon is a long running Japanese Video-Game series (starting 1996)

about the capture of “pocket monsters” called Pokemon, the empowering thereof and fighting against usu -
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ally non-player-characters. The games are structured through gymnasiums, which provide a tough fight at

the end of each section. The newest main-title is the game Pokemon: Sword & Shield, whose Expansion:

The Crown Tundra released on October 22, 2020.

Puella Magi Madoka Magica Side Story: Magia Record (Magia): A mobile game based on the successful

dark and for mature audience intended, anime Puella Magi Madoka Magica that deconstructed it’s sub -

genre (Magical Girl Anime). The Anime ran first 2011, was critical acclaimed and spawned multiple related

media, including Manga, Films and multiple Video Game. The newest is the aforementioned Puella Magi

Madoka Magica Side Story: Magia Record and was released 2017 in Japan and 2019 in the USA. By now two

stories were released for this game, however further are anticipated on their subreddit.

Red Cafe (Red): A forum mainly about sports. However the forum contains also threads for discussions of

other media.

Reddit: A website and self-proclaimed “door to the internet”. Hosts a number of smaller forums, called

subreddits, which can introduce their own rules.

Request for Comments (Wikipedia): A Wikipedia-Process, which is intended to gather outside input to re-

solve disputes. Outsides thus means other Wikipedia-editors, besides those participating in the to be re-

solved discussion.

RuneScape (RS): A Massively-Multiplayer-Online-Role-Playing-Game within a fantasy world, first released

2001. Similar thus in gameplay to the better known World of Warcraft, though it has a different world, story

and payment-model.

RWBY: A web-video-series stylised after anime, but created by Americans. In RWBY magical trained hunters

defend their scientific advanced world against evil monsters. The show aired since 2013 eight seasons and

enjoyed during this time both sometimes massive popularity, as well as other times great backlash and dis-

appointment.

Shitty Daystorm (Shitty): A subreddit for Star Trek, a science-fiction universe mainly popularised through

it’s TV series. Prides itself on it’s missing Spoiler Policy and thus also allows spoilers outside of the Star Trek

Universe.

Spoiler Season: A term found for the Card-Game Magic the Gathering, referring to a time-frame, in which

previews, e.g. spoilers, of future cards are released.

Stackexchange (StackMeta and StackSF):  A question and answering website, which is divided in multiple

subtopics, e.g. Stackexchange Science Fiction. On Stackexchange questions can be asked and answered by

any users, with sensible answers being upvoted both by the questioner and other users. The aim of the

website is to create an exhaustive repository of questions and answers, so that answers for repeating ques -

tions can be found without asking.
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Star Trek: A long-running science fiction franchise, starting 1966 with the original (TV-) series. It usually fo -

cus on the exploration of alien species and cultures. The once last series finished 2005. 2009 the first of by

now three reboot-films was released and 2017 followed the first of multiple new series within the universe.

It is followed by Shitty Daystorm, a subreddit, and gathered by the Memory Alpha Wiki.

Star Wars: A science fiction franchise, starting with the first released film 1977. Star Wars plays within an in -

terplanetary universe, with battles between good and evil. By now it has greatly expanded, into books, com-

ics, TV-shows, further films and video-games, to name a few. Information about it are gathered by the

Wookieepedia (Wookiee), named after an iconic race within the films.

Stormlight Archive (Storm): A fantasy book-series by the author Brandon Sanderson, being part of the in -

terconnected world Cosmere.

S&S, Sword and Shield: See Pokemon: Sword and Shield (S&S).

Tardis:  See Doctor Who. Tardis is the name of the machine, with which the Doctor travels between time

and space.

Terraria (Terra):  A video-game featuring exploration, crafting, building and combat within an open world.

The game can be played in single-player or multiplayer and was first released 2011, but continues to be up-

dated since then.

The Walking Dead (TWD): See Walking Dead, The.

Transformers (Trans): A franchise by Hasbro about sentient robots that can switch their form. The franchise

encompasses among others films, an animated series, multiple books and comics as well as the toy-series it

was created to promote. The franchise began with the toy line, animated series and comic of the same

name 1984.

TrueZelda (Zelda): A subreddit dedicated to the Video Game Legend of Zelda. Notably TrueZelda is not the

main subreddit for this game, but rather one which excludes fanworks, videos and pictures, to allow a focus

on discussions of the franchise.

TVTropes (TvT): A website dedicated to gathering tropes for any kind of narrative, not only for TV series.

Notably the number of tropes contentiously grows, as new tropes are found and added.

Valhalla: See Assassins Creed: Valhalla.

Walking Dead, The (TWD):  A TV series from 2010 set within an apocalyptic America, where most of the

population has become mindless zombies, hungering for human flesh. Much of the drama focusses on the

interaction of the survivors.  Like other franchises,  the Walking Dead expanded to different publication-

forms, including video-games and comics.
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Watch Dog (Watch): A video-game by the Publisher Ubisoft, who also finances the Assassins Creed series.

The series plays in fictional versions of real-life cities, with the player being a hacker. Most notably is the fic-

tional central operating system, which links any electronic device and allows the player to gain extensive in -

formation about any random person on the street, while having to thwart those that would abuse it.

Wookiee (Wookiee): A race within the Star Wars universe. Also the name for an encyclopedia of the same

science fiction world.

YouTube Red: A subscription service for the video-hosting platform YouTube. YouTube Red removes ad-

vertisements on the platform and additionally provides access to original series, called YouTube Originals.

Zelda: See TrueZelda (Zelda), the subreddit or Legend of Zelda, the video-game the subreddit focusses on.
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Abbreviations

This is a list of all abbreviations used in the thesis. These abbreviations were also used to create the denom-
inations for the sources, by combing the abbreviation of the source with an abbreviation of its subject mat-
ter and a number, if needed (e.g. Magia-SP-1).

General Abbreviations

• SA = Spoiler Avoidance

• IA = Information Avoidance

Reddit

• Anime [Not abbreviated]

• AskSF = AskScienceFiction

• Berserk [Not abbreviated]

• Boruto [Not abbreviated] [also Included in Narutopedia]

• Cobra = CobraKai

• Cosmere [Not abbreviated]

• Creed = Assassins Creed [Newest release is named “Valhalla”]

• Critical = CriticalRole

• Drawn = DrawnToLifeGame

• Haikyuu [Not abbreviated]

• Hilda = HildaTheSeries

• Kubera [Not abbreviated]

• Magia = MagiaRecord

• Martial = Martial Arts

• OreG = OreGairuSNAFU

• Shitty = ShittyDaystorm

• Storm = Stormlight Archives [Used for Results and Survey]

• S&S = Sword & Shield, Pokemon 

• Watch = Watchdog

• Zelda = TrueZelda
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Other Forums

• KH13 = Kingdom Hearts 13, Melody of Memory

• Red = RedCafe

• RM = Rumor Mill, Magic the Gathering [Same topic covered in GR]

• StackMeta = Meta, Stackexchange

• StackSF = Science Fiction & Fantasy Meta, Stackexchange

• Valhalla = Assassins Creed, Valhalla

• 17 = 17thShard

Fandom

• Animanga = Animanga Wiki

• AoT = Attack on Titan Wiki

• Arrow = Arrowverse Wiki

• Bleach = Bleach Wiki

• COD = Call of Duty Wiki

• DB = Dragon Ball Wiki

• ESO = Elder Scrolls Wiki

• FF = Final Fantasy Wiki

• FT = Fairy Tail Wiki

• HP = Harry Potter Wiki

• MCU = Marvel Cinematic Universe Wiki

• Memory = Memory Alpha

• Mine = Minecraft Wiki [Not abbreviated to avoid confusion with MCU]

• Naruto = Narutopedia [Also includes Boruto]

• OneP = One Piece Wiki

• RS = RuneScape Wiki

• RWBY = RWBY Wiki [RWBY is the name of the show, no abbreviation]

• Tardis [Not abbreviated]

• Terra = Terraria Wiki

• TWD = The Walking Dead Wiki

• Wookiee = Wookieepedia
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Other Wikis

• BSG = Battlestar Galactica Wiki

• BS01 = Bioniclesector01 (Bionic, Lego Wiki)

• KH = Kingdom Hearts Wiki

• PF = Pathfinder Wiki

• Trans = Transformer Wiki

• TvT = TvTropes

Wikipedia

• WP = Wikipedia

• WPDE = German Wikipedia

• RfC = Request for comments

• TfD = Template for Deletion

Newssites

• Centro = Centro Pokemon Leaks [Related to Pokemon S&S]

• GL = Green Lantern The Animated Series [A Blog about the series of the same name]

• EG = Entertainment Geekly

• TOWCB = The Ones Who Came Before [A Assassins Creed Forum]

• Vult = Vulture

Others

• CH = College Humour

• GR = Gamerant [The found article is about Magic the Gathering]

• Spec = Spectrum
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Subject matter abbreviations in source denotations

• Answ = Answer

• Arc = Archive

• Com = Comments

• Ex = Example

• guide = guideline

• LC = Last Change

• Main = Mainpage / Frontpage

• OffRelease = Official Release

• SP = Spoiler Policy [Problems with Spoiler Protection, that is also abbreviated in my notes with SP]

• SW = Spoiler Warning

• Search = Search Results [usually for “spoiler” or “spoiler policy”]

• talk = talk page [Or discussion page]

• Tang = Tangend

• TfD = Template for Deletion

• tmplt = template
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